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Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneus, France 
Online- http://www.anzacbattlefields.com/VB/vb2.htm 
 
 
Victoria School, Villers Bretonneux. 
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SYDNEY HAMILTON WELCH 
Born 22 April 1894, Dry Creek, South Australia. Died 11 August 1976, Melbourne, Victoria. 
 
1912 
B Company, 73rd Infantry, (Victorian Rangers), Stawell, Victoria. 
Militia unit, (6 June 1912 to 4 May 1915) 
Royal Australian Garrison Artillery, Queenscliff, Victoria. 
5 May 1915 to 4 June 1915  (Service 133 days). 
 
1ST AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE (1st AIF). 
Enlisted 4 June 1915, Discharged 25 October 1919 
55th Australian Siege Battery, (2ND Australian Siege Battery),  
36th Australian Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery, 
France 1916-1919 (Service abroad 4 years 42 days = 1502 days). 
“Brought to the Notice of the Secretary of State for War for  
valuable services rendered in connection with the war.” 
Discharged 1919 Acting Staff Sergeant-Major. 
 
Australian Instructional Corps, January 1920.1 
Re-enlisted Keswick, South Australia, 8 April 1920. 
No 2 Special School of Instruction, Liverpool, New South Wales.  
8 January 1920 to 7 April 1920. 
Warrant Officer Class II, Melbourne, 21 November 1920. 
Adelaide (South Australia), Liverpool (New South Wales), Port Pirie (South Australia),  
Devonport, Launceston (Tasmania). 
 
Warrant Officer Class I, 
Company Sergeant-Major, Australian Coronation Contingent, England, 1937. 
Discharged. Sydney. New South Wales,  14 August 1938 to take commissioned rank. 
 
Commissioned Quartermaster and Honorary Lieutenant,  
Australian Instructional Corps,  
15 August, 1938. 
 Adjutant and Quartermaster, 1 Medium Regiment, Randwick, Newcastle, (New South 
Wales). 
Promoted Captain 2 October 1941. 
Promoted T/Major 10 November 1941. Major 1 September 1942. 
 
IIND AUSTRALIAN IMPERIAL FORCE (2nd AIF). 
Newcastle (New South Wales), Melbourne, (Victoria), 
BRITISH BORNEO (Headquarters 9th Aust Division), 1945-1946 (112 days). 
 
AUSTRALIAN REGULAR ARMY. 
Retired with rank of Major, (hon. Lt Col.), 1 April 1951. 
  
                                                
1  Millbank, Roland, “Out of Empire: An Introduction to the Story of the Australian Instructional Corps, 1921-
1955,” pp 5-20 in Sabretache, Vol XLV No 4, December 2004. Millbank, Roland, A History of the Australian 
Instructional Corps, 1921-1955, Newton, Major A. J. C., “The Australian Instructional Corps,: pp 29-52 in Army 
Journal, No 267, August 1971. (Geelong, Echo Books, 2015). 
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Sydney Welch’s Parents—Laura Ellen Wharton and James William Welch, c1893. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sydney Hamilton Welch, Adelaide, 1894. 
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Sydney Hamilton Welch, Stawell, Victoria, 1912. 
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Gunner Sydney H. Welch. 
Royal Australian Garrison Artillery, Queenscliff, Victoria, Enlisted August 1914. 
34th Heavy Artillery Group, 1st Australian Imperial Force. 
Gunner (Private); Service No 267; Enlisted 4 June 1915; Age at Enlistment 22 years. 
Embarked Melbourne 17 July 1915. Returned to Australia 6 July 1919. 
Discharged 1AIF, 5 October 1919. 
Resumed with Australian Instructional Corps, January 1920. 
 
 
Gunner Welch is wearing a bandolier—each pouch held 5 rounds of 303 ammunition.  
Rifles were held by artillery batteries in event of an enemy assault on the guns.  
He is also wearing leather Leggings, an indication that artillery was historically horse-drawn.  
British gunners seem to have worn puttees (cloth leg bindings) rather than leather leggings.  
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AIF Attestation of Sydney Hamilton Welch. 
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Acting Corporal Sydney H. Welch, wearing RAGA badges, c1917. 
 
Note Chevrons on Right Sleeve. 
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Gnr Sydney Welch showing wound stripes on left sleeve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gnr, Sydney Welch (X), On Leave, Brighton, England, 1916. 
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Australian Imperial Force Order No.1053, 4th January 1918 *(Slightly abridged) 
OVERSEAS SERVICE CHEVRONS (see preceding image.) 
His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve of the award of chevrons 
to denote service overseas since the 4th August 1914. 
Chevrons of two colours have been approved. The first chevron if earned on or before 
31st December 1914, will be red; if earned on or after 1st January 1915, it will be blue; 
and all additional chevrons after the first will be blue. 
 
WOUND STRIPES. 
(See photograph of S. Welch above) 
Wound stripes (vertical bars on the left cuff) were introduced on 6th July 
1916 for ‘all those who have been wounded in any of the campaigns since 4th 
August 1914’ Self-inflicted wounds and accidental injuries were excluded: 
the wound stripe recognised the consequences of enemy action, and was 
intentionally associated with heroism and sacrifice. 
 
 
 
 
Sydney Hamilton Welch. 
Awards and Medals. 
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Sydney Hamilton Welch. 
Statement of Service, 1st AIF. 
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Sydney Hamilton Welch and Leila Julia Henrietta Cope, 
Wedding, Launceston, Tasmania, 1926.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sydney and Leila Welch c1970. 
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Warrant Officer Class I, Sydney Welch,  
Regimental Sergeant Major 
Australian Coronation Contingent, 1937. 
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Australian Coronation Contingent, 1937. 
The Military Element. 
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Introduction. 
A list of Australian writing on military history of World War I is online — 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_history_of_Australia_during_World_War_I 
A list of British accounts of World War I is Online — 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_United_Kingdom_during_World_War_I#Further_rea
ding 
The standard Australian history is a twelve volume series. See introductory notice Online — 
https://www.awm.gov.au/histories/first_world_war/       The most relevant volume is: 
Bean, C.E. W. Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918, Vols III 1916; Vol IV 
1917; Vol V 1918; Vol VI 1918 
 
This collection is an overview, mostly from contemporary records, of the 55th Siege Artillery 
Battery of the Australian 36th Heavy Artillery Group in England and France from 1915-1919. It 
includes references to Sydney Hamilton Welch, the collator’s father, who served in France with 
the 36th Australian Heavy Artillery Group (55th Siege Battery-2nd Australian Siege Battery) and with 
the 36th Heavy Artillery Training Depot in England. After returning to Australia in 1919 Sydney 
Welch continued in the Australian Army from 1920 until he retired in 1951 after a total of 37 years 
service.  
The 36th Heavy Artillery Group was the first Australian Army fighting unit to enter France2 and 
the first to suffer battle casualties. Unlike the units that served in Gallipoli or those that served 
elsewhere in World War I the story of the 36th Heavy Artillery Group and its two core units, the 54th 
Siege Battery and the 55th Siege Battery, is almost unknown. The HAG group was made up of 
permanent soldiers of the Royal Australian Garrison Artillery who manned the various coastal 
defence sites around Australia. It is largely lost to Australians because the 36th Heavy Artillery 
Group and the two siege batteries were attached to the heavy artillery of the British Army and 
operated as part of the total British artillery effort rather than in direct support of Australian troops. 
When serving as distinctive Australian units, the two batteries were referred to as 1st and 2nd 
Siege Batteries. When serving with the British Royal Garrison Artillery units, they received British 
numbering as the 54th and 55th Siege Batteries. The latter identification has been used in this 
collection. 
No personal diaries of World War I Australian heavy gunners have yet been identified in 
publicly accessible archives.3 The official War Diaries of 55 Battery for 1915-1916 appear lost but 
those for subsequent years (1917-1919) are held at the Australian War Memorial (AWM). The 
1916-1919 War Diaries of the 36th Heavy Artillery Group are also by the AWM. Both sets of War 
Diaries are reproduced in full, with minor adjustments to make them more comprehensible to 
general readers. The collection includes other material obtained through Internet searches, including 
photographs, maps, etc. 
With another World War from 1939-1945, and regional conflicts in Asia (Korea, Malaysia, 
Vietnam and Iraq), the 20th century was a time when war impacted on the Australian community. 
Our ties to Britain saw us send troops to the Maori Wars in New Zealand in the 1860s; the Anglo-
Sudan War (18854); the Anglo-Boer or South African War (1899-1902); and the Boxer Rebellion, 
China ( 1900-1901 5) but World War I saw a major shift in identity from expatriate Britons to 
                                                
2  Arrived Boulogne, France, 27 February 1916. First battle location Maroeuil, 12 March 1916. 
3  This may reflect failure by the author and it is hoped that this database will bring privately owned diaries to light. 
The Australian War Memorial holds an account by Major Gordon Manchester based on material in this 
collection. Major Manchester joined the unit in October 1917. Manchester, Major G.E., Australian Siege 
Brigade in the Great War, mfm PRMS 0048. 
4  Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/atwar/sudan/ 
5  Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/atwar/boxer/ 
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indigenous Australians.6 This is illustrated by the war memorials across Australia, with almost 
every settlement having a memorial containing the names of men who died in wars.7 Some 
locations have disappeared but the monuments survive. 
 
Battle Fields of the Western Front 1914-1918. 
Australians were in the British Army areas but also supported French units. 
 
 
 
Will Longstaff, Australian 9.2 inch Howitzer, 1919, Oil On Canvas. 
                                                
6  A famous expression of Australian identity at the turn of the 19th century is Breaker Morant. Online — 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breaker_Morant_(film) 
7  Online — https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Australian_military_memorials 
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Royal Australian Garrison Artillery. 
Siege Artillery gunners were drawn from the Australian permanent Garrison Artillery who 
manned the coastal guns guarding Australian ports. These emplacements dated back to colonial 
days and were part of similar coastal defences constructed throughout the 19th century British 
Empire. Many of the original 55th Siege Battery soldiers were volunteers from the Queenscliff Fort 
(regulars and militia) and its subsidiary sites at Port Phillip heads in the State of Victoria where 9.2 
inch breech-loading guns had been installed in 1889.8 The Garrison Artillery, worldwide, fired guns 
of 6 inch, 8 inch and 9.2 inch calibre. The gunners of the Australian Garrison Artillery were the 
only Australians operating heavy artillery.  
By 1864, coastal artillery was in place around Port Phillip Bay.9 In the metropolitan area of 
Melbourne emplacements were constructed at: Sandridge Lagoon Battery (four 32 pounders; three 
18 pounders), Emerald Hill Central Battery (three 68 pounders), Emerald Hill Advanced Battery 
(four 32 pounders), St. Kilda Battery (three 68 pounders), Breakwater Pier Battery, Lighthouse 
Battery, and Right Battery (four 68 pounders). Lighthouse Battery at Williamstown was the largest, 
with eight 68-Pounders available. Forts were built at Port Phillips Heads — Point Nepean and 
Queenscliff.10 Smaller forts were built on the South Channel shoal off Sorrento11 and construction 
was commenced on the Pope's Eye shoal.12 Swan Island provided a base from which to control a 
minefield.13  
Similar defences were built in the other colonies. The 54th Siege Battery comprised regular and 
militia gunners chiefly from New South Wales although men came from as far north as Thursday 
Island (where Major Manchester served), in Torres Strait.  
 
 
 
 
South Channel Fort, Port Phillip Bay, Victoria. 
           
                                                
8  Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Queenscliff#Development_of_Fort_Queenscliff 
9  Argus, Melbourne, 26 May 1866. Online — http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/5763637 
10  Online — http://mhhv.org.au/?p=1741  See also Honmanm Louise, “Victoria’s Gibraltar, Fortifications of Port 
Philip Bay,” ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Fortifications and Military Heritage (ICOFORT) 
and Shared Built Heritage (SBH) conference, Havana, Cuba. Online —http://www.contextpl.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/Victoria_s_Gibraltar_conf_paper_ICOFORT_Cuba.pdf  Argus, Melbourne, 17 
September 1870. Online — http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/5832112   
11  Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Channel_Fort#Underground_.22Keep.22 
12  Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope%27s_Eye 
13  Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swan_Island_%28Victoria%29 
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Coastal Defences at Port Phillip Heads, Victoria, c1914.14 
 
 
8 inch Disappearing Gun, Fort Queenscliff.15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
13 Kitson, Michael, “An attack on Melbourne: a case study of the defence of Australia’s major ports in the early 
1890s,” Journal of the Australian War Memorial,  Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/journal/j35/kitson.asp  
15  Online —
file:///Users/ian/Desktop/Victorian%20Forts%20and%20Artillery:%20Hydropneumatic%20Disappearing%20M
ountings.webarchive 
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6 inch Gun, Fort Nepean. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is believed that the first shot of World War I was fired from Fort Nepean on 5 August 
1914 when the German ship SS Pfalz, later HMAT Boorara, on which Sydney Welch 
returned from France in 1919. The barrel of the gun was recovered in the 1960s by his 
eldest son, Major James Welch, while serving at the Officer Cadet School, Portsea during 
1964-1967.16 
 
 
 
HMAT Boorara (SS Pfalz). 
 
                                                
16  Online — http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2004/08/03/1091476490096.html?from=storylhs 
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Australian Siege Batteries, 1915. 
In World War 1 Australia raised the all-volunteer 1st Australian Imperial Force (1AIF) for 
service overseas. The Garrison Artillery units were initially retained for home defence. Australia 
eventually raised sixty Field, twenty Howitzer and the two siege brigades (April 1915), largely from 
regular gunners of the Australian Garrison Artillery.  
Members of the siege brigades continued to wear the “RAA” badges instead of the general 
service Australian “Rising Sun” worn by other units of the AIF. Most Australian gunners served in 
the Australian Field Artillery embedded with Australian divisions in direct fire support of the 
infantry and wore the Rising Sun badge. 
 
The drafts from the various States collected in Melbourne about 21st 
May, 1915. Our first quarters were at the police depot in St. Kilda Road, 
but we soon moved across the road and settled in under canvas on a site 
that was known as “The Cow Paddock” adjoining Government House. 
Here clothing and personal equipment were issued, and the unit was 
organised into a brigade headquarterss and two batteries each with its 
first reinforcements. The total strength was about 450 all ranks.  … 17 
 
 
The colour patch of the Australian 36 Heavy Artillery Group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acting Corporal Welch is wearing this colour patch at the top of his right sleeve in the photograph at p. 5. above. 
  
                                                
17  Morris, B. M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 –Pt 1): pp 11-12 in Artillery WA, Newsletter of the 
Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA, October 2012. 
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36th (Ausralian) Heavy Artillery Group. 
Formed Victoria April 1915. 
Departed Melbourne Orsova 17 July 1915 as 2nd Siege Artillery Battery. 
 
Officers of the Siege Artillery Brigade, 
Broadmeadows Camp, Melbourne, 1915. 
 
Australian War Memorial  PB1402 
 
Group portrait of Siege Artillery Brigade officers (SAB). Back row, left to right, standing: Lieutenant (Lt) Henry Douglas 
Eyre Ralfe, a professional soldier of Sydney, NSW, Royal Australian Garrison Artillery (Pilots Certificate No. 1419, 12 May 
1915, qualified at Werribee, Vic, later killed in action 6 May 1918); Lt Harry Charles Bundock, professional soldier of 
Randwick, NSW; Lt William Tomkinson, professional soldier of Sydney, NSW; Lt Edward Kenneth Smart, professional 
soldier of Armadale, Vic; Lt Charles Morris, professional soldier of North Carlton, Vic; Lt Basil Moorhouse Morris, 
professional soldier of Wahroonga, NSW; Lt Percy Walter Dobson, professional soldier of South Yarra, Vic; Lt Wilfred 
William Whittle, professional soldier of Ballarat, Vic. Front row, sitting: Captain (Capt) Roy William Whiston-Walsh, 
Australian Army Medical Corps, of Sydney, NSW; Capt Arthur William Bates, professional soldier of Richmond, Vic; Major 
(Maj) Frederick William Osborne, Officer Commanding (OC), No 1 Battalion; Lieutenant Colonel (Lt Col) Walter Adams 
Coxen, of South Yarra, Vic, Commanding SAB; Maj John Herbert Hurst, OC No 2 Battalion, of Fremantle, WA; Capt 
George St John Fancourt McDonald, Adjutant, of Malvern, Vic, who was awarded DSO 29 June 1917 and who died of 
wounds on 22 March 1918; Capt Moreton David Williams, of Caulfield, Vic. All of the group embarked on 17 July 1915 on 
HMAT Orsova (A67) from Melbourne.  
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AUSTRALIA AT WAR—PT 1, 
BROADMEADOWS MILITARY CAMP, MELBOURNE, 1914. 
A landholder Mr. R.G.Wilson provided the land for a military camp at Broadmeadows. A tented 
camp was established by 19 August 1914. 
 
 
In the early days at the Camp the most urgent problem seemed to be in the provision of clothing 
and equipment. For the first men to arrive in the Broadmeadows camp equipment was quite 
sufficient but subsequent drafts were met with inadequate clothing and kit. There were insufficient 
great coats in the cold Melbourne winter. What coats were available were in very large sizes with 
only a few in small or medium. No replacements could be found. Many men did not have clothing 
warm enough for the conditions (the Melbourne winter can be quite chilly). 
The boots were defective in make and badly finished. These boots were eventually replaced but 
the replacement boots were also unsatisfactory. The trousers were 'useless' according to the 5th 
Battalion unit diary. They were eventually replaced but at at one stage 200 pairs were sent back as 
unsatisfactory. 
Some clothing problems were caused by the new recruits deserting with their kit or men 
transferring to other units… 
Many men went to Camp in private clothes which they worn in camp whilst these supply issues 
were attended to. Many articles of clothing and other necessities were provided by private funds. 
For the men the clothing and kit provided its own problems. The infantrymen practiced handling 
and wearing 'web equipment'. This comprised of a tangle of canvas straps and bags. It looked quite 
simple in the hands of an expert. To a new recruit it was exasperating. There were about 15 pieces 
of this webbing which ideally harnessed the soldiers kit and clothing.18 
                                                
18  Online — http://notmentionedindispatches.blogspot.com.au/2014_08_01_archive.html 
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AUSTRALIA AT WAR—PT 2, 
SIEGE ARTILLERY BRIGADE. MARCH THROUGH CITY. 
INSPECTION BY GOVERNOR GENERAL.19 
When the Siege Artillery Brigade, numbering 400 officers and men, marched   through the streets 
of Melbourne yesterday, the citizens saw such a display of stalwart and highly trained men as has 
not often been seen in any city in the world. The brigade consists of picked men from the Royal 
Australian Garrison Artillery, who are shortly to leave Australia for England, where they will be 
equipped with their heavy howitzers for active service in Europe. There is no siege artillery in 
Australia, and the men will receive their first training with their weapons in England. All of the 
officers and men have been trained to garrison artillery work, and their qualifications are such that 
only a brief period will be necessary to make the brigade thoroughly efficient.   
The march began at the camp in the Domain at a quarter past 1 o'clock yesterday afternoon, and 
the route lay along St. Kilda road, Collins street past Federal Parliament House, down Bourke street 
to Elizabeth street, through Collins street again as far as the Town Hall, and thence to Domain over 
Prince's Bridge. A considerable crowd had gathered in the streets to see the brigade pass, but the 
greatest number probably were to be found in front of the Federal Parliament House, where Spring 
street was nearly filled with an intensely interested crowd. Exclamations of surprise and admiration 
of the men's physique were heard on all hands, and the question where the men had come from was 
frequently heard. Few, singularly enough, knew that both officers and men were all from the 
permanent forces, in spite of the badges which every man wore to denote the fact. Senator Pearce, 
the Minister for Defence stood upon the steps of Federal Parliament House. as the parade went by, 
and he afterwards declared that although, when in England, he had seen a review of some of the 
crack British regiments he had not seen any body of men equal to the Australian Siege Artillery 
Brigade that had just marched past. The fruits of steady and consistent discipline were seen at their 
best, in the stalwart men and straight lines in the column. Every man was proud of belonging to the 
brigade, and one soldier, who frequently turned his head to look at some pretty face in the crowd, 
was severely brought to task by a corporal when the men had been- dismissed in camp.     
After a brief rest the two batteries forming the brigade fell in for inspection by his Excellency the 
Govenor-General (Sir Ronald Munro Ferguson). The brigade was formed up on the open space that 
was formerly occupied by the camps of the Engineers and the Bridging Train. The band, which is 
also formed of volunteers from the R.A.G.A. and which will accompany the brigade on active 
service, was formed up some 400 yards in front. Sharp to time the Vice regal party arrived and was 
received by Lieutenant-Colonel Osborne (commanding the brigade in the absence of Lieutenant 
Colonel Coxen)20.There were also present   to receive his Excellency. Colonel Clarke (State 
commandant in Tasmania, and   formerly of the R.A.G.A.). Lieutenant-Colonel Kyngdon 
(commanding the Royal Australian Garrison Artillery in New South Wales) and Major Dowse 
(assistant quartermaster   General).   
The Vice-regal party accompanying the Governor- General consisted of Lady Helen Munro 
Ferguson, Madame Melba, Captain Foxton, A.D.C., and Mrs. Foxton. 
After the brigade had been inspected and had marched past the saluting base, His Excellency 
briefly addressed the troops. 
He had to compliment the brigade, he said, upon its excellent appearance. Finding himself 
amongst regular troops once more gave him a feeling of home. He could remember the glow of 
satisfaction which he had felt on one occasion when an inspecting general had brought up the 
commanding officer of a battalion to look at his, (Sir Ronald Ferguson's) company to see how a 
company should stand on parade.    
The men of the Australian Siege Artillery Brigade could stand side by side with any troops in the 
world. He need hardly assure sure them of a hearty welcome from their comrades of the Regiment 
of Artillery at the front. That regiment, must now number something like 250.000 men, the greatest 
                                                
19  The Argus, Melbourne, 16 July 1915. 
20  Perry, Warren, “Coxen, Walter Adams (1870–1949)”, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/coxen-walter-adams-5800/text9843 
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regiment upon earth. The men of the Royal Australian Garrison Artillery joined in at the climax of 
the greatest campaign of all time, and victory would be decided by the artillery. There would be 
nothing left for the British race to look forward to in this world unless those who were fighting 
achieved a victory that was absolute over Germany. 
His Excellency concluded by congratulating Lieutenant-Colonel Osborne on his command. Of 
all the thousands enrolling for active service in Victoria there was not one who would not be proud 
of a place in the ranks of the Siege Artillery Brigade He wished them a safe voyage, great glory and 
triumph, and a safe return. 
His Excellency afterward shook hands with the officers of the brigade. As the   men were 
dismissed, they broke into cheers for His Excellency. Colonel Clarke, and Lieutenant-Colonel 
Kyngdon. 
The officers of the brigade are Lieutenant Colonel Coxen, commanding; Lieutenant Colonel 
Osbome, second in command; Major Hurst21; Captain McDonald, adjutant; Captain Williams; 
Captain Bates; Captain Bundock22; Captain Tomkinson; Lieutenants Smart, Morris, Ralfe, Whittle. 
C. Morris and Dobson. 
 
 
  
                                                
21  Cubis, Richmond, “Hurst, John Herbert (1869–1953)”, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hurst-john-herbert-6775/text11717 
22  Harry Charles Bundock, Online — http://beyond1914.sydney.edu.au/profile/2555/harry-charles-bundock 
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HMAT Orsova leaving Melbourne, July 1915. 
 
Fremantle, Aden, Suez, Port Said, Gibraltar, Devonport. 
 
 
 
Troop Deck, HMAT Orsova, 1915, 
 
Note hooks for hammocks on ceiling. 
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Hammocks and Tables on Australian troop transport.23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
State Library of New South Wales. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.navy.gov.au/history/feature-histories/australian-sea-transport-1914 
 
                                                
23  See description of life on the Troop Deck of Australian transport ships in McKee A. J. World War I Diary of 
Gunner A. J. McKee, Online — http://mckeefamilyfromdonegal.com/145-2/mckee-family-in-australia/war-
diary-of-alexander-mckee#part11 
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The 9.2 inch Howitzers of the 55th Australian Siege Battery 
(2nd Australian Siege Battery). 
The Australian coastal guns were fixed in heavy land mountings and the Garrison Artillery 
gunners required specialist retraining for mobile battlefield operations. 
The 9.2-inch Breech-Loading (BL) Howitzer was the largest mobile field artillery piece piece 
used by Australians in WW1, and remains the largest artillery piece used by the Royal Regiment of 
Australian Artillery.24 It was in service with the armies of the British Empire and United  States 
during the First World War.  In Australian service, the weapon was used initially by the 55th Siege 
Battery on the Western Front, which later became the 2nd Australian Siege Battery under the 36th 
(Australian) Heavy Artillery Brigade.  At any one time the battery fielded six guns.  
The howitzer fired a 130kg projectile up to 9.2 km.  Although stable and accurate, the weapon 
was difficult to move and to emplace, and had to be broken up into three separate loads for traveling. 
The barrel formed one load, the top carriage and cradle the second load, and the platform the third. 
When emplaced, the howitzer platform was secured onto three large section wooden firing beams 
which were sunk into the ground and used as a foundation for the weapon. A large steel earth box, 
containing 9 tonnes of soil, was fastened to the gun platform to help absorb the recoil. 
This gun has sustained battle damage, with at least two impact perforations on the left side of the 
carriage.  This is the only known example of the production model of this gun.25 
When the Australian brigade arrived at Lydd, in Kent, England, to commence training on mobile 
heavy artillery26, they found themselves unexpected with the British authorities believing that the 
brigade was in Egypt. Along with other units of a rapidly expanding British Army the men endured 
a cold winter accommodated in tents.  
 
Encampment of a Royal Field Artillery Unit at Lydd, c1915. 
The 36th Australian Heavy Artillery Group was in similar tenting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 24  Burness, Peter, “The Big Guns: 9.2 inch Breech Loading Howitzer, p 16-21 in Cascabel, Journal of the Royal 
Australian Artillery Association (Victoria), September 2004. 
25   Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/media/releases/large-technology-objects-background/ 
26  Marble, Sanders, British Artillery on the Western Front in the First World War: The Infantry cannot do well with 
a gun less,” (Farnham, Surrey, 2013). 
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The brigade spent nearly six months in England being prepared for battlefield service. The 
concept of a mobile 9.2 inch howitzer was not widely appreciated by the General Officers of the 
British Empire and there was no equipment on which to train. 
Soon the brigade settled down to training, but such was the shortage of 
equipment available at that time to the British Army that all our drill 
and field-firing was carried out on old 8 inch muzzle loaders and out of 
date Austrian howitzers. Three months were spent at Lydd in training 
and organisation. Brigade headquarters and the two batteries were 
allotted numbers in the Royal Garrison Artillery -- the 36th (Aust.) 
Heavy Artillery Group and 54th (Aust) Siege Batteries.27 
 
 
Gunner S. H. Welch on sick leave,  
(Lydd), 20 October 1915—5 November 1915,  
(Taunton), 22 November 1915—13 January 1916. 
 
 
Training at Lydd. 
 
 
In December 1915 the Australians moved to Taunton, Somerset, where the 55th Battery was 
equipped with four new 9.2 inch howitzers from the manufacturers (Vickers). About 450 similar 
weapons were made and supplied to British artillery. Each howitzer was transported in three 
loads—body and cradle, bed, barrel—towed by a Holt tractor. The 55th Siege Battery was among 
the first units equipped. The battery spent two months familiarising themselves with the weapons, 
especially the concept of mobility. Each gun was served by a crew of fourteen. Each gun had to be 
mounted on a beam platform dug into the ground and it usually took twenty-five men up to two 
days to lay the platform and most of another day to get the howitzer ready for firing. 
 
                                                
27  Ibid. 
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Holt Tractor Hauling a 9.2-inch Howitzer, Somme, November 1916. 
 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holt_tractor 
 
9.2” Howitzer. 
Left to right. Barrel, Bed, Platform. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.2” Howitzer-Artist’s Impression. 
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At midnight on March 1 &2 1916, the 55th Siege Battery moved to France, joining the British 
XVII Corps just to the north of Arras.  
The greater portion of the brigade's war service was spent with corps 
other than the Australian Corps. Frequently, indeed, headquarters and 
the two batteries were in three different corps. For example, in 
November, 1917, headquarters was at Rousdamme, in Belgium, the 8 
inch battery (54) was at Nieuport on the coast, and the 9.2 inch battery 
(55) near Cambrai. Brigade Headquarters served in nineteen different 
corps, each of the two batteries in seventeen. Apart from British and 
Australian formations, they served under the French II Corps and 
Cavalry Corps, the 16th French Division, the 2nd and 6th Belgian 
Divisions, and the Canadian Corps, while several times they were also in 
liaison with the New Zealanders, and South Africans. As the 34th Heavy 
Artillery Group War Diaries reveal, the Australian heavy gunners 
developed an affinity with, British units of the Royal Artillery. 28 
 
British Empire artillery policy at the outbreak of war in 1914 followed a 19th century principle of 
providing maximum firepower in support of infantry operations consistent with the mobility of 
horse-drawn artillery and there was little interest in the British General Staff in siege artillery. At 
the outbreak of war in 1914 there was only one prototype mobile 9.2 inch howitzer.29 It was not 
long before the British (and everyone else) realized that Europe was engaged in intense positional 
warfare as illustrated by collation of British War Maps at the end of this chapter. 
The 8 inch howitzer, the other siege howitzer of 54th Australian Siege Battery, was mounted on 
and fired from a travelling carriage, not unlike conventional field artillery. This was the weapon 
fired by the 54th Australian Siege Battery as shown below. 
 
An 8 inch Howitzer of the 54th Australian Siege Battery.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
28  Morris, Major-General B, M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918” Artillery WA, Official Newsletter of 
the Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA, October 2012, p. 11. 
29  French, David, British Economic and Strategic Planning: 1905-1915, (London, G Allen and Unwin, 1982), p. 43.  
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British 9.2-inch Howitzer, Somme, November 1916.30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Australian War Memorial        E04820 
The camouflaged box at the front (right) is known as a dirt or earth box, which was filled with earth and attached 
to the gun as a counterweight to the force of the blast in order to keep the gun in position.  
 
The base to the howitzer platform comprised one wooden beam (30.5cm X 46cm X 3metres) at 
the rear of the platform, and two long beams, parallel to the line of fire, (46cm X 46cm X 6 metres).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
30  A film of the 55 Siege Brigade in action is Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/F00077/  A video clip 
showing 9.2” howitzers in action is Online — https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otjhHVpQ-kY 
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Placing the beams required great physical effort in digging and laying the beams in the ground. 
Soft soil or clay gave way under the force of the recoil of the weapon and this often resulted in the 
gun tilting to one side or another, requiring it to be dismounted, removed, a new position prepared, 
and the weapon remounted. There are frequent references to this in this collection.  
In addition to digging in the guns, the gunners had to prepare dugouts for the shells and 
cartridges and, commonly, for themselves. 
 
 
 
British 9.2” Howitzer Showing Ground Beams. 
 
 
9.2” Howitzer Ground Beams. 
On display at 36th Heavy Artillery Artillery Training Depot, Devonport, England. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For a video clip of a 9.2” howitzer being placed, loading, and firing see— 
http://www.criticalpast.com/video/65675024102_Royal-Field-Artillery_soldiers-prepare-howitzer_shell-is-
loaded_World-War-I 
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Heavy Artillery in World War 1. 
 
 
Defensive earthworks would not sustain a direct hit by enemy heavy artillery.31 Artillery was a 
target for counter battery fire from enemy guns.32   
Gunners had four defensive measures; distance from the enemy, concealment, protection in the 
form of dugouts and bunkers, and mobility. The 9.2 inch siege guns were not readily mobile and 
could not easily be redeployed.  When one of these guns went off, the entire neighbourhood knew 
it; camouflage and concealment was always an issue.  
 
When fired, the howitzer gave a mighty blast. In France during 1916 an 
Australian chaplain came too close to one gun. “I thought the end of the 
world had come, and I was lifted violently off my feet and thrown against 
the ground. I had walked unwittingly … right in the angle of blast,” he 
recalled.33 
 
The main sphere of operations in 1916 was around Arras and later in Flanders around Ypres. The 
Australian heavy guns supported the British offensive in the Somme, and were there in July, when 
they fired in support of the Australian attack on Pozières.34 
The principal function of heavy artillery in France in WW1 was to counter German artillery, to 
cut barbed wire, destroy enemy mine fields, and destroy strongpoints and trenches to allow the 
attacking infantry to break into enemy defences. Field guns have a long, flat sweep of fire, and 
cannot shoot over hills, trees, or houses to drop shells on men lying close behind a bank or in a 
deep, narrow trench. Howitzer fires a shell in a high, curving trajectory with a steep angle of 
descent. Howitzers fired a range of ammunition including High Explosive fragmentation, Shrapnel, 
Smoke, Gas, Star (illumination) and Armour Piercing projectiles.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the sketch above a howitzer, A, is firing at a fort, B, from behind a hill [retired position]. 
                                                
31  A helpful introduction to artillery for beginners is British Artillery-Pieces.  
Online — http://nigelef.tripod.com/p_massfire.htm 
32  Counter-battery fire, i.e., the destruction of German artillery, is mentioned constantly in the War Diaries. For a 
full explanation of British doctrine see “Appendix 31: SS139/3, Artillery Notes Number 3, "Counter-Battery 
Work," February 1918.” Online — http://www.gutenberg-e.org/mas01/archive/app31.html 
33  Online—https://www.awm.gov.au/ Burness, Peter, “The Big Guns,” Wartime, Issue 26, (Canberra, Australian 
War Memorial, 2004)/26/big-guns/ 
34  Much of the text above is based on an article by Burness, Peter, “The Big Guns,” Wartime, Issue 26, (Canberra, 
Australian War Memorial, 2004).  Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/wartime/26/ and also drawn from RSL 
Virtual War Memorial, Online — http://www.rslvirtualwarmemorial.org.au/ 
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The gun crew cannot see the target and relies on ground or aerial observers . 
 
 
 
 
Effect of High Shell Explosive Shell on Trenches.35 
 
 
Effect of Shrapnel Shell on Trenches. 
                                                
35  Three images above from Parrott, J.E., The Children’s Story of the War: Vol 3, From the First Battle of Ypres to 
the End of the Year 1914, (London, Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1916). Online, Gutenberg Press — 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/35355/35355-h/35355-h.htm 
 35 
 
A siege artillery shell was loaded in the breech, followed by a propellant charge in a cloth bag. A 
single-use "vent sealing tube", a type of primer not dissimilar in appearance to a blank rifle round, 
is inserted into the breech to ignite the propellant and discharge the gun. 
 
Australian infantrymen who were once taught that “the bullet and 
bayonet are the deciding factors in fighting” saw at Pozières that the 
destructive power of artillery now dominated the battlefield. Shrapnel 
tore men to pieces, high explosive blew them to bits and destroyed 
trenches, smoke covered the turned-up, stinking ground. Added to this 
were gas shells. 36 
 
Artillery inflicted the most casualties and battle space damage and instilled the most fear among 
opposing forces. Its effect was both physical and psychological, with the term 'shell shock' coming 
into general use early in the war.  Artillery required great logistic efforts to keep ammunition up to 
the guns from manufacture to the gun line. It was a very dangerous occupation, attracting the 
attention of the enemy, the general result of which was 'counter battery fire' designed to neutralise 
and destroy gun positions and ammunition. The term “retaliation” used in the War Diaries refers to 
counter-battery fire. 
 
 
 
 
9.2 inch High Explosive Shell.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Red Band at left indicate the shell is filled with explosive.  
The Green Band indicates TNT (Trotyl) explosive.  
HE shell cases shattered into all fragments [shrapnel] at great velocity in all directions. 
 
  
                                                
36  Burness, Peter, Australian War Memorial, Anzacs in France, Online — 
https://www.awm.gov.au/ww1/1916/essay/ 
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9.2” High Explosive Shell Burst, 1916. 
 
Australian Gunners of 54 Siege Battery Fuzing 8 inch Artillery Shells with No 106 Fuzes. 
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British Percussion  Fuze, No 196. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effect of Artillery Bombardment on German  Strongpoint. 
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9.2” B.L Howitzer, Mk I. 
2nd Australian Siege Battery (formerly 55 Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 
From notes attached to 2nd Siege Battery War Diary, February 1919. 
 
The 9.2” Breech Loading Howitzer Mk I originally manufactured by Vickers  Son and Maxim, 
unlike our field guns and smaller howitzers, fires from a semi-permanent mounting, consisting of a 
bed plate supported on heavy wooden, or iron beams, at the other end of which is fixed a square 
earth box containing about 10 tons of earth, the object of which is to prevent the beams jumping up 
in front on the discharge of the howitzer. 
The mounting allows an arc of fire of 600 which with a range of 10,000 yards at an elevation of 
450, represents a space triangular in shape with a side of 10,000 yards. 
The weight of the shell is 290 lbs (130 kg). 
There are four (4) charges with this Mark, the first charge being 10 lbs 14 ozs cordite or 13 lbs 
12 ozs NCT. 
The fuze used during the war was of the percussion variety of which there are several types.  
Gas Shell, Shrapnel, and time fuzes have not been used with these guns. 
The Normal rate of fire is 1 round per gun per two (2) minutes but 9 rounds have been fired rom 
one gun by the Battery in 3 minutes and 15 rounds from 3 guns in 21/2 minutes. 
In 24 hours 4 guns fired 96O rounds, i.e., 125 tons of metal. 
This Howitzer with its quick traversing gear, rapid rate of fire and weight of metal is a most 
valuable weapon for counter-batterywork as well as for fleeting opportunity targets. Its great 
accuracy and the high bursting effect of the shell has made it and excellent destroyer of strong 
points, field boxes, machine gun nests, etc. 
When travelling on the road this howitzer travels on three transporting vehicles, each four 
wheels, the total load amounting to about 15 tons, drawn by a75 H.P. Holt Caterpillar Tractor 
capable of moving over broken or swampy ground. 
Mounting and dismounting these howitzers presents many difficulties, especially in the swampy 
ground in which the battery has operated in Belgium and France from St Jean (near 
PASSCHENDAELE) to CAMBRAI. (Next Page) 
Positions occupied by the Battery are as follow, during which time over 75,000 roundshave been 
fired weighing nearly 10,000 tons costing roughly £2,000,000 [1918 values]. 
These howitzers are usually mounted for about 3,500 yards from the enemy front lines but at 
VILLERS PLOUICH near CAMBRAI they fired from a position 800 yards from the enemy front 
line. 
The Battery has served during the above period in the following Corps in France. 
 II Corps (three times) 
 III Corps 
 IV Corps (twice) 
 V Corps 
 VI Corps 
 VII Corps 
 VIII Corps 
 IX Corps 
 X Corps 
 XIII Corps 
 XV Corps (three times) 
 XVII Corps (twice) 
 XXII Corps (twice) 
 Australian Corps (twice) 
 Canadian Corps (twice) 
 II French Cavalry Corps) 
 XVI French Corps. 
TOTAL. 17 Corps—one three times; 6 three times. 
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The last 6 months of the war was spent in the XV Corps Heavy Artillery (Brig-Gen C.W. 
Collingwood, CMG, DSO). 
The battery together with the 1st Australian Siege Battery was formed and brought to England 
and subsequently to France by Brig-Gen W.A. Coxen, CB, CMG, DSO (Fr), subsequently General 
Officer Commanding Royal Artillery, Australian Corps, formerly Inspector of Coast Defences in 
Australia. 
Lieut Col J.H. Hurst (F) (then Major) was the first Officer Commanding the Battery. It 
subsequently served under his command in 36 Australian Heavy Artillery Brigade, Royal 
Australian Artillery from  December 1917 to the cessation of hostilities and also in 1916. 
Total days the Battery was in action 860. 
 
 G.E. Manchester. Major RAA, 
 Officer  Commanding,  
 2 Australian Siege Battery. 
Tourcoing, France, 
28/2/1919. 
 
9.2” B.L Howitzer, Mk I. 
2nd Australian Siege Battery (formerly 55 Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
Positions occupied by the Battery in France. 
Place Date 
 MONT ST ELOI 14-3-16  
 BRAY WOOD 27-3-16  
 MAILLY-MAILLET 14-6-16  
 BOUZINCOURT 5-7-16  
 FRICOURT 19-7-16  
 CONTRAL MAISON 21-9-16  
 CHALK PIT 6-10-16  
 ARRAS MOAT 2-2-17  
 ST NICHOLAS 14-4.17  
 RAILWAY ARCH 21-4-17  
 BATTERY VALLEY 2-5-17  
 DICKE BUSCH 25-5-17  
 VIERSTRAAT 2-7-17  
 VOORMEZEELE 8-9-18. 
 SAINT JEAN 30-9-17 
 RAT FARM ANDRES 23-10-17  
 VILLERS PLOUICH 17-11-17  
 HINDENBURG LINE (Res) 30-11-17   
 PLOEGSTEERT WOOD 22-2-18 
 NEUVE EGLISE 9-4-15  
 BOSCHEPE 27-4-18 
 THIESHOUK 16-6-18 
 LE BEURRE 18-8-18 
 WESTHOF ROAD 6-9-18 
 ZOUAVE SIDING (near Ypres) 25-9-18 
 LA POMME D’OR (near Warcoing) 7-11-18 
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The British Battle Areas of the Western Front, 1914-1918. 
 
 
 
 
The British and Empire involvement on the Western Front was in Northern France and SW Belgium.  
The primary British goal was to prevent German occupation of the Belgian and French Channel ports. 
 
36HAG and its two Australian batteries operated chiefly in the deep red squares—the Somme and Flanders. 
 
British First World War Trench Maps, National Library of Scotland 
http://maps.nls.uk/geo/find/#zoom=8&lat=50.0508&lon=2.8399&layers=60&point=0,0 
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Sick and Wounded Australians. 
 
Beckett states that 331,781 Australian soldiers served abroad in World War 1, most of whom as 
part of the British forces, initially in Gallipoli and the Middle East and by 1916 on the Western 
Front, i.e., Northern France and Southern Belgium (Flanders).  
From 1916 onwards there were never less than 50,000 Australian soldiers in Great Britain, many 
of whom were recovering from war-wounds (physical and mental) and other illnesses reflecting the 
appalling conditions of winter war in Europe. They were managed within the overall British 
military medical system. 
The following table shows the casualties evacuated from France, 1916-1918.37 
 
 Among the casualties was Gunner Sydney Welch, whose various casualty reports are 
included in the monthly sections of this data-base. The conditions of life on the battlefields of 
Western Europe were such that physical illness was more or less normal and as the table above 
shows, could exceed battle casualties.  
Sydney Welch experienced “shell-shock’ or “neurasthenia”, the early name for what is now 
termed “post-traumatic stress disorder,” and at least one physical injury resulting from German 
counter-battery fire and the strin on the body from the physical effort involved in working with the 
heavy guns.  
Poor food and the weather contributed to what was labelled “debility.” After recovering from an 
injury or illness, many men made slow recovery and were considered medically unsuitable to return 
to active duty. Overall, this seems to have been the situation of Gunner Welch by mid-1917.  
                                                
37  Butler, A. G., Officlal History, Australian Army Medical Corps, (Canberra, Australian War Memorial, 1945), 
Vol 3,p 919, cited in Beckett, Roger, “The Australian Soldier in Britain, 1914-1918”, Ch 6 in Bridge, Carl, 
Robert Crawford, David Dunstan, Australians in Britain: The Twentieth Century Experience, (Clayton Vic., 
Monash University EPress, 2009). These statistics are challenged as being too low by David Noonan,  
Online—http://www.smh.com.au/comment/why-the-numbers-of-our-wwi-dead-are-wrong-20140430-zr0v5.html 
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The Anzac Connection. 
There is a long relationship between the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand in peace and 
war preceding World Wars I and II. ANZAC—“Australian and New Zealand Army Corps” is a 
symbol of an enduring friendship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The two flags shown are both Australian suggesting that the artist was an Australian. 
The New Zealand flag includes the Southern Cross but not the Federation 
Star shown in the Australian design. 
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PART 2 
MARCH 19161 
36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
 
 
1st Siege Artillery Brigade. 
Formed Victoria April 1915.  
Departed Melbourne Orsova 17 July 1915 as Siege Artillery Brigade 
(Heavy).  
Renamed O Siege Brigade 28 September 1915.  
Renamed 36th Heavy Artillery Group 18 July 1916.  
Renamed 36th Heavy Artillery Brigade 5 February 1918.  
Assigned to Australian Corps Heavy Artillery and renamed 1st Siege 
Artillery Brigade  March 1918.  
1st Reinforcements departed Melbourne 17 July 1915;  
2nd Reinforcements departed Sydney  6 October 1915;  
3rd Reinforcements departed Sydney 10 November 1915;  
4th Reinforcements departed Sydney 15 January 1916;  
5th Reinforcements departed Sydney 9 April 1916;  
6th Reinforcements departed Sydney 13 May 1916;  
7th Reinforcements departed Sydney, 29 July 1916;  
8th Reinforcements departed Sydney 30 September 1916;  
9th Reinforcements departed Sydney 25 November 1916;  
10th Reinforcements departed Sydney 10 February 1917;  
11th Reinforcements departed Melbourne 11 May 1917;  
12th Reinforcements departed Sydney 9 May 1917,  9 May 1917,  
10 May 1917 and  10 May 1917;   
13th Reinforcements departed Sydney 26 November 1917;  
14th Reinforcements departed Sydney 9 November 1917;  
15th Reinforcements departed Sydney 2 February 1918;  
16th Reinforcements departed Melbourne 28 February 1918;  
17th Reinforcements departed Melbourne 28 February 1918;  
18th Reinforcements departed Sydney 5 June 1918;  
19th Reinforcements departed Sydney 17 July 1918;  
20th Reinforcements departed Sydney 30 July 1918;  
21st Reinforcements departed Sydney 14 October 1918. 
 
 
SERVICE. 
England, Western Front—France.2 
 
 
  
                                                
1 AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, 
Item Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917.  
2  Online — http://www.diggerhistory.info/pages-conflicts-periods/ww1/1aif/artillery.htm 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
Taunton, Eng. Dec 1915  55 Siege Battery equipped with 9.2 inch howitzers.3 
  
 27 Feb 1916 5am. HQ [Headquarters] and 54 Bty left for Folkestone,  
  Strength 10 Officers, 177 Other Ranks. 
 
 
Harry Robinson, Edward Morgan and William Klintworth were the first 
three men of the Australian forces to die from direct enemy action on the 
Western Front. Prior to the War the 36th Heavy Artillery Group had been 
part of the Permanent Artillery Forces in Australia. The 55th Battery were 
equipped with 9.2″ BL Howitzers and more information can be found here. 
“We left Taunton for France at 12.55am on March 2nd and arrived at Boulogne 
at 4pm the same day, the trip across the Channel taking 1 hour 55 minutes. We 
stayed in Boulogne for four days… We left Boulogne in our motor lorries for the 
front on March 7tth. It took us three days to get to our destination, as we had to 
bring our guns along with caterpillars. We have four guns each travelling in 
three parts. They are splendid guns to fire and very accurate… We were very 
unlucky when we first arrived, the Germans having spotted our billets and 
promptly sent over some shells killing three and wounding 14. Most of the chaps 
were in bed at the time (it was 2.30pm) but the chaps had been working all night 
mounting the guns. I was on guard at the battery at the time and could hear the 
shells whistling over my head, being scarcely 400 yards from the billet where the 
shells burst. I lost my best pal, Sgt Henry Robinson from Fremantle. He was 
captain of the North Fremantle juniors and extremely popular with all whom met 
him. He was one of the best non-com’s in the brigade and he is missed very 
much by the officers and men. His valuable services will never be forgotten. He 
leaves a young wife and child at North Fremantle… I was his best man at his 
wedding early in 1915 and feel his loss very much…We fired our first shot on St 
Patrick’s day at 4pm and the shell had a green band around it for luck.4 
  
                                                
3  In England the 55th Battery took delivery of its brand-new 9.2-inch howitzers in December 1915. They were 
modern monsters, and the gunners spent a further two months training on them at Taunton in Somerset. The guns, 
which had only recently entered service, met a particular need on the Western Front. Firing from their stable 
base, with a high angle, a low muzzle velocity and slow rate of fire, the guns could place heavy shells on enemy 
positions accurately over a long range. It was possible to fire two rounds within one minute, although this rate 
could not be sustained. 
The 9.2-inch howitzer, which had a working crew of 14 men, threw a 132-kilogram [c290 lbs]projectile almost 
10 kilometres. The howitzer was fired from a fixed and stable position on a beam platform set into the ground. 
Moving the gun to new locations was a time-consuming and heavy task, requiring the gun and mounting to be 
broken down into three main loads. The all-up weight was 12 tonnes. 
There were better ways of moving the howitzers from place to place than using horse-teams. Instead, a 100-
horsepower Holt caterpillar tractor hauled the transporting wagon, with two attached loads bearing sections of 
the carriage body. The ungainly train moved at walking pace over the cobbled roads in Flanders and France, 
causing heavy wear on the metal tracks, making them slippery in the frost and wet, and creating constant 
vibration that left drivers exhausted even over short distances.  
Establishing a position for firing was a slow process. To lay the two-beam platform and assemble and prepare 
the gun needed a detachment of 25 men. In muddy ground it could take two days to set the platform and a further 
12 hours to deploy the gun. An earth box containing about 10 tonnes of ballast was attached to the front of the 
gun to keep it balanced when firing. Online—https://www.awm.gov.au/ Burness, Peter, “The Big Guns,” 
Wartime, Issue 26, (Canberra, Australian War Memorial, 2004)/26/big-guns/ 
Also Online — Morris, B. M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 (part 2), pp 11-12 in Artillery WA, 
Official Newsletter of the Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA (Inc), RAA Historical Society of WA 
(Inc) December 2012. 
4  Online — https://derbyshireterritorials.wordpress.com/1916-2/lost-cemeteries-of-vimy-ridge/ 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
FOLKESTONE. 27 Feb 1916 1.30pm. Arrived. Men went to Rest Camp for midday meal. 
England.  3.30pm. Left by Transport 280 for Bolougne. 
 
BOULOGNE,  27 Feb 1916 5.30pm. Arrived; men & officers to ST MARTIN’S CAMP. 
France.   HQ officers to LOUVRE HOTEL.  
 
  28 Feb 1916 9am. Reported to DAQMG, L of C. [Deputy Assistant Quarter-Master 
   General, Lines of Communication). 
   11am. CO and Staff visited ST. MARTIN’S CAMP. 
   5pm. DAQMG sent instructions for HQ to report to 3rd Army. 
   
  29 Feb 1916 9am. Saw DAQMG and got movement order. 
   1.30pm. CO, Adjutant, Orderly Officer & 3 Other Ranks  
   left for DOULLENS via LONGPRE. 
   9pm. Arrived DOULLENS & reported to Town Major5. 
   Billeted with ASC [Army Service Corps]. 
   
  1 Mar 1916 11am. Left for POMMERA by car, Other ranks marched. 
 
POMMERA, 1 Mar 1916 17.45pm. Arrive POMMERA and billeted in Cure’s6 house. 
France.   
  2 Mar 1916 4.30am. CO and Adjt to Corps Artillery HQ (PAS) to see 
   General Buckle7; organization explained and HQ told 
   to move to BEAUMETZ-les-LOGES. 
   
  3 Mar 1916 9.30am. CO and Adjt to 6th HAR HQ, (SAULTY),  
   thence with General, 16th Major and OC 114 H.B. (60  
   pounders) to BERNEVILLE and BEAUMETZ. 
   6am. Returned to POMMERA. Beaumetz c10km SW of Arras. 
   6am. Left for BEAUMETZ in lorry 
   7.30am. Arrived at BEAUMETZ and arranged billets with Town  
   Major. 
 
  
                                                
5  British Army usage for an officer having supervision of a city during military operations. 
6  French term for the Presbytery or home of a Roman Catholic Parish Priest. 
7  Brigadier-General Archie Stewart Buckle commander of 17th(Northern) Division’s Artillery died 18th August 
1916 from meningitis. Born on the 24th November 1868. France 1914 Major commanding a Battery; promoted 
Lieutenant Colonel; wounded in October 1914 and invalided home.  In January 1915 appointed GSO1 with 19th 
(Western) Division, a New Army formation and went to France with the Division in July 1915. In January 1916 
commander XXII Brigade RFA, artillery unit in 7th Division remaining in command until August 1916. On the 
9th August 1916 he was promoted Brigadier-General and posted to 17th (Northern) Division as its Commander 
Royal Artillery to replace Brigadier-General R G Ouseley who had been wounded on the 21st July 1916. Within 
a week he was taken ill and died on the 18th August from meningitis.  Buried Heilly Station Cemetery. 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
BEUMETZ 4 Mar 1916 Waiting for arrival of batteries (i.e. guns) and HQ Motor Transport 
   5.30pm. 4 Whizbangs fired into village; one burst near church.  
   
  5 Mar 1916 9am. Moved into new billets, No. 3 Arras Road. 
   10.30am. Brigade Major came in to see about telephone; 
   went with CO to 9th Bty position. 
   12.30pm. OC 114th Bty called to see CO. 
   2pm. OC 9th Bty reported to CO. 
   2-6pm. HQ laying lines to 9th and 114th Bties. 
   3.47pm. 9th Bty fired 3 rounds aeroplane observation; no success. 
 
  6 Mar 1917 a.m. OC’s 9 & 114 Came in to see CO. 
   1.45pm. CO left for SAULTY for conference with General and 
   Brigade … Returned 6 p.m. 
   1pm. 2nd Lt Ponder reported at BERNEVILLE for duty with 114. 
 
  7 Mar 1916 9.30am. OC 114 came to see CO. 
   am. HQ out cutting telephone poles. 
   2.30pm. OC 9 came to see CO. 
 
   8 Mar 1916 8.50am. OC 9th Heavy Bty reported aeroplane from S.E. Friendly 
   colours. Dropped two high explosive bombs into Q35 d7.7; no 
  damage. Plane flew off in S direction at about 3000 feet. 
   11am. Movement Officer  & OC 611 Motor Transport Co,  
   Army Service Corps arrived from FREVENT. c30 km west of Arras 
   —c 40 km north of Amiens. 
   11.30am. Movement Officer  & OC 611 Motor Transport  
   Co, Army Service Corps returned to FREVENT. 
   3.30pm. 114 Heavy Bty fired 5 rounds shrapnel at M32d0.2 
   Observed from Q29 B3.3; not successful.  
 
  9 Mar 1916 11am. Movement order for HQ  & FREVENT to move 2p.m 
   12noon. Movement order for HQ  & FREVENT cancelled. 
   2pm. CO & Adjt went to see Observation Post selected by  
   114H.B.  
   5.30pm. Royal Flying Corps officer from 8 Squadron came 
   to arrange wireless installation at 114 H.B. Position.8 
 
  10 Mar 1916 10.30am. General Officer Commanding 6th Heavy Artillery  
   Regiment visited HQ to discuss new site for 114 Heavy Battery. 
   3 p.m. Received movement order for ETRUN via AUBIGNY  
   ETRUN is c8km northwest of Arras. Wired to Movement Officer to  
   bring Motor Transport from FREVENT. 
 
  
                                                
8  Royal Flying Corps. Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Flying_Corps 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ETRUN 11 Mar 1916 10.45am. General Officer Commanding 6th Group, Heavy 
   Artillery Regiment visited 114 Heavy Bty. 
   11.30am. Major Biggs—Division Officer Commanding 9th H Bty 
   took over Brigade. 
   3pm. Left BEAUMETZ for AUBIGNY, arrived 4.30 p.m. 
   No billets available for officers, obtained B.G. R.A.’s 
   Permission to go to FREVENT. Arrived there 9.20 p.m. 
 
FREVENT 12 Mar 1916 9am. Left FREVENT for AUBIGNY; received orders for 
   MAROEUIL; Arrived MAROEUIL 12 noon.9 MAROEUIL is  
   c1km north of Etrun. 
   pm. Cleaning up billets. 1 p.m. Lt. Colonel [Walter] Perkins  
   arrived. 
 
34th Heavy Artillery Group, Australia, 1916 
Operational Region from Frevent to West of Arras. 
 
 
  
                                                
9  The 54th Battery had left England for France on Feb. 26 and the 55th on March 2. They were now at Maroeuil, 
where on March 1 and 5 the 55th had been sharply shelled by the enemy, losing several men. During the same 
month a billet of this battery at Mont St. Eloi was shelled, 3 men being killed and 16 wounded. Bean C.E. W., 
The Australian Imperial Force in France, 1916, (Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1941), Vol III, Footnote 28, p 
116.  
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Maroueil. 
 
 
 
 
Maroeuil (29 September 1916), is in a sad state – streets full of ruins & yet 
there are still a number of the French populace who stay by their homes. The 
church is shattered, & every large building is pierced. The homes are all done 
in French fashion, - white washed, & the streets are with one or two 
exceptions, narrow & uninteresting. The estaminets, cabarets, & such are still 
kept open, apparently with the sole purpose of filching Tommy’s meager 
savings by supplying him with vile cognac, vin blanc.10 
Maroeuil, (16 November 1916). Inspected Maroeuil church, Big gaps and a 
few statues and all windows smashed by shellfire. 
 
An Australian War Diary entry for 5 May 1917. 
During today enemy counter battery work was very successful. 110th Battery 
had two guns damaged by shell fire and ammunition. Casualties during the 
last few days 20 killed 50 wounded. 
 
A further War Diary entry for 8th May 1917 explains why the enemy was able 
to extract such a heavy toll – 
A map was taken from a German prisoner printed on May 1st showing in 
detail our battery positions and camp. This accounts for the accurate counter 
battery11 work that has taken place during our stay.12 
 
 
                                                
10  Holland, op cit, p 18. 
11  Counter Battery is the organisation and planning involved in identifying (by whatever means) enemy artillery. A 
current definition is: “Fire delivered for the purpose of destroying or neutralizing the enemy’s fire support 
system.” Online — http://nigelef.tripod.com/p_artyint-cb.htm 
12  Online — http://mosman1914-1918.net/project/blog/a-letter-of-introduction 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 13 Mar 1916 9am. CO Brigade to Bty positions with Orderly Officer, … 
   12noon. HQ Lorry arrived with balance of kits. 
   3pm. CO visited 54 Bty position. 
   4.30pm. S.O. Royal Artillery 17th Corps came to see O.C.  
   Brigade. 
   9pm. CO went out to see 54 laying two platforms in place of 
   the bench ones. 
   55th Bty (guns & tractors) left Frevent on night 13/14 March, 
   and marched to ACQ, arriving about 10 a.m. 14-3-16. 
 
  14 Mar 1916 54 and balance of 55 moved to TINQUE. 
   3pm. CO visited 55th positions.  
   Line through to 54 Bty. Adjutant to bed. 
 
 
Maroeuil—Other Ranks Billets—British Dugouts. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TUESDAY 19.9.16. Immediately started unloading guns & did not finish until 
12 pm. Then drove in a wagon –about 40 of us – in the dark out near the 
“line” & were fixed up for the night in dugouts…  
IMPRESSIONS. Everyone lives underground, like moles in a hole. When 
walking amongst the ruins, one notices a small hole, seemingly a mere square 
of Stygian darkness, but in reality the grand entrance to some dugout … We 
are fixed up in a very comfy dugout, about 50 yds from guns, & we have 
rigged up tables, benches, stove, beds, &c. … This place is infested with rats. 
In fact the whole country seems over run with them. They swarm round 
deserted dug-outs in millions & they multiply very quickly, & when this war is 
finished, France will be over-ridden.  
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Rats 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MONDAY 25.9.1916. Paraded at 9 am. had to turn out shaved. First one in 7 
days!  
MONDAY 23.10.16. Rigged up elephant (Small dug-out reinforced with 
semicircular sheets of corrugated iron) shelter at 6 pm. TUESDAY 
14.11.16. Worked all day on making ventilator & window for dug-out.13 
 
 
 “Elephant” Curved Iron Sheeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
13  Holland, op cit, Online — https://www.scribd.com/doc/.../A-SOLDIER-S-DIARY-1916-1918 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 15 Mar 1916 8pm. 55 Bty in position at 6.30 p.m. 
   9am. CO went out with Lt. Col Perkins to see position for Battle 
   Observation Post. 
   2-10pm.  Line through to 55 Bty Billets. Enemy shelled 55 Bty  
   billets for 25 minutes—2 killed14 and 11 wounded, other ranks.15 
   55 Bty fired 16 rounds for registration purposes at T19.609.16 
    2.30pm. RFC [Royal Flying Corps] arranged wireless at HQ. 
   7.30pm. CO saw two Bty Commanders re promotions. 
   4.44pm. 6 rounds fired by 55 Bty in retaliation at target  
   597.46—34.1. 
   12am. 54 Bty fired 11 rounds for registration purposes at tg  
   596.1—34.1. 
 
  16 Mar 1916 8am. 54 Bty in position night 15/16. 
   4pm. 8” bty fired 9 rounds for Registration of Line. 
   55 and 54 Btys improving position. 
 
  17 Mar 1916 9am. Both btys improving position during the day. 
   2pm. 54 Bty fired 10 rounds for registration purposes. Arcs of fire  
   sent through. Rounds fired at 596.1——33.1. 
   55 Bty fired 15 rounds for registration… at A6c97. 
   7.30-9.05pm. 2 Salvos fired by 54 and 55th Btys.  
   54 Bty 3 salvoes at 595.5—32.2; 2 salvoes at 596.95—32.99 
   55 Bty fired at targets 596.62—32.6 and 596.95—32.99.  
 
  18 Mar 1916 9am. CO went out 6 Tinque to see 6/5 Comm i.e., ration and  
   Supply of ammunition.  
   12noon. Shells falling near 55 Bty. 
   3pm. CO Sent QMc Johnson to put back for F G CM. Lt. Col.  
   Osborne came up to see CO. 
   4.30pm. CO with Lt Col Perkin went to see 55 Bty Obs Post. 
  4.45pm. OC 11 S Bty came to see Adjutant re men going on leave. 
 
 19 Mar 1916 AUSTRALIAN 1ST AND 2nd DIVISIONS 
ARRIVE IN MARSEILLES FROM EGYPT. 
   11.30am. 54 Bty fired 8 rounds in retaliation at tgts 597,13— 
   30.95 and 599.12—31.90  
 
  20 Mar 1916 9.30am. CO went to see 54 Bty Obs Post. 
   2.30pm. 54 Bty fired 6 rounds in retaliation at tg 597.48—34.1. 
 
 
  
                                                
14 Sgt R. Robinson #6HAG (Grave 10); Gnr E. Morgan 55Siege Bty, (Grave 11 in Cabaret Rouge British Cemetery, 
Plot 15 Row “K”. Online — https://derbyshireterritorials.wordpress.com/1916-2/lost-cemeteries-of-vimy-ridge/ 
15  S. H. Welch’s memory is that movements of 55 Bty were watched by Germans in observation balloons who 
waited until a unit was in place before opening fire. 
16  “Registration” — firing ranging shots which could be observed and corrections made until the target was being 
hit. This was a slow and wasteful process, but more importantly it gave away any possible surprise and let the 
enemy know where your guns were. Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/artillery_development.html    
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 21 Mar 19168am. Major Hurst17 is to see CO and RFC officer re aerial  
   observation and also firing on crater. 
   9am. Major Osborne in to see CO & RFC officer re aerial   
   observation. a.m. GOC 17th Corps A visited Bde HQ. 
  OC 55 fired 22 rounds at crater, telephone lines cut and each 
battery heavily shelled while shooting.’  
 
  22 Mar 1916 am. CO visited 55 Bty during morning, and 54 Bty in afternoon. 
   pm. Senior Officer Royal Artillery 17th Corps visited HQ. 
 
  23 Mar 1916 am. M G R A & S O, B GRA 18th Corps and ADC visited HQ, then 
   to 54th Bty with CO Heavy Artillery, 17th Corps. 
   pm. Adjt and MO visited Motor Transport Co at TINQUES. 
   p.m. O C 55th Bty unable to carry out scheme in P.M. Snowed  
   heavily during night 23/24. 
 
  24 Mar 1916 am. S O Royal Artillery 17th Corps came out to see Lt Col Perkins. 
   pm. Major Marsh, OC 13 Squadron RFC came to see HQ. Snowed 
   most of the day. Capt Field left for 6th Corps Heavy Artillery. 
   25 Mar 1916 10.30am. B.G.R.A. 17th Corps came to HQ and then 
  went on with OC 23rd Bde. 
   12.30pm. 55th Bty position was shelled, two killed, four wounded. 
   3—3.45pm. 54th Bty fired 8 rds retaliation with each of SB8.5 and  
   6; S392.8—33.8. No misfires or blinds18. 
   6.30pm. O’s C 54 & 55 came in to see OC 38th Bde about  
   promotions. 
   7pm. S.O.R.A. 17th Corps came to discuss new position for  
   55Bty. 
   7.30pm. Orders sent out for half 55 Bty to move out on night  
   25/26. 
   8.30pm. OC 611 MT Co arrived and went on to 55 Bty position.  
 
  
                                                
17  Cubis, Richmond, 'Hurst, John Herbert (1869–1953)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hurst-john-herbert-6775/text11717  
18  A “blind” is a artillery projectile that does not explode. 
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Gunner George Brown of 55 Siege Battery described events leading up to the German counter-
barrage on 55th Siege Battery noted at 12.30 above. 
 
We left Taunton for France at 12.55am on March 2nd and arrived at Boulogne 
at 4pm the same day, the trip across the Channel taking 1 hour 55 minutes. 
We stayed in Boulogne for four days… We left Boulogne in our motor lorries 
for the front on March 7tth. It took us three days to get to our destination, as 
we had to bring our guns along with caterpillars. We have four guns each 
travelling in three parts. They are splendid guns to fire and very accurate…. 
We were very unlucky when we first arrived, the Germans having spotted our 
billets and promptly sent over some shells killing three and wounding 14. Most 
of the chaps were in bed at the time (it was 2.30pm) but the chaps had been 
working all night mounting the guns. I was on guard at the battery at the time 
and could hear the shells whistling over my head, being scarcely 400 yards 
from the billet where the shells burst. I lost my best pal, Sgt Henry Robinson 
from Fremantle. He was captain of the North Fremantle juniors and 
extremely popular with all whom met him. He was one of the best non-com’s 
in the brigade and he is missed very much by the officers and men. His 
valuable services will never be forgotten. He leaves a young wife and child at 
North Fremantle…I was his best man at his wedding early in 1915 and feel his 
loss very much…We fired our first shot on St Patrick’s day at 4pm and the 
shell had a green band around it for luck.19 
 
The same German attack was recorded by Lieutenant Basil Morris (later Major General 
WWII).20 
A French battery moved out of the Mont-Saint-Eloi position and we moved our 
guns in at 11.30pm.  After working hard all guns were mounted and the 
caterpillars were away just at day-break.  Having returned to our new billet at a 
nearby farm we were wakened by the Boche (from the French tete de boche, 
obstinate person) shelling Mont-Saint-Eloi.  At 2.25pm they suddenly shortened 
and turned on us landing a shell in the middle of the courtyard.  Doc did great 
work though we lost Sergeant Robinson and Bombardier Klintworth killed and 
Gunner Morgan died on the way to hospital.  Eleven others were more or less 
seriously wounded.  Our ration lorry was burnt in the village...21 
 
 
Gunner S. H. Welch was wounded in action at Vimy Ridge in a 
German counter-battery attack.  His Casualty form notes: 
(shell shock-neurasthenia) near Mont St. Eloy, 26 March 1916.  
Admitted 12th General Hospital, Rouen, Contusion-Back, 29 March 1916. 
 
 
                                                
19  “Andrew P.” 12 December 2013,  
Online — http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=203605  
20  Sweeting, A. J., “Morris, Basil Moorhouse (1888–1975)”, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre 
of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/morris-basil-moorhouse-
11169/text19899 
21  Morris, Basil, Personal Diary, (Australian War Memorial), cited Online —  
http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=203605 
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
MAROUEIL 26 Mar 1916 6am. CO and Orderly Officer went out to meet OC55 for  
   inspection of sites for 55 Bty. 
   10am. CO, OC Heavy Art 17th Corps and OC55 went out to visit 
   proposed sites for 55 Bty. 
   2pm. Party out again looking at proposed sites for 55 Bty. 
   6pm. Brigade fired one salvo at S30d7.3. 55 Bty fired one rd  
   instead of two. 
   6.30Pm. SORA 17th Corps visited HQ to discuss new sites for 55  
   Bty. OC 11 Siege Bty came in to see OC. 
   7pm. Instructions received to send two caterpillars and 10th Bty to
  DOULLENS. 
   12.30am. Acknowledgement received from OC 611 Co M.T, with
  information as to time of departure and arrival DOULLENS, which
  was passed on to 17th Corps HQ. 
 
  27 Mar 1916 9.30am. CO and OC Heavy Artillery 17th Corps visited site for 55  
   Bty. 
  3pm. OC 54 and one subaltern went to aerodrome SAVY for 
practice in spotting. 
   4.30pm. 54 Bty unable to carry out aeroplane shoot owing to bad
  weather. 
 
  28 Mar 1916 9.30am. CO and Adjutant visited new position of 55 Bty. 
  10am. Two officers from 54 Bty went out to SAVY to practice  
spotting. 
   11am. Co and Orderly Officer went on to 54 position. 
   54 fired one salvo at trench mortar on ARRAS-LILLE Rd… 
   2.30pm. Adjt and Orderly Officer went to SAVY for spotting. 
   6pm. Lt Col RFC and OC 13 Squadron RFC were at HQ  
   discussing the aeroplane shoot. 
   1.30pm. SORA 17th Corps came out to HQ. 
   8pm. OC 611 Com T. reported that the two caterpillars arrived at
  DOULLENS, but found no 70th Bty RGA to report to. 
 
  29 Mar 1916 9am. 54 Bty fired 3 rds A.A. series on the plane, then plane went  
   home. 
   10am. F.G.C.M. or BQ met Johnston, 54 Bty B.G. R.A. 11th Corps 
   outside HQ. 55 Bty with CO and OC H.A., 17th Corps. 
   3.30pm. CO visited 54 position. 
   6pm. OC 55 and OC Mechanical Transport 30th Bde visited HQ. 
   1.30pm. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes at VIMY, at 15” intervals.  
  60 …? Withdrawn from 55 old position to Park during night 25/26. 
Work proceeding at 55 new position.  
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PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
MAROUEIL 30 Mar 1916  9am. CO and Adjt went to 54 Bty to see aeroplane series; only one
  round fired. 
  10am. FGCM of BQMS Johnston continued. 
  12.45pm. 54 Bty fired 2 rds BYF at A23a3.7 
  2.30pm. CO and MO left for 55 new position. 
  5.30pm. OC 23 Bde visited 54 Bty. 
  6pm. 54 Bty fired 2 rounds BYF 
 
 30/31 Mar 1916 Nos 2 & 3 guns moved in to new position. 
 
  31 Mar 1916 9.30am. OC 6th and OC 54 Bty went out to select alternative  
  positions.22  
  2.30pm. SO RA 17TH Corps ad SO NG RA III Army came to HQ. 
  8pm. Temporary (ROCK) night lines sent out to Btys. 
 
 
May 31 1917. 9pm An exciting incident has occurred. A large observation 
British balloon has been brought down in flames by Fritz right over our heads. 
Several attempts had been made during the afternoon by enemy aeroplanes to 
fire the balloon on account of it observing the enemy placing his big guns: Our 
aeroplanes hovered round the balloon keeping the enemy away and when they 
thought that Fritz was properly bluffed they flew off to “supper” and “bed” 
and then Fritz came over, flew round the balloon several times firing explosive 
bullets at it, while in the midst of a veritable hail of shells from our aircraft 
guns. It was the gamest thing I have seen Fritz do so far. The observers came 
down in parachutes as soon as the shells started to fly. They brought their 
instruments and photographs safely with them to ground.23 
 
 
British Kite Balloon (KBS). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
22  There was constant counter-battery fire between British and German heavy artillery, requiring gun-sites to be 
relocated as the enemy (either side) identified existing positions, often by aerial observation of gunfire.  
23  Holland, op cit,  Online — https://www.scribd.com/doc/.../A-SOLDIER-S-DIARY-1916-1918 
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British 8 inch Howitzer as fired by 54th Australian Siege Battery. 
 
Ammunition supply for Australian 8” howitzers. 
54th Siege Battery. The small railway in foreground was common in World War I battlefields. 
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PART 3 
APRIL 19161 
36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 1 Apr 1916 9.30am. CO and Adjt inspected alternatives sites for 54 Bty. 
   11am. CO and OC Heavy Artillery 17th Corps visited alternative sites  
   for 54 Bty. 
   11am-4pm.  54 Bty registered their 4 night points; 15 rounds fired, one 
   not observed.2 
   2.30pm. OC55 and Adjt visited OC M.T. 36 Brigade at TINQUES. 
   5pm. OC H.A. 17 Corps, OC 36 Bde, OC 55 Bty, OC MT attached 36th  
   Bde inspected 55 next position to arrange ammunition supply.3 
   7.30pm. 55 Bty fired two rds at T19a93 to empty guns. 
    
   AUSTRALIAN RECONNAISSANCE PARTIES  
   ENTER FRONT LINE. 
 
  2 Apr 1916 10am. B.G. RA 17th Corps visited HQ and went on to 55 Bty new  
   positions. 
   11am. 54 Bty fired 6 rds at THELUS MILL. 7 km N/NE of Maroeuil. 
 
  3 Apr 1916 10am. GOC R.A. 17 Corps visited HQ and went out with OC H.A. to  
   inspect Observation Posts. 
   11am. 54 Bty fired 3 rds on T19D14, but aeroplane signalled W.O. 
   11am. OC Bde visited 55 Bty position. 
  2pm. 54 Bty fired 14 rds registration on morning target, three hostile 
guns registered (nos 1, 3, 5). 
  2.30pm. 55 Bty fired registration 6 rds on 2nd pt (ROCK). 
  3pm. OC Bde and Orderly Officer went out to Battle O. P. 
  8pm. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes on T19C.).3 and T25 a3.9. (8 rounds). 
  55Bty fired 2 salvoes on T19C.).3 and (4 rds) T25 a3.9.  
 
  3-4 Apr 1916 Nos 1 & 4 guns 55 Bty were taken out of old position, and firing teams  
   were put down in new position. 
 
  
                                                
1 AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, Item 
Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917.  
2  Registering involved a gun firing single rounds that would be adjusted 'on' to the target by a forward observer. 
Corrections would be made and then could be applied to the whole battery. The target bearing, elevation and charge w 
weight details would be recorded and could subsequently fired at any time day or night, regardless of weather and 
visibility with the confidence that the rounds would land as registered previously.  
3  The heavy guns and howitzers of the Heavy Artillery, with attendant equipment and ammunition, needed motorised 
transport to haul them. The MT Companies called Ammunition Parks operated dumps, or stores, of ammunition. The 
larger calibres of artillery shells required special mechanical handling equipment. All served in France unless otherwise 
mentioned. Army Service Corps Company 283 operated G Siege Park.  
Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/ASC_MT.htm 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 4 Apr 1916 10am. OC HA 17 Corps, OC Bde & B.G. R.E. inspected ammunition 
  supply to 55 Bty. 
   2pm. OC Bde & Orderly Officer went to 54 Bty to test series. 
   5.40pm. 54 Bty fired two salvoes (mapshooting) at S23 a4.6 3.5. 
   5pm. New night lines (normal) received and sent to Btys. 
   6.15pm. 54 Bty fired two section salvoes on S23 d 3.4 and B1d 3.4. 
 
“  4-5 Apr 1916 Nos 1 & 2 guns mounted in new position. 
 
 
 
GNR. S. H. WELCH, Back Injury, 12th General Hospital, Rouen. 1 April 1916. 
 
 
  5 Apr 1916 10am. Brig General R.A. 17 Corps and CRA 51st Division4 visitedH.Q. 
   11am. OC Bde went out to 54 Bty. 
   3pm. OC H.A. 17 Corps went to 54 O.P. at Neuville-Saint-Vaast. 
   8pm. Received amendment to ROCK SCHEME. Received list of  
   hostile batteries by areas. 
 
  6 Apr 1916 11am. New Brigade Major (Ferguson) of 17 Corps Heavy Artillery  
   came to HQ to take over. 
   12.15pm. 54 Bty fired 7 rds (2 salvoes) at B15 C 5.9. 
   12.30pm. OC 55 Bty came to HQ to see OC Bdge. 
   2.30pm. OC Bde went out to 55 Bty position. 
 3.30pm. T/Capt Pollock R.G.A., from 28 Siege Bty reported for  
   attachment to 55 Bty. 
   3.30pm. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes at B15 C 26. 
 
  7 Apr 1916  AUST. 2ND DIVISION ENTERS FRONT LINE. 
 
  7 Apr 1916 3.10am. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes at B14 C 6.1. 
`   3pm. Brig. General Perkins left MAROEUIL on promotion. 
 
  8 Apr 1916 10.30am. OC Bde & OC 54 Bty selected alternative site for 54 Bty. 
   11am. B.G. R.A. 17 Corps, cme to HQ then went on to 11 Siege Bty. 
   10.30am-12.30pm. 55 Bty completed registration of ROCK lines,19  
   rds, aeroplane observation. 
   12.30-2.20pm. 54 Bty fired 14 rds on B15.1 (B15 a 2.5), aeroplane  
   shoot, two Z, one Y. 
   4.30pm. OC S Ammunition Park came to HQ to meet officers of 55  
   Bty. 
 
  
                                                
4  51st (Highland) Division. Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/51div.htm 
 Ross, Robert B., the Fifty-first in France, (London.New York, Hodder and Stoughton, 1918). 
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Australians loading 9.2” howitzer shell 1916 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian War Memorial EZ0147 
 
 
Ramming home the charge, 1916. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Australian War Memorial  EZ0145. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  5 Apr 1916 10am. Brig General R.A. 17 Corps and CRA 51st Division5 visitedH.Q. 
   11am. OC Bde went out to 54 Bty. 
   3pm. OC H.A. 17 Corps went to 54 O.P. at Neuville-Saint-Vaast. 
   8pm. Received amendment to ROCK SCHEME. Received list of  
   hostile batteries by areas. 
 
  6 Apr 1916 11am. New Brigade Major (Ferguson) of 17 Corps Heavy Artillery  
   came to HQ to take over. 
   12.15pm. 54 Bty fired 7 rds (2 salvoes) at B15 C 5.9. 
   12.30pm. OC 55 Bty came to HQ to see OC Bdge. 
   2.30pm. OC Bde went out to 55 Bty position. 
 3.30pm. T/Capt Pollock R.G.A., from 28 Siege Bty reported for  
   attachment to 55 Bty. 
   3.30pm. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes at B15 C 26. 
 
  7 Apr 1916  AUST. 2ND DIVISION ENTERS FRONT LINE. 
 
  7 Apr 1916 3.10am. 54 Bty fired 2 salvoes at B14 C 6.1. 
   3pm. Brig. General Perkins left MAROEUIL on promotion. 
 
  8 Apr 1916 10.30am. OC Bde & OC 54 Bty selected alternative site for 54 Bty. 
   11am. B.G. R.A. 17 Corps, cme to HQ then went on to 11 Siege Bty. 
   10.30am-12.30pm. 55 Bty completed registration of ROCK lines,19  
   rds, aeroplane observation. 
   12.30-2.20pm. 54 Bty fired 14 rds on B15.1 (B15 a 2.5), aeroplane  
   shoot, two Z, one Y. 
   4.30pm. OC S Ammunition Park came to HQ to meet officers of 55  
   Bty. 
 
  9 Apr 1916 am. Aeroplane series cancelled on account of mist. 
   10.56-11.40am. German plane observation. 
   12noon. Temp Lt Col Osborne OC 54 Bty left for Senior Officer’s  
   Course at St. POL. 
   1-2.46pm. German plane observation. 
   4pm. GOC HA 17 Corps (Br. Gen. Barrow) visited HQ. 
 
   10 Apr 1916 9.30am. GOC HA 17 Corps came to HQ at 9.30 and then on to 55 Bty. 
   10.30am. B.G. RA, 17 Corps came to HQ to meet GOC HA. 
   12.30pm. GOC HA left HQ for 131 Bty. 
   1-4pm. GOC HA inspected 131, 16, 54, & 1/1 Essex Btys. 
   4 p.m. 54 Bty fired 9 rds registration on A12 d6.5 1.0 
   4-6pm. OC Bde and Orderly Officer went to O.P. BK (CANBERRA)  
   to observe 55 series. 
   5-5.45pm. 55 Bty fired 22 rds on S28 a9.9; line bad. 
   9pm. 55 Bty reported No 4 gun, rear firing beam broken. 
   
 
  
                                                
5  51st (Highland) Division. Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/51div.htm 
 Ross, Robert B., the Fifty-first in France, (London.New York, Hodder and Stoughton, 1918). 
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British Observation Plane with pilot operating camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Arras and District 1916 
Australian War Memorial. 
Maroeuil was the centre of the 36th (Australian) Heavy Artillery Group in March-April 1916. Most 
gunfire was aimed in a northern direction along the line of the Vimy Ridge . 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 11Apr 1916 8.30am. Aeroplane series cancelled owing to weather conditions. 
   11am. B G R.A. XVII Corps and C.R.A. 51 DIV called at HQ, then  
   went on to ETRUN to see G.O.C. XVII Corps Heavy Artillery. 
   2.30pm. G.O.C. XVII Corps Heavy Artillery came to HQ to meet  
   Heavy Artillery Group Commanders. 
   5.30pm. OCs 54 & 55 came to HQ for discussion and notation of  
   points emphasised by G.O.C. XVII Corps Heavy Artillery. 
 
   12 Apr 1916 8.30am. Weather unsuitable for aeroplane working. 
   11am. Brigade Major 17 Corps Heavy Artillery came to HQ, 
   12.30pm. Staff Captain 17 Corps Heavy Artillery came to HQ to asee  
   about ammunition. 
   2.30pm. G.O.C. Heavy Artillery 17 Corps came to HQ to arrange  
   about bombardment. 
   3pm. Adjt 36 Heavy Artillery Group and Movement Officer proceeded  
   to TINQUES [Fr: Tincques] to S.A.P. 
   p.m. 54 & 55 carried out drill series with balloon observations.6 
 
   13 Apr 1916 9am. Weather unsuitable for aeroplane working. 
   11am. GOC Heavy Artillery and GOC 36 Heavy Artillery Group went  
   to 55 Bty to inspect method of ammunition supply. 
   12noon. GOC HA & Orderly Officer 36 visited Observation Post 120. 
   1pm. GOC HA ordered 2rds surprise fired from 55 on BOIS CARRE,  
   Time 28”. 
   3pm. OC 36HAG & Orderly Officer went to Observation Post 120. 
   5pm. OC 36HAG & Orderly Officer returned. 
   3 p.m. 54 Bty fied 10 rds on B7 C4.5 for registration. 
   6.10pm. 54 Bty fired 15 rds at trench mortar in Trench A22 b 7.5.52.  
   B.C. [battery commander?] reported 9 hits. 
   6.30pm. 55 Bty fired 12 rds on S22 B7 and S23  C33.) map series N.O. 
   54 Bty fired 14 rds on S29 D75to S30 a41.  
   1.21pm. 55 Bty fired 4 rds ROCK TEST. 
 
  14 Apr 1916 AUST. 1ST DIVISION ENTERS FRONT LINE. 
 
  14 Apr 1916 9am. Weather unsuitable for aeroplane work. 
   12.23pm. 54 Bty fired 4 rds retaliiation on B15 e57 at request of  
   51 Division. 
   1.15pm. 54 Bty fired 4 rds ROCK TEST. 
   4-4.45pm. 54 Bty fired 13 rds on A4 d4.4. Suppressed machine gun  
   emplacement. 6 hits observed, much damage done. 
   10.30pm. GOC Heavy Artillery and staff called in at HQ. 
    
  
                                                
6  An observer had a wireless transmitter, binoculars and/or a long-range camera observing actions on the front-line and 
behind it, to spot enemy troop movements or unusual activity of any sort, and to call down artillery fire onto any 
worthwhile targets.  
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  15 Apr 1916 9am. Weather unsuitable for planes. 
   1.20pm. 54 Bty fired 8 rds retaliation at B8C 55.34; Ob Post 107, not  
   observed. 
   4pm. 55 Bty fired 10 rds registration on FARBUS MILL; registered. 
   5pm. OC 23 and 36 Heavy Artillery Groups went to conference of  
   Group Commanders at AVESNES-LE-COMTE. 
 
   16 Apr 1916 10am, 55 Bty fired 6 rds at Bty S23 a46.35, plane sent CI after Rd 6  
   owing to clouds. 
   11.30am. – 12.41 p.m. 55 Bty fired 30 rds at craters at A16 a 8017.  
   (8 blinds-failed to explode.) 
   11.50am. – 12.50 p.m. 54 Bty fired 13 eds at BOIS CARRE (house at  
   B7 c2550). 
   12noon. 54 fired 44 and 55 fired 34 rds for mine scheme (clearance). 
   1.30pm. OC Bd sent to ST POL for Senior Officers Course. 
 
   17 Apr 1916 9am. No aeroplane work.  54 Bty engaged three trench mortars in A16  
   d11, 22 & 23.Fired 15 rds, 9 effective. 
   2pm. Adj and Movement Officer went to Tinques at 2 p.m, then to  
   Hermaville. Lt Col Osborne on sick report. Instructions received from  
   GOC Heavy Artillery for selection of retired position. 
 
   18 Apr 1916 9am. Adj & Major Hirst [Hurst] went out to select position… 
   2pm. Major Cunningham selecting position in afternoon. 8 inch fired 8  
   rds on B15 a 0.5.80 at 12 noon. 
   5.30pm. 8 inch fired 8 rounds on B15 a 0.5.80. 
 
   19 Apr 1916 9.20am. Adj and Capt Bates selected position for 8 inch at L2 C22. 
   2pm. Adj and Major Hurst selected position for 9.2 inch at D5 d4.7. 
   4.25pm. 8 inch fired 8 rds in retaliation at S23 a5.5. 
   5.21pm. 9.2 inch fired 7 rds at A11 b15.95. 
   11.30pm. Scheme with 45th Division carried out. 8 inch fired 33 rounds  
   and 9.2 inch fired 16 rounds. 
 
   20 Apr 1916 9.30am. OC 11 Siege Brigade and Adj selected enemy position a  
   AUBIGNY … 
   2.30pm. GOCHeavy Artillery called HQ during afternoon. 
   55 Bty fired 10 High Explosive in retaliation at S33 a46.35. 
 
   21 Apr 1916 9.30am. OC 54 Bty and Adj went to HERMAVILLE to select positions  
   for ARMY Line. 
   10am. 54 Fired 2 rds at aeroplane target but after 2nd, plane sent “C I”  
   [Going Home]. This was owing to hostile planes being up. 
   10am. 55 fired one rd at aeroplane target but plane sent “C.I. too  
   cloudy.” 
   1.30pm. Adj went to St POL to bring CO back on conclusion f Senior  
   Officers’ Course 
   4pm CO & Adjt inspected 54 position at HERMAVILLE. C12 Km  
   west of Arras. “.  
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ST POL. We are at present situated in an orchard, attached to a chateau still in 
a good state of preservation, & the best in the village – Anzin-St. Aubin St Pol. The 
trees are, naturally, devoid of fruit, & the only clue to their identity is their leaves & 
the straight lines in which they are planted. It is bounded by high walls, pierced with 
shell holes in many places & pockmarked with shrapnel & bullets. It seems that the 
village was at one time in possession of the Germans, but was captured by the 
French at a cost of 5000 or so. From a military point of view a mere flea-bite. From 
a sentimental point, thousands of sorrowing relatives. This is war!!7 
    
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 22 Apr 1916 9.30am. CO and Adjt nspect the CORPS and ARMY positions selected  
   during week. 
 
   23 Apr 1916 11am. GOC Heavy Artillery came to HQ to discuss telephone lines. 
   1pm. GOC HA and OCs 23 and 36 Heavy Artillery Groups selected  
   point for their central [telephone] exchange. 
   2pm. Adjt and Movement Officer went to TINQUES to visit S  
   Ammunition Park. 
   2-3pm. 55 fired 2 rds at BOIS CARRE, by orders of GOC HA; time  
   taken 8 minutes. 
   2.30pm. 55 registered on THELUS MILL in 16 rds. 
   4pm. 54 fired 8 rds at S23 a46.35 for retaliation. 
 
   24 Apr 1916 7.45pm. 54 Bty fired 2 rds on B15 c55 with plane observation. Nothing  
   observed. 
   1.40pm. 55 Bty fired fired 10 rds on B7 C3350 (BOIS CARRE) with  
   balloon observation. Registered. 
   4pm. 54 Bty fired 4 rds on B15 c55 with balloon. Nothing observed. 
   6.10pm. 54 Bty fired 4 rds on B15 C55 with aeroplane. Nothing  
   observed. 
   9.30pm. & 6.30pm. OC’s 54 and 55 Btys came to HQ to discuss  
  details of scheme. 
 
   25 Apr 1916 8.15am. 55 Bty fired 8 rds on S24 C35 for registration, aeroplane  
   series. Registered. 
   8.30am. 54 Bty fired 10 rds on S23 a 4635 for registration, aeroplane  
   series. Last egistered OK. 
   1.40pm. 54 Bty fired 3 rds on T20 d52 with balloon observation. All  
   not observed. 
   6.30-6.45pm. 54 Bty fired 12 and 55 Bty fired 10 rds on various points  
  in A10D for 51 Division. 
   4pm. Major de Rossignol, Royal Jersey [Garrison] Artillery arrived for a  
   3 days attachment to 36 and 23 Heavy Artillery Groups.  
 
  
                                                
7  Holland, op cit, p. 9 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 26 Apr 1916 5.30pm. Alarm from Heavy Artillery 17 Corps. Each bty fired one rd. 
   10.20pm. 54 Bty fired 4 rds plane observation; 3 not observed, after 4th  
   the plane sent “C.I.” 
   12.40pm. 55 Bty fired 10 rds S15 d44 with visual observation from  
   forward observation officer of C/112, Royal Field Artillery. 
   5pm. CO and Adjt visited sites selected as Observation Posts by OC 65  
   Bty. 
 
  27 Apr 1916 9am. CO & OC 54 Bty went to select sites for Observation Posts for 
  retired positions.8 
   12.47pm. 53 Bty fired 8 rds at B1 a22.30. Last two were at  
   emplacements. 
   1pm. Adjt went to TRENCH MORTAR SCHOOL to see wire-cutting  
   exhibition.9 
 
   28 Apr 1916 11.30am. Combined salvo, (both groups) on S23a 4729. 
   2.30pm. 54 fired 4 rds plane observation at B2B 0540, but plane  
   developed engine troubles after 4th rd. 
   3pm. Enemy shelled village with 15 to 20 5” shells; one gunner Royal  
   Garrison Artillery killed10 & CO’s car damaged. 
   4.45pm. 55 fired 10 rds registration on S23 d33 with plane observation. 
   3.30pm. OC 11Bty and Adjt went to CARENCY to select gun  
   positions. Major de Rossignol left on termination of his period of  
   attachment. 
  
 
Grave of Gunner Oscar Henry Schroeder, Royal Australian Garrison Artillery. 
 2nd Australian Siege Bty, (55 Seige Bty),  34th Heavy Artillery Group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
8  A “retired position” located artillery on reverse slopes involved firing to map reference targets (e.g. on S23a 4729) by 
indirect observation, from forward observation posts, balloons or aeroplanes. 
9  Online — Imperial War Museum, SS/CDS, Pamphlets Collection. Artillery Notes Number 5, Wire Cutting, June 1916 
— http://www.gutenberg-e.org/mas01/archive/app15.html 
10  Gunner Oscar Henry Schroeder. Died of wounds 29 April 1916. Buried Aubigny British Cemetery. Online — 
http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww1frenchcemeteries/aubignycommext.htm 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 29 Apr 1916 8.30am. 54 fired 2 rds at B2 B0540, both rds not observed by plane. 
   10.am. German plane brought down by our plane near BRUNEHAUT  
   FARM. 
   4pm. 54 Bty fired 9 rds registration with plane, 2Z, one Y, two OK on  
   B2 B0540. 
   2.30pm. Major General Headlam11 from G.H.Q, called to see Group 
  Commanders. 
   6pm. Conference of OC Balloon Section, Royal Flying Corps, with Bty  
   Commanders of both groups. 
   7pm. 54 Bty fired 10 rds map series on S22a3515 NS S22 A 5.4. 
   9.20pm. 54 Bty fired one salvo on S18a 1815. 
 
  30 Apr 1916 8.15am. 54 fired 9 rds retaliation on B2 A9570, with plane observation. 
   9.30am. Staff Capt Heavy Artillery XVII Corps came to point out  
   positions for new exchanges.  
   3.30pm. OC Brigade and Adjt went out to look at Observation Post  
   sites selected for retired positions. 
   2pm. Work was commenced on new exchanges.  
   6-6.30pm. 54 Bty fired 13 rds and 55 Bty fired 8 rds on  
 A22 A81/2 A91/2; A22 B11/2; and A22 B2, 10, for registration. 
  
 
Australians with captured German aeroplane. 
National Library of Scotland. 
                                                
11  Private Papers of Major General Sir John Headlam.  
Online — http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1030021634 
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A British Forward Observation Post. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imperial War Museum, HU91352 
 
 
An American Forward Observation Officer using stereoscopic binoculars. 
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PART 4 
MAY 19161 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 1 May 1916 10.48am. 55 Bty fired 12 rds on B24 C32 for registration. Two 
  direct hits. 
  2.30pm. 54 Bty fired 8 rds on points in FARBUS VILLAGE as  
 retaliation for shelling of MT-ST-ELOI [Mont-Saint-Eloi—see maps below 
noting the very small size of these villages.]2 
  6pm. 54 Bty fired 13 rds registration and effect on 3 points in  
  THELUS3. Light very bad, 7 rounds not observed. 
  6pm. GOC H.A. & Brigade Major called to see OC Groups. 
  7pm. FS sent from K section. 
  8.30pm. GAS signal cancelled. 
   
Mont St. Eloi appears to be still in a state of apparently good preservation. It is 
rather a fine place, very picturesquely situated & well wooded in the vicinity. 
The homes are built of a very soft white stone – chalkstone. The ruins make the 
mud of the roads a whitish colour, which gets on everything.4  
   
  2 May 1916 9.30am. 54 Bty had 4 rds plane observation on VIMY  
   RAILWAY STN, but only one was observed.5 
   10.40am. 55 Bty fired 5 rds plane observation at A24 a7.8  
   (ROCK line). 
   1.23pm. 54 Bty fired 8 rds into FARBUS in retaliation for  
   shelling of MT ST ELOY. 6 
   
  
                                                
1 AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, 
Item Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917.  
2  Mont-Saint-Eloi was a major British garrison area, billets, medical services, RFC airfield about 5 km from Arras. 
It is likely that the British used the twin towers of the Abbey for observation purposes. The area was heavily 
shelled by the Germans. Online — http://greatwarphotos.com/tag/mont-st-eloi/ 
3  Thelus is a small village 6 km north of Arras. Located on VIMY ridge. 
4  Holland, op cit, p. 19. 
5  Discussion of Royal Flying Corps in artillery observation.  
Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Flying_Corps#Artillery_observation  
6  Mont-Saint-Eloi. Online — http://arras-france.com/mont-saint-eloi-abbey/ 
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Towers of Mont-Saint-Eloi Abbey today. 
 
 
Location of Mont-Saint-Eloi, Pas  de Calais, 1916. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  2 May 1916 9.30am. 54 Bty had 4 rds plane observation on VIMY  
   RAILWAY STATION, but only one was observed. 
   10.40am. 55 Bty fired 6 rds plane observation at A24 a78 (ROCK  
   line), 4 rds not observed. 
   1.23pm. 54 Bty fired 8 rds into FARBUS in retaliation for  
   shelling of MT S. ELOY. 
   2pm. CO HAG inspectedammunition dump at 55 Bty position. 
   2.30-5pm. CO and OC 54 Bty inspected proposed alternative site  
   for 8 inch howitzers. 
   5-6pm. CO and OC 54 Bty inspected proposed alternative site  
   for 8 inch howitzers. 
 
  3 May 1916 10am. CO and OC 11 Siege inspected proposed alternative  
   position for Right Section, 11 Siege Bty. 
   12.30pm. Capt McDonald R.A.A. Adjutant 36 HAG reported for  
   duty as Brigade Major Heavy Artillery Corps. Capt. H. Bundon  
R.A.A. 54 Bty Royal Garrison Artillery took over duty temporarily 
as Adjutant 36 HAG. 
3-3.30pm. Lt Col Osborne, OC 54 Bty called at office to receive 
final instructions re selecting Observation Posts Army and Corps 
lines. 
3.30pm. 54 Bty had 6 rds plane observation on house in THELUS 
A12 b 40-65. 
4.50pm. 54 Bty had 60 rounds map shoot on GIVENCHY  
S10 C3-1 
   7.48pm. 55 Bty had 60 rounds, map shoot, on GIVENCHY, S10  
   a2-9. 
 
  4 May 1916 8.04am. 54 Bty had 1 rd High Explosive on Vimy Station. Not  
   observed by plane. 
   12 noon. 55 Bty had 6 rds registration on house in A12 b1.0.6.5 
   12.20pm. CO 36 HAG and OC 55 Bty in office on subject of  
   Observation Post.  
   12.50pm. Co and Oc 55 Bty out to inspect position for 1 section  
   55 Bty. 
   1pm. 55 Bty 6 rds on house in THELUS. Registration A12 b1.1. 
   1.27pm. 55 Bty 8 rds for effect destroyed house in THELUS A12  
   b10-65. 
   4.15pm. GOC HA 17 Corps to see CO 36 HAG. New  
   switchboard tried in exchange but without any success.7 
 
 
  
                                                
7  Discussion of communications technology developments is Online — 
 http://eandt.theiet.org/magazine/2014/06/links-for-victory.cfm 
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Artillery Map of Givenchy Area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Library and Archives Canada, NMC111113—MIKAN 178448 
 
 
 
German Postcard of Givenchy after shelling. 
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1917 Artillery Map Showing Location of Farbus and Thelus. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 5 May 1916 8.15am. 55 Bty 4 rds on THELUS are not observed by plane. 
   10am. GOC HA 17 Corps to see CO 36 HAG. GOC & Co to  
   Buthous (?) at ?am to see Col Butler re Observation Posts. 
   11.30am. OC 54 Bty came to HQ. 
   1.50pm. Test ROCK. Guns fired by 1.57. 
   3pm. 54 Bty 3 rds High Explosive on S15 b1-9. Not observed by  
   plane. Lt Rolfe went on leave to England. 
   3.33-4.38pm. 55 Bty 3 rds H.E. on S15 b1-9. 4th OK. 5 H.E.  
   Si6 c5.8. 5th OK. 4 H.E. S16 a2-6 not observed. 
   5-5.40pm. 54 Bty 10 H.E. on A12 a5.4. House demolished. 
   8pm. Defend XVII Corps. 
 
  6 May 1916 12 noon. CO & Adjt visited proposed alternative positions for 54  
   Battery. 
   3pm. CO & OC 54 Bty inspected proposed alternative positions  
   for 54 Battery. 54 Battery had 14 rds H.E. on house in THELUS       
   A12 b2.1 & destroyed it. 
 
  7 May 1916 12 noon. CO to 55 Bty. Inspecting alternative position for 55 Bty. 
   2.20pm. CO left for 54 Bty. Subject of visual signalling between  
   Observation Posts and Battery. 
   3.30pm. CO returned to Group HQ. 
   4.45pm. CO to 23 Heavy Artillery Group. Went to HQ Heavy 
  Artillery, XVII Corps to confer with General Officer Commanding. 
   7.30pm. OC 55 Bty came to HQ and dined with CO 36 HAG. 
  
  8 May 1916 9.2 Hows standing by for special scheme. Cancelled during the  
   afternoon. Plane did not go up for 8 inch. 
   7.45pm. OC 54 & 55 Btys came to HQ to make tracings etc. re  
   special scheme in Northern Sector. 
 
  9 May 1916 11am. to 5.45pm. CO HAG, CO 23 HAG and OC 11 Siege sat  
  on Court of Inquiry to inquire into matters connected with gas at 
FORK REDOUBT.8 
  
                                                
8  In May the German army captured a French document at La Ville-aux-Bois describing a new system of defence. 
Rather than relying on a heavily fortified front line, the defence is arranged in a series of echelons. The front line 
would be a thinly manned series of outposts, reinforced by a series of strongpoints and a sheltered reserve. If a 
slope was available, troops were deployed along the rear side for protection. The defence became fully integrated 
with command of artillery at the divisional level. Members of the German high command viewed this new 
scheme with some favour and it later became the basis of an elastic defence in depth doctrine. Online — 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Front_(World_War_I)#Gas_warfare 
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German Gas Attack on Russians on Eastern Front. 
 
55th Siege Battery wearing steel helmets and gas masks, 17 September 1917. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  5.25-5.45pm. Enemy sent about 16 light shells into MAROEUIL
  near 11 Siege Dugouts. 54 Bty retaliated on FARBUS 7 rds H.E. 
   6.16-6.45pm. 55 Bty fired 12 rds on A16 b7.7 & 65-6.0 in  
   connection with special scheme. 
 
  10 May1916 12 noon. GOS Heavy Artillery XVII Corps cam to Group HQs and  
   subsequently CO 36 HAG accompanied him on an inspection of 
  positions. 
   5pm. OC 55 Battery & Capt Tomkinson came to Group HQ. CO  
   36 Group & OC 55 Bty out inspecting alternative positions. 
   6pm. 54 Bty had an unsuccessful aeroplane shoot. 
   7.20pm. A chance shot fell in 11 Bty position and tore up a  
   platform slightly injuring a gun mounting. 
 
  11 May 1916 10am. Court of Inquiry on Gas at Fork Redoubt reassembled by  
   Order of GOC Heavy Artillery, XVII Corps. 
   12.26pm. 54 Bty fired 10 rds at A13 A70.22 in retaliation for  
   shelling of 16 Heavy Battery. 
   2pm. OC 54 and 55 Batteries came to HQ to received instruction  
   on shoot on northern craters in S15 d. 
   4pm. Capt McDonald a/Bm HA XVII Corps came to see CO 36  
   HAG, During the morning 16 Heavy Battery was heavily shelled.  
   Much damage was done to billets, one gun put out of action, one  
   man killed and one wounded. 
 
  12 May 1916 10am. Col Butt 35 HAG came to take over from 23 HAG. 
   3.35pm. 55 Bty registered 3 guns on trench junction A11 A 40.65. 
   3.56pm. 54 Bty had 4 rds on B74 c 4.4. Balloon observation  
   unsatisfactory. 
   4.55pm. 54 Bty had 8 rds on FARBUS. Bombard FARBUS A. 
   5.58pm. 55 Bty fired 3 rds H. E. on S23 d 4.0. Bad light, no  
   result. Enemy artillery busy on Angin during the afternoon. 
 
  13 May 1916 10.30am. CO 36 HAG to 55 and later to 54 Bty. 
   3.30pm. CO & Adjutant visited site of northern telephone  
   exchange. Day dull and wet. 
 
  14 May 1916 Day dull and cloudy. 54 Bty twice retaliated on German trenches  
   for bombardment of Q sector. 54 Bty had 4 rds on A11 A40-65.  
  Did not register. 
9. 20pm. In the evening special scheme carried out by 17 Corp  
Heavy Artillery. Located German reliefs coming in. 
11pm. Lt. H. O.E. Ralfe9, Orderly Officer, 36th HAG returned 
from leave.  
                                                
9  Capt Ralfe served in the Royal Australian Garrison Artillery from 1911 and gained his Aviators' Certificate (No 
1419) at the Central Flying School on 12 May 1915. He enlisted in the AIF at the age of 25 on 21 May 1915 and 
was appointed a Lieutenant in the Siege Artillery Brigade [see image PB1402]. He embarked for overseas from 
Melbourne on 17 July 1915 aboard HMAT Orsova and after serving with the Artillery in Egypt, he was 
promoted to Captain and transferred to England on 10 August 1916 for duties with the AFC. On 16 December 
1916 he was transferred to No 69 Squadron AFC to be the Flight Commander. Captain Ralfe was killed in action 
in France on 6 May 1918 and is buried in the Vignacourt British Cemetery, France. Online — 
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P00826.026/  and  https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P00826.026/   
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  14 May 1916 Day dull and cloudy. 54 Bty twice retaliated on German trenches  
   for bombardment of Q sector. 54 Bty had 4 rds on A11 A40-65.  
  Did not register. 
9. 20pm. In the evening special scheme carried out by 17 Corp  
Heavy Artillery. Located German reliefs coming in. 
11pm. Lt. H. O.E. Ralfe10, Orderly Officer, 36th HAG returned 
from leave.  
Brigade Major Heavy Artillery XVII Corps returned from leave. 
Capt McDonald, Adjutant 36 HAG took on duties of Staff Captain, 
Heavy Artillery, XVII Corps during Capt Macintosh’s absence on 
leave. 
 
  15 May 1916 11am. GOC HA XVII Corps came to Group HQ to discuss  
   arrangements for special schemes to be carried out in the evening. 
   6-7pm. In the afternoon CO 36th HAG & adjutant went to 54 and  
   55 Batteries to made final arrangements for the evenings operation. 
   8.27-10.15pm. 34 Bty had 36 HE on B9 c00.05; B1 d 4700; B20a  
   32.70. 9.2 [55] S23 D40.44; 40.45; 50.25; 45.27. Fired 52 rds. 
 
  16 May 1916 In the morning GOC HA XVII Corps came to Group HQ to discuss  
   result of operation carried out on previous evening. 
   2.30pm. CO and MO 36 HAG inspected billets of 54 Bty and  
   later saw drill carried out in gas helmets at 54 bty. 
   5pm. OC 55 Bty made an ascent in an observation balloon. 
   54 Bty made carried out a shoot with Balloon on hostile battery at  
   S10 D9.7. Better results than usual. 
   6.48pm. 55 took on a U.F. target but there was no observation. 
 
  17 May 1916 10.30am. OC 54 Bty paraded Gunner Hartney, before CO  
  34th HAG, in reference to complaint by Gunner Hartney as to  
 excessive punishment. 
 3.30pm. CO 36 HAG proceeded to Aerodrome 13 Squadron  
RFC at Savy, 54 Battery punished Q several times during the day 
firing in all 42 rds. 
 
  18 May 1916 11am. CO proceeded to 55 Bty.  
11.15am. 55 Bty punished Q with 15 HE. GOC HA XVII 
Corpscame to Group HQ to discuss future arrangements with 23 & 
36 Groups. 
 5.45pm. CO 36th HAG visited alternative positions for 8 inch,  
 9.2, 54 Battery, 11 Siege alternative position and southern  
 telephone exchange. 
 
 
                                                
10  Capt Ralfe served in the Royal Australian Garrison Artillery from 1911 and gained his Aviators' Certificate (No 
1419) at the Central Flying School on 12 May 1915. He enlisted in the AIF at the age of 25 on 21 May 1915 and 
was appointed a Lieutenant in the Siege Artillery Brigade [see image PB1402]. He embarked for overseas from 
Melbourne on 17 July 1915 aboard HMAT Orsova and after serving with the Artillery in Egypt, he was 
promoted to Captain and transferred to England on 10 August 1916 for duties with the AFC. On 16 December 
1916 he was transferred to No 69 Squadron AFC to be the Flight Commander. Captain Ralfe was killed in action 
in France on 6 May 1918 and is buried in the Vignacourt British Cemetery, France. Online — 
https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P00826.026/  and  https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/P00826.026/   
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  19 May 1916  2.45am. 8 inch and 9.2 retaliated for hostile  
 shelling in Q sector. 
 6.30am. Repeated the dose. 
 10.47am. 55 Bty started a satisfactory shoot on S24 d 3.2. 
 11.45am. 54 Bty fired 27 rds on Q. 
 12.27pm. 54 Bty fired 55 rds and 55 Bty 27 rds into German  
 trenches fronting Q sector. Much activity all day.  
 3.30pm. A Hun plane dropped two bombs near 55 Bty.  
 
 29 May 1916 9.22am. 54 Bty retaliated with 5 rds HE for hostile shelling in  
 Q sector. 
 4.30-6pm. 54 & 55 Bties fired 34 and 40 rds into German front 
 line trench, shooting accurate and said to be satisfactory. 
 S15 D71/2 to S22 A08. 
 5pm. CO 36 and Co Counter Battery Group, Adjt 36 HAG  
 reconnoitred road for moving guns to retired positions. 
 Day generally quiet. 23 group left today. 
 
 21 May 1916  Very heavy shelling all day, 131 put out of action. Essex (rgt);  
 Welsh & 16 shelled. 54 and 55 batteries engaged during the day 
 shelling enemy trenches facing P and Q sectors. 
  8.29am. 55 Bty fired 27 HE on hostile battery at S23 D4.5; 1 OK, 
 remainder rather erratic. Enemy heavily bombarded our trenches in  
 P and Q sectors. Tear shells were freely used and their effect was  
 felt at both batteries and also here. 
10.20am.-2.40pm. The long gun at OPPY11 kept up a 
bombardment on this village at a 30 minute interval. Several fell 
near corner of Ambulance St, and some were near this chateau. 
Much damage was done to our billets and men’s kit destroyed—
fortunately our men had vacated their billet before the shell entered 
it. GOC Heavy Artillery went on leave today and CO 36 HAG took 
over his duties. 
 
  22 May 1916 3am. After the heavy firing at extreme traverse 3 & 4 guns  
   9.2” howitzers [55 Bty] went out of action with broken firing beams. 
   3am-11.20am. The 8 inch [54 Bty] carried on the firing. 
   1.48pm. 8 inch [54 Bty] commenced intermittent bombardment 
   of enemy trenches throughout the remainder of the day until night.  
  CO 36 went to ECOIVRES12 in the morning and remained there 
until the evening, visiting AUBIGNY to confer with mg RA. 
   3.36pm. 55 took on N.F. [now firing] target at S30 A1-6; r OK; 5Y 
   aZ. 
    5pm. Major Cunningham returned from leave. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
                                                
11  
12  Ecoivres is a hamlet to the south-west and about 1.5 kilometres from Mont St Eloi.  
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  23 May 1916 9.15am. CO to ECOIVRES. 
   1pm. Major Cunningham came to lunch with CO and  
   discussed future arrangements. After lunch C) 34 HAG proceeded  
   to 54 Bty, thence to ECOIVRES, returning 7.30pm. 
  8 inch [54] in action throughout the day until night keeping up an  
  intermittent bombardment of the German trenches facing P & Q  
  sectors. 
   7.30pm. 8 inch [54] increased rate of fire to 30 per hour on  
   specific points. Fire slackened after midnight but was maintained. 
   8.35pm. 9.2 howitzers [55 Bty] howitzers began to bombard Hun    
   batteries near Folie Wood and FABUS. They ceased at 10.20pm  
   but reopened a slow rate at 1.30am. on 24 May 1916. 
 
  24 May 1916 9am-1pm. CO 36 HG proceeded to ECOIVRES for duty  
   and returned at 1pm. 
   5.30am. 55 Bty ceased firing on enemy batteries. 
   10.45am. 54 Bty ceased firing on enemy trenches in P and  
   Q sectors. 
   11.45am. 55 Bty got No 3 gun back into action and 
   registered on THELUS MILL. 
 “  12.10pm. 55 Bty fired 19 rds on S23 d45 ([now firing] aeroplane 
  target) and obtained HY’s and HZ’s. 
   2pm. CO 36 HG proceeded to ECOIVRES for duty  
   returning at 6.20pm. 
   5pm. General Henshaw visited HQ 36 HAG to see OC  
   Counter Battery Group. 
   9.30pm. Capt Bundock returned to duty with 54 Bty. Capt  
   Tomkinson took over duties as A/Adjt 36th HAG. 
 
  25 May 1916 10am. General Court Martial held at Group HQ President,  
   Major Cunningham. 
   12 noon.  CO 36th HAG proceeded to 54 Bty, returning at  
   1.25pm. thence to ECOIVRES at 2pm.—back again at 6.20pm. 
   2.30pm. Lieut Tingey, Royal Army Medical Corps reported  
   to take over from Capt. Walsh, about to proceed on leave. He  
   accompanied the latter round the batteries. 
   5.10pm. 55 Bty fired fired 16 rds for purpose of registration of
 Nos 3 & 4 guns after remounting. 
   9.29pm. 44 Bty fired 1 salvo at B1 a 3518—battery reported 
  to be firing by Northern section. 
   During the day 11th Heavy Bty was shelled with 30 4.2” HE, 
   34th French battery received some lachrymatory [tear] shells, about 
   140mm. Between 8pm. and 10pm. there was some sharp  
   fighting near NEUVILLE. 
 
  26 May 1916 9am. CO 36th HAG to ECOIVRES, returned at 12.30pm.  
   7.45 a,m, to10am. A10 shelled (5.9 & 4.2 HE) from  
   direction of FARBUS: at 10.40am. 54 Bty fired 1 salvo at  
   B1 d2535. 
   2pm. Capt Walsh went on leave via Aubigny. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL  27 May 1916 CO 36th HAG proceeded to ECOIVREs, inspecting position at 
   LOUIZ en route. 
   11.30am. 55 Bty fired 6 rds  on COMMANDANT’S  
   HOUSE (B7 d62), aeroplane. Result unsatisfactory owing to  
   clouds. 
   2pm. 54 Bty commenced series of 20rds on Trench Mortar  
   at A22 b8658. 
   6.30pm. 6 B.L. Mark VII Bty fired at balloon in T16 using  
   left observer at Canberra Observation Post. Advance party of 1  
   officer and 14 others 91 Siege arrived and were billeted at ACO. 
 
  28 May 1916 Activity in M Sector, Code “Help M” received from XVII Corps 
  HA. 55 Bty fired 4 rds on “Help M” lines when “Stand Fast” was 
   ordered as 51 (Highland) Division reported they had matters well  
   in hand. All quiet was reported at 2.22pm. 
   3.12pm. 54 Bty commenced series of 15 rds on Trench Mortar at  
   A23 a 1555—11 effective rds. 
   3.22pm. 55 Bty fird 3 rds on B1 a33 as a [now firing] target 
   was signalled. No further signals were received. 
   8.45am. CO 36th HAG went to ECOIVRES & returned for lunch: 
   afterwards to Conference at AUBIGNY, returning about 8.15am. 
   During the afternoon Brigade Major 17th Corps Heavy Artillery  
   called at HQ & accompanied by Lieut Whittle went to ECURIE,  
   107 and 105. Headquarters (Col Peacock, Adjutant, and Orderly 
   Officer). 50th HAG reported. Captains McDonald and Evans on  
   leave. 
   7.30pm. Major Cunningham called at HQ to see the CO 36th  
   HAG.  
 
  29 May 1916 8.15am. German aeroplane directing series on MADAGASCAR  
   driven off by one of our Nieuport machines. 
   9.30am. Col Peacock, South African Heavy Artillery with  
   staff called at HQ of Group and later went to WELSH and 
  ESSEX batteries. 
   11.45am. CO 36th HAG left for ECOIVRES and lunched with 
  Majors Ferguson and Cunninghame. 
   12.03pm. 55 Bty commenced an aeroplane series on S24 c73 
   —hostile battery—result 6 OK’s, 6 Y’s, remainder A, B, Z, and  
   2 W’s. 3 emplacements hit. 
   2.25pm. Message received from XVII Corps Heavy Artillery 
  that A26 d21 was being heavily shelled from FARBUS. 13th  
   Squadron & K.B.S. [Kite Balloon Station] endeavoured to locate  
   flashes[from enemy artillery]. 
   7.35pm. 55 Bty fired 10 rds at N.F. target, T25 A64, satisfactory,  
   8.05pm. 54 Bty fired 2 salvos at N.F. B8 C64. 
   8pm. & 11pm. 55 Bty fired 8 rds at S24C C73 the battery 
  registered in the afternoon. 
   11.30pm. to12.20am. Activity in Q sector between  
  11.30pm. and 12.20am. Bombing attack 25th Division. 
   In the afternoon 50 Siege fired at a balloon in T16 using  
   forward observation officer at CANBERRA as left observer. 
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Night time Flash from British 6 “Guns. 
 
 
 
 
German LVG Two-Seat Reconnassance Aeroplane. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROUEIL  30 May 1916 9am. HQ 50th HAG reported and were attached to Counter  
   Battery Group. 
   12 noon. CO 36th HAG and OC 55 Bty proceeded on an  
   inspection of alternative positions: ditto in the afternoon. 
   12.45pm. Brigade Major came to HQ with officers who  
   were to take over 34 & 42 French batteries. 
  2.30pm. CO and Major Hurst continued their search for
 alternative positions. 
   5pm. CO 36th HAG returned to HQ. 
   4pm. Major Marsh, 13th Squadron RFC, called to see OC  
  Counter Battery Group. 
   6pm. 55 Bty commenced an aeroplane series of 39 rds on  
 S30 c08. Very satisfactory. Emplacements, dugouts, and dump hit. 
 
  31 May 1916 9am. HQ 50th HAG took over from HQ Counter Battery Group. 
   11.30am. CO 36th HAG and Orderly Officer proceeded to  
   VILLERS AU BOIS [5 km NW of Maroeuil] in search of  
   alternative positions, thence to ECOIVRES, returning to  
   Group HQ in afternoon. 
   4pm Mortar. 54 Bty commenced series of 5 rounds on Trench  
  Mortar at A22 b3092. Right Group Observation—not very 
  satisfactory. 
   6.30pm. A number of batteries were prevented from carrying out 
   series by German LVG. 
   6.43pm. 55 Bty commenced a series of 5Rds, aeroplane on  
   Anti-Aircraft Gun at T25 a 53.1, OK, Registered. 
  7.45pm. Heavy Shrapnel rpted on trenches in front of ECURI and 
 5.9 HE, near BERTHNVAL FARM.  
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PART 5 
JUNE 19161 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 1 June 1916 9am. CO 36th HAG to ECOIVRES. 
   9.50am. Major-General Royal Artillery commenced a tour of 
   batteries. Starting from ANZIN. 
   2.30epm. CO  36th HAG and CO 50th HAG proceeded to 13th  
   Squadron RFC to arrange flights for evening minor operation.  
   6.58pm. K.B.S. [Kite Balloon Section]: reported heavy shelling 
  on trenches in S14 and S15 from S6 & T1. 
   7pm. Between 7pm. and 12 midnight 54 Bty fired 100 rds  
   from 2 guns—50 on S10 A29 and 50 on S10 C31. 
   7.39pm. Betwen 7.29pm. and 12 midnight 54 Bty fired 52 rds at 
   intervals on N.F. [now firing] target T19 a29. 
   7pm. Between 7 [.m. and 8.25pm. 55 Bty fired 11 rds on  
   N.F. S24 c46 (Z & Y); 5 rds on S23 a53 (Y’s & A’s); 2 rds on 
   S23 d45 (A). Thereafter 55 Bty fired 47 rds at intervals on these  
   batteries & 2 others registered. One 4.2 inch and one 5.9 inch HE  
   fell in 54 Bty. 16th Heavy (left section) received some shelling. 
   9.20pm. Some 5.9 inch HE fell on TRENCH TERRITORIAL 
   and at 10pm. shelling at ECURIE. 
 
  2 June 1916 OC XVII Corps Heavy Artillery returned from leave. At 4pm. 
   visited 36th HAG.  
   9.15am. CO 36th HAG proceeded to ECOIVRES. Afternoon 
  inspected alternative position of 54 Bty. 
   10.15am. Starting from ECOIVRES the GOC  
   [General Officer Commanding] 3rd Army visited units of XVII Corps  
   Heavy Artillery. 
   Between 1pm. and 2pm. 54 Bty fired 9 rds at railway bridge 
   near VIMY (T26 A3095) with a K.B.S. [Kite Balloon Section]: 
   Result unsatisfactory, no direct hits. 
   First trial of Fuze No 106—splendid bursts.2 
   6.05pm. Hostile flashes seen, probably anti-aircraft, at S18d18.  
   6.55pm. 1/1 Welsh being shelled from direction of  
   GOULET WOOD. 
   5.30pm. t 7.30pm. 55 Bty fired 57 rounds on 2 batteries,  
   S24 c73 and S23 d 43, with 3 switches. Very satisfactory— 5  
   OK’s, 12 Y’s, 14 Z’s. 
 
                                                
1 AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, 
Item Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917.  
2  FUSE 106. An important British development of 1916 was the Number 106 Fuze, which was based on an 
existing French technology. For the first time, the artillery had a highly sensitive contact fuze; so sensitive 
that it would explode the shell as soon as it touched barbed wire. Before this, contact (or percussion) fuzes 
needed to hit the ground before exploding. The 106 fuze gave much superior ability to clear barbed wire 
defences. Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/artillery_development.html   
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MAJOR GENERAL, ROYAL ARTILLERY. 
Report on Co-operation between Royal Flying Corps and Royal 
Artillery 
for work ending June 2nd, 1916. 
Weather conditions during the past week have on the whole been 
favourable for artillery observation, and excellent results have been 
obtained. Several Battery positions were engaged by our artillery 
including 13 active batteries of which 4 were anti-aircraft. 
The outstanding feature of the week has been the very excellent 
results obtained by No 13 Squadron, with the 55th Siege Battery whose 
shooting has been extremely accurate. 
A battery at S24 c7.3 was engaged by them on the 29th May. This 
battery was again observed fiting on the 1st. inst. But only with 2 guns and 
was silenced. 
It was fired on for effect again on 2nd inst. And another 
emplacement hit so that at least 2 out of its 4 guns have been at least 
temporarily disabled. In addition an ammunition dugout was hit followed 
by a violent explosion and considerable damage to material generally has 
been done in this battery. 
A battery at S20 c05.80 was seen active on the 30th May and the 55th 
Siege engaged them. Two gunpits were destroyed also dugouts and a 
dump. Many explosions and a fire followed. Considerable damage was 
evidently done as this shoot produced retaliation. This battery has not 
been seen active since and has probably been compelled to change its 
position. 
A battery at S25 d4.3 was engaged by the 42nd French Battery on 
the 30th May was seen active on the 1st inst. and silenced by the 55th Siege. 
This was again seen active on the 2nd inst. but only Nos 1 & 4 guns were 
firing. The 55th Siege engaged it and obtained direct hits on these two 
emplacements in addition to a direct hit on NO. 3 emplacement, and 
considerable damage must bave been done generally. Sgd L H Bingham, 
Capt. Royal Artillery.3 
  
                                                
3  Australian War Memorial, RCDIG1014845. 
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PLACE   DATE   SUMMARY. 
MAROEUIL 3 June 1916 CO 36th HAG in Group HQ during the morning. Departure of 
   1 section 11 Siege Battery reported by Capt Field. 
   5.30pm. to 6.30pm. 54 Bty fired 14 rds aeroplane, 5 rds at  
   B8 c77 (Y.Z. OK). 6 rds at B1 d50 (6 effective) and 3 rds at  
   B7 d78 (effective). 
   6.38pm. 55 Bty fired 8 rds registration of No 1 gun on THELUS 
   MILL (satisfactory). 
   8.48pm to 9.08pm. XVII Corps Heavy Artillery assisted in 
  minor operation of 51st Division on A10. 54 Bty fired 45 rds on   
A10 D3595 andA10 D44.  53 Bty fired 26 rds on A10 D5365. 
   8.58pm. A mine was sent up near the NEUVILLE ST.VAAST 
  MILL.4 
   9.30pm. CO 36th HAG and CO 50th HAG to XVII Corps HQ. 
    
  4 June 1916 10.05am. Scheme with T.N.F. targets commenced. 54 Bty fired 
   7 rds on S23 A52, 3 rds map series & 4 ranged rds (2Z) with one 
   section. The other sections fired 9 rds on S30 A1580, (3Z, 3B,2A)  
   map series 4 ranged. 11 Siege Bty fired 12 rds map series on T19  
   A29. 
   4.30pm. System rehearsed in morning of TNF targets was  
   brought into force in the afternoon and between 4.30pm. and 
   7.30pm. seven N.F. targets were engaged by 36th HAG and 
   50th HAG, batteries firing into VI Corps area. 54 Bty fired 23 rds 
   on B8 C27, 11 rds map series, 7 rds ranged (2Y) and 5 rds after 
   being ranged. The other sections of 54 Bty fired 5 rds map series 
   on B15A19 and 42nd French bty fired 20 rds on S23 A45 
   (map series). During the afternoon there was great activity in the 
   ROCLINCOURT sector and TRENCH TERRITORIAL, WELSH 
   and ESSEX batteries were shelled. 
   9pm. Between 9pm. and about 1am. the road between 54 Bty and 
   ANZIN was shelled with 4.2 inch HE. 
   9.30pm. CO 36th HAG proceeded to ECOIVRES to interview OC 
   XVII Corps Heavy Artillery. During the night, arc of right gun of 
   11 Siege (which came under 36th HAG for operations from 
  night of 4/5-6/16) was extended to cover S22 A18. CO 36th HAG   
handed over command of Siege Group to Major Nugent. 
   12.30pm. General HENSHAW, OC Royal Artillery, XVII Corps 
   called at Group Headquarters. 
   1pm. CO 36th HAG and Staff left MAROEUIL and proceeded to 
   ECOIVRES where CO saw OC XVII Corps Heavy Artillery,  
   thence to AUBIGNY. 
   2pm. Left AUBIGNY and proceeded to 13th Squadron RFC at 
   SAVY, afterwards to MARIEUX via AVESNES to  
   COMTE-BARLY-SAULTY-PAS. CO 36th HG reported to HQ  
   Royal Artillery XVIII Corps and was instructed to proceed with  
   HQ 36th HAG to BEAUQUESNE. 
  
                                                
4  Probably constructed by 172nd Tunnelling Company, Royal Engineers or possibly 176 T.C. 
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PLACE  DATE   SUMMARY. 
BEAUQUESNE 6 June 1916 12 noon. CO 36th HAG to HQ Royal Artillery XVIII Corps 
  returning to BEAUQUESNE at 3-30pm. Thence with Movement  
   Officer, Adjutant and Orderly Officer to BERTRANCOURT where  
   arrangements were made with Brigade Major in Corps Heavy  
   Artillery re distribution of HQ Staff, 36th HAG. 
   1pm. Medical Officer reported from leave. 
 
  7 June 1916 10am. CO and Adjutant to BERTRANCOURT, HQ VIII Corps  
   Heavy Artillery, returning to BEAUQUESNE at 4.15 after seeing  
   acting OC VIII Corps HA. CO and Adjt BEAUQUESNE to HQ  
   VIII Corps HA. Saw Col. Phillips. 
  
Gunner S. H. Welch  
Admitted 26th General Hospital, Rouen,  
Contusion-Back, 7 June 1916.  
Shell-Shock (Neurasthenia5), 10 June 1916. 
Debility, 16 June 1916. 
Discharged to Australian Divisional Base Depot, Etaples  
ex 26th General Hospital, 17 June 1916; 
Granted furlough 1 July 1916—9 September 1916. 
 
  8 June 1916 CO, Medical Officer and Orderly Officer BEAUSSART. MO and  
   OO attached to 1st HAG. CO back to BERTRANCOURT. 
 
  8 Jun-5 Jul 1916  Group HQ divided. OC 36th HAG attached to VIII Corps as 
  Heavy Artillery Liaison Officer for Infantry Commanders.  
   Adjutant attached VIII Corps HA. Medical Officer, Capt.  
   Walsh, and Orderly Officer, Capt. Ralfe attached 1st HAG. 
   
Location of Beauquesne (North of Amiens). 
                                                
5  Neurasthenia is an older term for psychological nervous debility and physical exhaustion but not physical injury. 
Online — http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/neurasthenia 
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PART 6 
JULY 19161 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
THIRD BATTLE OF YPRES—POZIERES.2 
Pozieres was the highest point on the Somme –Albert-Baupame Line and strategically important. 
Varied dates, usually based on involvement of Australian infantry divisions, are given for the Battle 
of Pozieres. The reactivation of the Australian 36th Heavy Artillery Group, and the subsequent war 
diary entries reproduced below, point to earlier planning for the Pozieres assault with firing by 
Australian heavy artillery commencing by 6 July 1916. Australian artillery and infantry were 
involved from at least the beginning of July. 
 
In June, 1916, the brigade moved south to the Somme, to cover some British 
divisions attacking on the northern flank. We were soon moved, however, to 
the vicinity of Albert and it was here that we first made contact with the 
Australian divisions which were operating at Pozieres. Soon the 55th Battery 
took position in the famous chalk pit near Contalmaison; here it stayed for 
two months before returning to the Arras area.3 
 
The Chalkpit, Contalmaison, as it is today. 
 
  
                                                
1 AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, 
Item Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917.  
2  Australian War Memorial, 1916, Australians in France: Anzacs in France, Online — 
https://www.awm.gov.au/ww1/1916/essay/ 
Australian War Memorial, London, Pozieres, the Battle of the Somme, 1916.  Online —  
http://www.awmlondon.gov.au/battles/pozieres    Brief account with slideshow. 
See also Madden Kristina, The Battle of Pozieres,  Online — 
http://education.qld.gov.au/students/grants/scholarships/anzac/docs/pozieres.pdf  Excellent summary by Year 10 
student of Christian Outreach College, Toowoomba, 2013.  
3  Morris, Major-General B, M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918.” P. 12 in Artillery WA, Official 
Newsletter of the Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA, October 2012. 
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Map of Sector X, Contalmaison to Pozieres 
The “chalk-pit” location of 55 Siege Battery is in square X10. 
Australian War Memorial. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 5 July 1916 36 (Aust) HAG reformed constituted as follows—55 (Aust) Siege  
   Battery, 65 Siege Bty, 56 SB, 23 SB, 14 SB & 71 SB. Batteries  
   proceeded to their new positions. Group in 10 Corps Heavy  
   Artillery. Following were new positions on night 5/6 (?5/7)— 
   23SB, 36SB, 71SB, 14SB, 55SB (one section), 14SB included one  
   section of NZ Siege Battery4—OC Lt Col W.A. Coxen RAA, Adj  
   Cpt W Tomkinson RAA, Orderly Officer R.D.F. RALFE RAA,  
   Medical Officer Capt R. W. Walsh, AAMC. 
 
 6 July 1916 Remaining Batteries get into position 6/7 (night). Registration  
 communications carried on. Preparation for operations on 7/7—
MARTINSART, MESNIL, ALBERT, heavily shelled. 
 
  7 July 1916 Operations against OVILLERS commenced. BOUZINCOURT  
  shelled at 11.15pm. nd 2.30pm. Operations X Corps Heavy  
  Artillery OO No 3. 
 
  8 July 1916 62 Siege Bty registered on POZIERES, 71 Bty fired to catch 
  men on road. Our infantry are reported in OVILLERS &   
   CONTALMAISON. Later pushed out of CONTALMAISON.  
   Enemy infantry are in force near MOUQUET FARM. 
   11.30am. 14 & 71 fired on trenches NEON. All Batteries 
  registered on THERVAL-COURCELETTES-POZIERES.  
 
  9 July 1916 ENGLEBELMER-MARTINSART MAILLY, AUTHUILIE &  
  MESNIL shelled intermittently day & night. 58, 56 & 71  
  recommitted for ops X9 C46. 
  8.55am. 14SB steady rate of fire on X8 P area rate increased at 
 12.26pm. 5 minutes intense at 1.40p.m. then ceasefire 6.30 p.m. 
  Z3B14. Fired on “Barrage A”… during afternoon 71 registered 
  on POZIERES and shot on trenches (new) … 
  3pm. 36SB bombarded Y8a45. 68SB registered on THEIVAL.  
  5-10pm. Heavy bombardment in progress between OVILLERS- 
  LA-BOSSELLE. Bont Store near BELLEVUE farm set on fire by  
  hostile shelling. 
 7-10pm. 36SD ceased & 5SSB commenced registration. Balloon 
 east of Albert was destroyed by a bomb. 
  Registered on THERVAL-COURCELETTES-POZIERES. 
 
 
  
                                                
4  NEW ZEALAND SIEGE BATTERY. Per Press Association. Wellington, November 1. The Hon. James Allen 
states that arrangements have been made with the. Imperial Government to form a New Zealand siege battery,: 
formed in the first instance from Newf Zealand artillerymen at the front., bnt reinforcements will be sent from 
the Dominion, requiring about 50 men annually. Oamaru Mail, 2 November 1916.  
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Bouzincourt to Pozieres. 
 
   
 
"Pozières has been a terrible sight all day … The men were simply turned in 
there as into some ghastly giant mincing machine. They have to stay there while 
shell after huge shell descends with a shriek close beside them … each shrieking 
tearing crash bringing a promise to each man – instantaneous – I will tear you 
into ghastly wounds – I will rend your flesh and pulp an arm or a leg – fling you 
half a gaping quivering man (like those that you see smashed around you one by 
one) to lie there rotting and blackening like all the things you saw by the awful 
roadside, or in that sickening dusty crater."5 
 
 
  
                                                
5  AWM38, Official History, 1914-18 War: Records of C E W Bean, Official Historian, Diaries and Notebooks, 
Item Number: 3DRL606/182/1. Notebook 1915-1917, Diary 29 July 1916.,  
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 10 July 1916 66SB registered on POZIERES, also 55SB. One round per gun  
   was fired on POZIERES from all batteries except 68. Our towns  
   were heavily shelled especially railway lines, bridges & battery
  positions near river. 
 
  11 July 1916 71SB registered with aeroplane on road & trench X10c—also  
  standing by for fleeting opportunities. 36SB & 23SB moved to  
  new positions on nigh 11/12. 14SB to do anything asked. 
  Position of 36 near railway embankment EAST of ALBERT: 23  
  W10 d88. 68SB preparing to move to W9d23 centreline 650  
  TRUE. BOUZINCOURT shelled during night. 
 
  12 July 1916 Position of 23SB cancelled—ordered to move tonight from W10  
   d88 to W12 a73 to fire throughout morning and afternoon till 7  
   p.m. at X8 b53. Registration in new position by 36SB carried  
   out. 4th gun brought in while battery was being shelled.  
   Caterpillar hit.  
 
  13 July 1916 BOUZINCOURT shelled during afternoon. 36SB getting into  
   position in DO65-LEG23SB & 65SB on counter-battery work.  
   I4 S8. Bombardment of POZIERES 8X8 & X2 continue. 
 
  14 July 1916 Very dull day. Enemy shells our villages moderately.  
   Bombardment of POZIERES and X8 X3 & 7.3 continues.  
   Evening scheme in conjunction with attack of 12 Division on 
   OVILLERS fired at 11 points at rate 4 rds per hour on each  
   parcel. Lifts at 11pm. & 8.02am. 
 
  15 July1916 71SB & 14SB bombarded X800 at slow rate. Barrage from  
   POZIERES to trench NORTH of it to go on till 10.30am. 68SB
  on counter-battery work. Fire from French batteries to be intense  
   from 9.10 to 9.20am. Attack on POZIERES by our infantry at  
   10am. Reported to be EAST of X8671 and WEST of X8031  
   also at the church. 71 SB to fire 12 rds per hour on X8 b78 and  
   14SB on X8 b 7656—24-16, ceased firing 2.15pm. 
   10.20am. At 11.20am. our infantry reported to be through  
   POZIERES and advancing on MARTINPUICH. Re  
  bombardment of POZIERES (10 minutes intense) between 5.30  
   p.m. and 6pm. Special attention to main street and trenches 
  near X4 a97. Night firing see Bombardment report. 
 
 16 July 1916 4am. 66SB & SB171 registered by aeroplane on X4 a43 69 
  (See Bombardment Report) DELVILLE WOOD captured, also
  BAZENTIN-LE-PETIT wood and portion of HIGH WOOD.  
   Attack on POZIERES did not succeed. Some hundreds of 
  prisoners captured also 5 (five) 8 inch, 38 (thrity-eight) 9 inch,
  ?? 4 (four( 5 inch guns, 4 field guns. 6 hostile planes destroyed. 
   Our cavalry wounded w/o ? party at HIGH WOOD6, killing 167
  capturing 45. Firing on OVILLERS ceased, garrison  
                                                
6  Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attacks_on_High_Wood 
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   surrendered. Bombardment of COURCELETTE. 
 
 
Map phase 1 (Initial Positions): The map shows the Australian and German front lines before the Australian capture of 
Pozières. 
Note: the black circle that appears at the south-west edge of Pozières is the location of the First Australian Division 
Memorial which today lies across the road from the ruins of the ‘Gibraltar’ pillbox. 
Map phase 2 (Australian capture of Pozières): On 23 July the Australian 1st Division advanced on a two kilometre 
front, taking Pozières, including the German strongpoint known as ‘Gibraltar’. 
Map phase 3 (Front line 28 July): The map shows the Australian and German front lines before the Australians 
attempted a further advance towards the windmill on 29 July. 
Map phase 4 (Australian attack on 29 July): On 29 July the Australians attempted to capture the high ground along 
which the German trenches (the OG Lines) ran. The attack failed on the right but gained some ground on the left near 
Pozières cemetery. 
Map phase 5 (Gains to 3 August): In the days following the failed 29 July attack, the Australians improved their 
position around Pozières in a series of small operations. 
Map phase 6 (Australian and German front lines early 4 August): The map shows the front lines prior to the successful 
attack of 4 August) and the subsequent advance towards Mouquet Farm.7 
  
                                                
7  http://www.ww1westernfront.gov.au/pozieres-australian-memorial/what-happened-here.php 
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Mouquet Farm, 1917. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian War Memorial.     Artist, Fred Leist 1917. ART02875 
  
Mouquet Farm Today. The destroyed farm shown above was on the left side of the farm access road. 
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PLACE DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT  17 July 1916 Firing — see Bombardment Reports. Bombardment of  
   POZIERES, MARTINPUICH & COURCELETTE. 
 
  18 July 1916 118SB JOINED 4TH HAG. 
   Shelling of villages throughout the day. 
    55SB & 36SB transferred to 45 HAG from night 21st/22nd. 
 
  19 July 1916 6.44am. 14SB fired on two machine guns at X2 a8191. Bursts  
   of fire for 5 minutes then 10 rds per point per hour continued 
  until 7.45am. Fine day, hostile balloons and planes active, as  
   usual when our plans are up. Hostile artillery was quiet. 108SB 
  in position near MEMETZ church. 71SB improving  
  communications to shoot on Pozieres trenches. 108SB shooting  
  on EASTERN trenches of POZIERES.14SB bombarded trench
  points in X2 B and afterwards shelled them intermittently. 71SB  
  destroyed machine guns at X4 a43-46. 108SB fired with  
  aeroplane on 6 trench positions. 
  6pm. 14SB fired on 2 points in Y2g.10pm.-3am. 14SB  
  barrage points-55SB went to position F36 2035-F2 d83. 
 
  20 July 1916 71SB destroyed trenches at X2 b29-52. 
   9am. Enemy barrage W05 west of OVILLERS. 
   12.30pm. 56SB instructed to fire 30 rds at observation post 
  R34 d1357-0883-2881. 71SB fired at intervals on WESTERN  
   trench. 36SB shelled at intervals during day and night on 4.1” 
  gun. 
   2.45pm. 121 Bty fired on X1 b657. 
   10pm.-8am. 14SB40 rds per hour on X1 b39 & 79.  
   108 SB registered train junction J. X4 a43 with plane. 
   &1SB destroyed machine gun emplacements in X5 b, c8d. 
   7.30pm. 41SB fired gas shell into ALBERT. 
   10pm.-3am. 14SB fired 10 rds an hour on trench X1 b 39. 
   2 hostile aeroplanes brought down during day. 
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GAS SHELLS Shells were also developed to contain compressed poison gas in 
addition to the high explosive or shrapnel used from 1914. This added the 
ability to accurately deliver gas into enemy positions and was much more 
effective that the cloud gas released from cylinders, which relied on the wind. A 
similar shell was developed for delivering smoke, which proved valuable in 
masking the enemy's visual observation of British attacks.  
 
 
 
Gas Shell bursts among infantry on shell cratered battlefield, 1916. 
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WIRECUTTING. Entrenched warfare posed new problems for the artillery 
and in particular for shellfire used to support an infantry attack. In the first 
two years of offesnive operations (1915 and 1916), to a great extent the British 
artillery aimed at the enemy's trenches and barbed wire defences, in the belief 
that it was necessary to destroy the enemy in the forward position. Great faith 
was placed in this; the most notable example was the week-long bombardment 
that began the Battle of the Somme in 1916. General Henry Rawlinson assured 
his men that , "nothing could exist at the conclusion of the bombardment in the 
area covered by it". To the great cost of the army, the firepower deployed was 
not sufficient, was in some areas spread over too many targets and was diluted 
even further by the proportion of dud shells. The enemy survived the 
bombardments and cut down the attacking British infantry in large numbers, 
from small arms fire from the trenches and from shelling by their artillery.8 
 
High Explosive cutting barbed wire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Infantry march past barbed wire entanglements showing effects of artillery fire. 
 
 
  
                                                
8  Online — http://www.1914-1918.net/artillery_development.html 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 21 July 1916 6am. GOC Royal Artillery at observation post at X1 b98.  
   91SB fired on trenches X5 d29½ BAPAUME road and X6 b40  
   BAPAUME from 12 noon onwards. 71SB engaged strong 
  points southeast of POZIERES from 3.30pm. on SOUTHERN  
   Trench only—at 6.50p.m. registered strong points X4 d7025;  
   X5 c53 with plane and worked down trench.  
   British aeroplane brought down in enemy lines.  
   Scheme of Bombardment of POZIERES received. 
 
  22 July 1916 56SB fired on EASTERN trench. 71 Battery took on trenches 
  and strong points in Southern and Eastern Trenches. Strong  
   commission (?) on strong points in Southern Trench. 
 
  23 July 1916 1st Australian Division attacked and captured POZIERES. 
   Balloons of 36HAG co-operated. 
   6am. 71SB barraged X4 a43-97 and R35 c93-65 12 rds on 
  each and later X3 b89. 56 & 71 Btys received instructions 
  during morning to select forward positions in SAUSAGE 
  VALLEY and MAINPUICH and GRANDCOURT. 
   8.30am. Report from DRESSLER. We hold Pozieres.  
   Australians marched thro’ in fours at 8.am. BUCKS established
  in front line trench east of POZIERES.  At 4am. our troop 
  checked at cemetery. 
   2.40pm. 56SB & 71SB fired a round a minute on trenches in  
   X4 ac & R34 c later 86SB went on to strong points ceased fired
  at 5.20pm. 
   12.40am.—3.30am. 14SB fire 6 rds per hour on three points  
   in X3a & X2b. 
 
  24 July 1916 11am. 14SB bombarded machine guns at A2 b9a about 50 rds
  on X2 o91/22 ½  All balloons in group stood by on right lines to 
  cover second line system in R38c. 
 
  25 July 1916 Western trench up to cemetery taken. (POZIERES). Resistance
  at X3b87. Germans counter-attacked on Eastern trench. 
   11.45am. 71SB Bty registered 2nd trench in R35c. 56 & 71 
  Batteries received instructions to take up positions selected in 
  AVOCA VALLEY. 23SB to move to MAMETZ, afterwards 
  cancelled. All batteries on right lines to cover second line 
  system in R33c Northeast and West of line thro’ POZIERES. 
 
  26 July 1916  X Corps front taken over by II Corps. X Corps Heavy Artillery
  became II Corps Heavy Artillery. Arrangements made for 33SB  
   and 80SB to move forward, Afterwards cancelled. 
 
  27 July 1916 33SB commenced move to F4 b76. 80 RTX to F4 b96. &1SB 
  registered on trenches in R35c. 85SB; 33SB and 80 RTX joined 
  36HAG. 
 
  28 July 1916 33SB registered on COURCELETTE. 65 temporarily out of action.  
   Bombing attack on LEIPZIG SALIENT. 71SB registered on R34 d09. 
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Imagine a gigantic ash heap, a place where dust and rubbish have been cast for 
years outside some dry, derelict, God–forsaken up–country township. Imagine 
some broken–down creek bed in the driest of our dry central Australian 
districts, abandoned for a generation to the goats, in which the hens have been 
scratching as long as men can remember. Then take away the hens and the 
goats and all traces of any living or moving thing. You must not even leave a 
spider. Put here, in evidence of some old tumbled roof, a few roof beams and 
tiles sticking edgeways from the ground, and the low faded ochre stump of the 
windmill peeping over the top of the hill, and there you have Pozières.9 
 
 
 
Ruins of Main Street, Pozieres 
 
Ernest Brooks, British Official Photographer, 28 August 1916. 
  
                                                
9  C E W Bean, Letters from France, (London, Cassell, 1917), pp 113-114. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 29 July 1916 2.45am. BOUZINCOURT shelled with 4.2 inch gun. 
   7am. Howitzer of 80SB brought from workshop at WARLOY
  and mounted in new position. 
   8.20pm. Message received enemy discharging gas near 
  POZIERES. 
   9pm. 65 gun in action. Our villages all shelled daily. 33SB 
  position shelled during night. 
 
  30 July 1916 80SB registered on MARTINPUICH MILL   
  12 Noon. 12.5 salvoes were fired by all btys at trench points on
  Easter line R35 c26—34 a35. Retaliation for Salvoes was on 
  POZIERES and SOUTH of it. Day fine and hot, much aerial 
  activity. 
   3.15pm. 6.1 gun firing near 33SB.  
   10.15pm. 68SB and 71SB fied 1 rd per gun on R34a. 
 
VIERSTRAAT 31 July 1916 56SB fired on trenches in X2a & Y1b. 20 rds. 33SB fired 20 rds
  on dump M16 b8d with aerial observation. 68SB and 80SB (12 
   inch) on  G.B. work. 
   6pm.—7pm. 56SB fired 140 rds on B61 & Ob2. 
   10.21 & 10.23pm. 56; 71; 80; 33; 23 and 65 salvoes on trench 
   R34 b12 to R34 a88. 
 
 
 
 
 
We were in action in Vierstraat for the commencement of the Third Battle of 
Ypres on 31st July, 1917. In the preliminary bombardment, which occupied 
fourteen days, 4,283,500 rounds were fired by the artillery. In this position, our 
No. 3 howitzer was hit by a small bomb during one of the early, air raids at 
night. Fortunately it was a dud. When a foolish subaltern brought it to our 
command-post dugout with the idea of taking it to pieces, he was ejected into 
the night with a flood of blasphemy!10 
 
 
  
                                                
10  Morris, B. M., “The Austalian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 (Part 2), pp 10-11 in Artillery WA, Official Newsletter 
of the Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA (Inc), RAA Historical Society of WA (Inc), December 
2012 
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The Consequences of Heavy Artillery Bombardment. 
 
Pozieres Church 1914.  Pozieres Church after the battle.  
 
 
 
Mouquet Farm. 1914.   Mouquet Farm after the battle, 1916. 
 . 
 
 
 
Main Street, of Pozieres, August 1914.  Main Street of Pozieres, July 1916. 
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PART 7 
AUGUST 1916. 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 1 Aug 1916 86 HAG. NB. Shooting carried out as shown in copies of  
  Bombardment Reports attached. Bombardment continued 56SB on
  OG & D32. 
 
  2 Aug 1916 HQ staff of II Corps Heavy Artillery handed over to HQ staff of 
  VIII Corps Heavy Artillery which became II Corps HeavyArtillery. 
   2am. BOUZINCOURT shelled. 
 
  3 Aug 1916 Registrations of RATION TRENCH and bombardment of trenches
  in R32d; Q33 and C8 X3a. 
 
  4 Aug 1916  2.35am. 12 Division report. We are in possession of RATION 
  TRENCH as far as R33d26 Left Brigade. During night ANZACS
  attacked and captured OG1 & OG2. 
 
  5 Aug 1916 BOUZINCOURT shelled during night. 
 
  6 Aug 1916 BOUZINCOURT shelled. 33SB instructed to select new position to
  cover M2b & PYS 
 
  7 Aug 1916 BOUZINCOURT and 143SB shelled during evening.  
 
  9 Aug 1916 23 reconnoitring for new position (near) CONTRALMAISON.  
   Rest of text unreadable. 
 
  10 Aug 1916 Misty with light rain. Arrangements made for 12 Div Artillery to 
  have direct call on 14SB through 36 Group. BOUZINCOURT 
  shelled at intervals.  
   His Majesty the King visited WARLOY. 
  Orderly Officer Lieut H.D.E. RALFE RAA, to England to join 
Australian Flying Corps. Lieut. N.B. Morris of 58SB reported to 
HQ as Orderly Officer. Cpt H.C.B. Bundock to 58SB as captain. 
 
  11 Aug 1916  BOUZINCOURT Shelled. Reconnaissance near MESNIL for  
   position for 80SB. Also 56SB & 70SB for forward positions. 
 
  12 Aug 1916 80 RTX  to start preparation of position at Q33d99. 38 to start work  
   for one section in AUTHVILLE WOOD as well as position in  
   MASH VALLEY. All firing of heavies to ease at 7pm. Attack of  
  12 Div and 4 Australian Division trench N of RAITON trench at  
  10.30pm.. 
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British Assault SAUSAGE and MASH Valleys, Pozieres, 1916. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sausage and Mash Valley today 
 
MASH and SAUSAGE Valleys were shallow depressions as this modern photograph illustrates. 
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Thurs 10th/8 the Australians who was here lined each side of the road of the 
village for the King was passing through in a motor car. He was greeted with a 
roar of cheering as he drove through very slowly and saluting the while he was 
dressed in karki and I caught his eye as he passed where I was for I was on a 
hill on the side of the road and must have been conspicuous and was only 
about three yards from him. afterwards we marched back into the woods and 
general Birdwood came back and gave a speech congratulating the Boys on 
there successful charge at pozieres. so we stayed here at Vadencourt almost a 
week during which had a good rest.1 
 
Australian Soldiers cheering King George V. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
1  Thomas McKinley Diaries, 1915-1916. Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales, MLMss2784. P. 76. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT13 Aug 1916 CO to AUTHUILLE WOOD to select position for 33SB. 56SB  
   fired some rounds to disperse Germans massing for counter attack  
   in trench N of captured trench. 
 
  14 Aug 1916 48 Div pushing forward to V2 2b … to East of MOUQUET  
   FARM.   
 
  15 Aug 1916 56SB slow fire on point X2a. 
 
  16 Aug 1916 8.30pm. BOUZINCOURT shelled. Much aerial activity over  
   MEMETZ and FRICOURT. 
 
  17 Aug 1916 Much aerial activity. Two Huns brought down. 
  18 Aug 1916 Corps Commander watching shooting from X2a. 48 Div and 145  
   Bde attacked at 5pm. in X2a. 56SB  and 14 co-operated.  
   Operation successful, about 500 prisoners and several machine  
   guns. Shooting continued till 7.30pm. and throughout night at  
   slow rate.  
 
 
German Prisoners with British onlookers. 
Note the dugouts in the ridge behind the onlookers. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT19 Aug 1916 Bombardment of R32a33-15 and 65-86 and 66-55.35 commenced  
   by 55 and 71 Batteries.  
 
  20 Aug 1916 Bombardment continued. Balloon brought down by German AA  
   (anti-aircraft). 14SB& 56SB firing at slow rate during night. 
 
  21 Aug 1916 Hostile plane over BOUZINCOURT at 9.30am. Much aerial  
   activity during day. Enemy counter attacked in X2a at 12.10pm.  
   144 Brigade attacked and captured front and support line of  
   LEIPZIG salient in X1a. 71, 56 and 14SSB cooperated in attack  
   and 91 continued firing throughout night at 50 rounds an hour,  
   reduced to 26 at 4.15am. 
 
  22 Aug 1916 Bombardment of LEIPZIG salient continued. BOUZINCOURT  
   shelled at 3.30pm. 
 
  23 Aug 1916 Bombardment continued. Much enemy aerial activity. Attack at 3  
   p.m. by 48 Division on R32 c31… 
 
  24 Aug 1916 22SB (12 inch road mounting) joined groups. Bombardments  
   continued till 4.10pm. at which hour 25 Division attacked. 14; 71  
   & 56 bombarded for one hour each trench points in R32c. Attack  
   by 25 Div successful. Objective reached, about 500 prisoners  
   captured. Fire continued on selected points by 56; 12 and 71 till  
   8.p.m. then 14 carried on at a slow rate. 
 
  25 Aug 1918 Great aerial activity. At 10am. 15 of our planes in formation went  
   over enemy lines. About 4pm. enemy attacked HINDENBURG  
   TRENCH but were repulsed. Enemy barrage heavy. 
 
  26 Aug 1916 56; 14 & 71 finding observation posts to cover R19 a8d. CO to  
   OVILLERS for new position for 33SB. OC 22 Bty reported at      
   3pm. 33 to have one section in action at OVILLERS on morning 
  of 28th. 
 
  27 Aug 1916 Observation Post 320 blown in and communication trench cut.  
   Bombardments continue. 14SB fired 89 rds on LEMBURG trench  
   in support of attack by 48 Division on R32c9d. One howitzer of 33
  in position, one bogged. 
 
  28 Aug 1916 22 getting into position. 2nd gun of 33 in position at 3am. on 28th. 
  29 Aug 1916 At 11pm. remaining two howitzers of 33 on road – one in  
   position at 3am, CO selected position in OVILLERS for 12 inch.  
   80 is to start work, Did start. Very heavy thunderstorm at 3.30pm. 
 
  30 Aug 1916 No visibility. Tasks of 14 & 36 not done. Rain nearly all day. At  
   6.30pm. 4 howitzers of 33SB ready for action. 
 
  31 Aug 1916 Corps Commander, GOC Royal Artillery, GOC Heavy Artillery to  
   33 position. BOUZINCOURT shelled 11.30am. 
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An artificial “Tree” Observation Post. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The tree must have looked odd in an otherwise treeless landscape. 
State Library of New South Wales. 
 
British Cartoon view. 
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PART 8 
SEPTEMBER 1916. 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
Battlefields of the Somme, July-September 1916. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 1 Sep 1916 See Bombardment Report following. 
 
 
The following extracts from a long accumulation of messages and signals provide an 
overview of the very detailed planning underpinning the various Battles of the 
Somme in 1916. There are 116 pages of notes attach to the September diary. 
(Australian War Memorial, Document RCDIG1014847. 
 
There are no references to the 55th Siege Battery in the war diaries of 36th HAG from 
September onwards. It had moved to the Arras region where it was part of the 33rd 
HAG. 
 
 
BOMBARDMENT REPORT  From 1-9-16 to2-9-16 
DATE TIME BATY CALIBRE OBJECTIVE ROUNDS METHOD POSITION RESULTS 
     FIRED OBSERVN OBSERVER 
1 Sep 16 12.15-12.40 56SB 8” R26b4023 14 Visual Q34d59  Not Satisfactory 
 12.47-1.22 “ “ R26b86 25 “ “ “ 
 2.34-3.00pm “ “ R19d65 16 “ “ Very Satisfactory  
 3.15-4.07pm “ “ R26c08 26 aeroplane — 1OK; 2Y’s; 1Z   
  4.39-4-6pm “ “ R20a62 12 “ — overshooting, schematic 
 5.20-5.54pm “ “ R20a88 10 “ “ Registration satisfactory 
 6.25-6.39pm “ “ R19d65 24 Visual Q24d58 Satisfactory. Light failed 
1&2 Sep 4.30pm- 71SB 6”  Point 22, 49, % 91 27 “ “ Night firing 
 5.30 am  (26cwt) 
1 Sep Afternoon 14SB 6” ZOLLERN TRENCH 23 Visual Q34d59 Registration very satisfactory 
   (30cwt) Points 08 & 86  Balloon 
1&2 Sep 9.30 pm- 14SB 6” Points 45, 72, 92, & 65 72 “ “ Night firing 
 5.30am  (30cwt)     
1 Sep 4.30pm 65SB 12” R19d65 4 Visual Q34d54 One range round 
1&2 Sep “ 65SB 12” Hostile batteries 21 “ Q34d54 Reports to Counter-Bat Group 
 “ 33SB 12” “ 33 “ Q34d54 “ 
 “ 23SB 12” “ 45 “ Q34d54 “ 
 
INTELLIGENCE 
 1 Sep 16 5am. Enemy shelled 33 Battery with 4.2” from direction LE SARS.  
  2.25pm-2.40pm Enemy shelled vicinity of 33 Siege Battery with 5.9” HE.  
   Intermittent shelling of X2B throughout the day with 8”. Eleven observation  
   balloons were up behind enemy’s lines. 
  
 
 
 
Gunner S. H. Welch  
(Classed T.B.1 by Medical Board, now Class A). 
Granted furlough, temporarily unfit for active service, 
 1 July 1916—9 September 1916. 
Rejoined 55th Siege Battery, 20 September 1916. 
 
  
                                                
1  “Unfit for service in the field for a period less than six months.”  
Online — http://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/pdf/RCDIG1069668--1-.pdf 
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APPENDIX  
II CORPS G.843. 
30/8/16 
 
II CORPS HEAVY ARTILLERY. 
The importance attached to the possession of THIEPVAL is to be made known to all ranks. 
The forthcoming operations vitally affect the defences of this locality nd no opportunity must be lost 
of pushing forward and gaining ground with all reasonable speed and thus hastening the attainment of the 
objective. 
The Army Commander is confident that all ranks will make every endeavour to carry out his wishes as 
above expressed.   
FOR INFORMATION. 
      (sgd) P. Howell, B.G., G.S.  
     BDE MAJOR, II Corps Heavy Artillery 
       8/9/16 
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APPENDIX  
B/H/124/131 
SECRET 
O.C. 36 H.A.G.COUNTER BATTERIES 
Amendments to P.H.124/131 dated 31/8/16— 
1. (a) 1st Page, para. 1, cancel “on a day to be subsequently fixed” and insert “on 3rd 
September:, 
 (b) Cancel para. 3 and insert— 
  “The objective of the 39th Division is the German trench from Q18b1/2 to Q 17b5.9. 
  The objective of the 49th Division is the German front and support line; the front line   
from from R19c9.8 (inclusive) to River ANCRE”. 
 (c) Cancel para. 4 and insert— 
 “The 147th Infantry Brigade (RIGHT assaulting Brigade) will form a strong defensive flank 
on the line R19c9.5-8.6. 
 In addition bombing parties will be pushed out by Brigades immediately after the capture of 
the support line as follows:— 
 By 147th Brigade along communication trenches 
(i) From R19c9.4 to R19c82.26. 
(ii) From R19c9.5 to R19c98.38 but not to enter the network of trenches EAST of these 
points. 
(iii) From R19c8.6 towards R19d1.9 
(iv) From R19c3.8 towards R19a6.3 
 By 146th Brigade along communication trenches 
(v) From Q24b9.8 — R19a0.4. 
(vi) From Q24b5.4 to ST PIERRE DIVION. 
Also for at least 100 yards along both communication trenches. 
 (d) Para. 6 cancel (b) and (c) and insert— 
 (b) 1 hour to 2 hours. HANSA TRENCH from !18d9.1 to R13b3.5, and points R19a1.8 
and Q24b9.81/2 (dugouts). 
 (c) 2 hours onwards. As in (b) 5 rounds 9.2”, and 10 rounds 8” per hour. 
2.    Page 2. 
 
25 H.A. Group. Add Points R13d6.9’ 4.5 and R13c75.00 to points to be bombarded from 1.00 onwards. 
And in Rates of fire delete “per hour” and insert “In the first hour, and afterwards 2 rounds 
per point per hour.” 
36 H.A. Group.  Add Points R19a5.6 to points to be bombarded from 1.00 onwards, and amend rates of 
fire as for 25th H.A. Group. 
40 H.A. Group.  Amend rate of fire from 1 hour onwards, as above. 
  Page 3, under THIEPVAL insert “Dugouts at Q24b90.85 and under rate of fire “30 
rounds” insert “10 rounds.” 
   Amend ammunition to be fired by 1.6 Bty to read 160 rounds instead of 120 rounds. 
2/9/16 
 
On September, 30th, after a few weeks at another position at Voormezeele, we moved 
into the suburb of St. Jean, on the northern outskirts of Ypres. It was a horrible 
position owing to mud and lack of room. Indeed, here again the guns were at ten yard 
intervals. The reliefs off duty had more or less comfortable billets in the ruins of 
Ypres, the officers' mess being located in the Cloth Hall and the sergeants' mess in the 
cloisters of the Cathedral.2 
                                                
2  Morris, B. M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 (Part 2), pp 10-11 in Artillery WA, Official Newsletter of the 
Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA (Inc), RAA Historical Society of WA (Inc), December 2012.  
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PART 9 
OCTOBER 1916. 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
BATTERY WAR DIARY. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 1 Oct 1916 65 commenced digging pit at X9a11.  
 2 Oct 1916 80SB to take over position atX9a18. 
  14SB heavily shelled with 21cm. 
  140SB shelled—about 16 rds. Rained all day. 
 3 Oct 1916 Position for 33SB at X4d38 approved. Start made at digging new  
  position. 
The October reports contain 126 pages involving British siege batteries—140SB; 
129SB;65SB and other SB are mentioned. There is no mention of 55SB or 54SB — 
apparently moved to Arras.  Batteries were regularly moved from one HAG to another. 
Observation, positioning, firing and receiving enemy fire constitute much of the material in 
the October reports. Most of the firing is on German trench positions and usually linked to 
infantry attacks. The creeping barrage apparently ceased when British troops were within 
200 yards of German trenches.1 
 
  
                                                
1  See Online — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barrage_%28artillery%29 
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Map for “Creeping Barrage” at Passchendaele. 
http://blog.awm.gov.au/awm/wp-content/uploads/maps/Broodseinde_barrage.pdf. 
 
 
The great battle of Broodesinde on October 4th proved a bad day for our 
battery. During the morning while we were giving covering fire the Boche got 
on to us. Within a few minutes all four guns were out of action and many men 
killed or wounded. Great gallantry was shown by the men who had just been 
relieved -- most of them dashed back to assist their comrades and get the guns 
back into Action. (It was a coincidence that a year later, on 25th September, 
1918, the battery occupied a position in this area for the final attack on 
Passchendaele Ridge). 
During this period the front line gradually crept forward and the batteries 
were moved as opportunity offered. The conditions, owing to rain and almost 
bottomless mud, were appalling for the heavy artillery. Indeed, it was proved 
that it would have been better not to attempt to move such heavy pieces 
forward. In the case of our battery the tractors could not even draw one of the 
three loads to which the gun and mounting could be reduced, and finally we 
had four tractors and twelve loads stuck in the mud over an area of two or 
three square miles. Under these conditions and after five strenuous months in 
the Salient we handed over our problem to the 5th Canadian Siege Battery 
and took over their guns and position at Angres on the Lille front.2 
 
 
                                                
2  Morris, B. M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 (Part 2)”, pp 10-11 in Artillery WA, Official Newsletter 
of the Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA (Inc), RAA Historical Society of WA (Inc), December 
2012.  
PART 10 
NOVEMBER 1916. 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
WAR DIARY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 1 Nov 1916 
 
The November 36 HAG reports comprises 126 pages involving British siege batteries. There is no 
mention of 55SB or 54SB. Observation, positioning, firing on German trenches and counter-
battery fire in support of British (including Canadian) infantry operations constitute the material in 
November reports. Firing rates of 1 round per minute are mentioned, with intense barrages frequent. 
 
PART 11 
DECEMBER 1916. 
 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
BATTERY WAR DIARY. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 1 Dec 1916 
 
A note in the December report states that the 55th Australian Siege Battery is operating within 59 
HAG attached to the British IV Corps. The 36th Australian Heavy Artillery Group was attached to 
IV Corps, having previously been under II Corps. The 36HAG was still operating in the Somme 
theatre in mid-December. 
 
 
 
Gunner S. H. Welch  
Admitted 1st Australian General Hospital, Rouen, 5 December 1916. 
Invalided to England.  
Injury to Scalp, accidental. Lumbago. 25 December 1916. 
Parkhurst Military Hospital for observation. 26 December 1916 
 
 
Ist Australian General Hospital, Rouen.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian War Memorial.   E03422. 
                                                
1  Online — http://ayfamilyhistory.blogspot.com.au/2015/04/r-is-for-no-1-australian-general.html 
 1 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
PART 12. 
JANUARY—MARCH 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
Arras-Moat From October 1915, Arras was a target for German artillery. By February 1916 
French citizens remaining were providing services to British and Empire troops.  
 
Battle of Arras—British lines before and after the battle, 
 
 2 
 
 
 
 
Battle of Arras—British lines at April 1917. 
 
Online—http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bataille_d%27Arras_%281917%29 
 
 
 
 
  
 3 
Gunner S. H. Welch. 
Furlough, 2 January to 17 January 1917. 
Perham Downs, No 1 Command Depot1, 18 January 1917. 
Reserve Brigade, Australian Artillery, Larkhill2, England,  21 January 1917. 
Artillery Depot, Bury St. Edmonds, 28 January 1917. 
Headquarters, 36th Heavy Artillery Group, Stowlandoft, 4 February 1917. 
 
 
55th SIEGE BATTERY, WAR DIARY. 
The unit war diaries of 55th Siege Artillery Battery (55SB) for 1915 and 1916 are lost. 
 
Following documents include material from other Australian Siege Artillery war diaries. 
 
 
1917 
 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
BOUZINCOURT 2 Feb 1917 New Year Honours List.  
   Lt. Col. W.H. Coxen OC 36HAG awarded DSO. 
 
ARRAS MOAT 9 Feb 1917 Nos 1 & 2 guns in action. 
 
  10 Feb 1917 Nos 3 & 4 guns in action. 
 
  13 Feb 1917 First shoot in new positions. 
 
  14 Feb 1917 Hostile battery silenced.  
   No 1 Gun out of action with damaged LBM and gland. 
 
  25 Feb 1917 3 Guns registered satisfactorily. 
 
  26 Feb 1917 Fired ‘test short’. 50 rounds on Trench Junction. 
 
 1 Mar 1917 Nos 3 & 4 guns carried out a test shoot on A24b74. Observation carried  
  out by Royal Engineers Observation Section also observed  
  instrumentally by Battery observers Loc 6 at G5c9542. Shoot was  
  interrupted by hostile aeroplanes flying very low over the battery. No 3  
  gun fired 13 rounds and No 4, 15. 
 
  4 Mar 1917 Nos 1 & 2 guns carried out a test shoot on A24b74 observation same as  
  for Nos 2 % 3 guns 1 Ma 1917. Shoot commenced at 10.44AM., but  
  was interrupted several times by the light failing & finished at 3.41 p.m.  
  No 1 gun fired 15 rounds and No 2, 18 rounds. 
 
  6 Mar 1917 10.25AM. 3X77 shrapnel & 2X4.2 HE shells were fired into G20b. 
 
                                                
1  Command Depots established to provide rehabilitative training of soldiers not fit enough to return to their unit. 
2  A contemporary description of Australians at Larkhill Camp is Sydney Morning Herald, 3 January 1917. 
 4 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ARRAS MOAT 7 Mar 1917 Construction of dugout at Waratah Observ. Post commenced. 
 
  16 Mar 1917 2.33 p.m. to 3.35 p.m. Battery fired 20 rounds on B25d9565 first 10 
   rounds were observed by aeroplane observation C2Z10; Z10A12 5W  
   Fuzes No 44 were used. After 16 rounds were fired plane was forced to  
   cease working by hostile aircraft. Whilst battery was being ranged a De  
   Havilland scout was attacked by an Albatross scout. The B.E. which was  
   ranging the battery attacked and drove off hostile machine when the De  
   Havilland appeared completely beaten. 
 
I forgot to mention that on the 11th I saw one Hun plane bring down five of our slow, 
heavy, artillery observation plans, one after another. 3 
 
1. B. E. Observation Aircraft. 
2. German Fokker scout. 
3. British De Havilland scout. 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  
                                                
3  Diaries of Robert Lindsay Mackay-Arras 1917, part 1. Online — http://www.firstworldwar.com/diaries/rlm2.htm 
 5 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ARRAS MOAT 17 Mar 1917 6.15—6.55am. 35 rounds fired on A24a1585 without observation.  
   Observation in detail was impossible owing to smoke from barrage but 
  all rounds fell plus of barrage and O.P’s along the Lille Road were  
   heavily shelled by 5.9 apparently from the direction of Forbies Wood.  
   No 77 cm burst were observed, but many explosions were observed in  
   German second line. 
   11.15am. F.664 reported a large explosion behind Thelus. Small hostile  
   shell, probably A.A. exploded close to shell and damaged 6. 
   9.40—11.3am. 40 rounds fired on B25d9545 by aeroplane  
   observation. Observations 2.E2; 1.D1; 2.C11; 1B12; 1.b2; 3A1D; 5Z;  
   1Y. I OK, 3 wide. 19 rounds were fired without observation. This was  
   the first time that 2nd charge was ever used in the battery. 
 
 
 
 
 
Examples of American 105mm ammunition propellant charge cartridges. 
The distance the propellant could send the shell was determined by the size of the cartridge. 
 
  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   10.55—11.30AM. Positions and roads in G20 and G21 were shelled with  
   4.1 HE and 7.7 Shrapnel from the direction of POINT DE JOYN in  
   H3d3015 the shelling was carried on at intervals throughout the day. At  
   night the PONT BOUDIMONT and vicinity and road running S.E. in  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
4  French aeroplane. 
 6 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ARRAS MOAT 20 Mar 1917 G21a were heavily shelled with H.E. Two shell burst on battery  
   position and damaged one shell. Deadman’s corner was shelled with  
   H.E. 
 
  21 Mar 1917 10.45am—11.30p.m. 1 Balloon visible from Battery, magnetic  
   Bearing 1100 probably in the vicinity of BOIS DU VERT in 09a. 
   4.10. Battery fired 15 rounds on A24b74 & 3 guns were registered on 
  Datum point. 
 
  22 Mar 1917 10am.—11.30am. A 5.9” Howitzer battery fired 30 rounds on PONT  
   BOUDIMONT from the SCARPE VALLEY but ceased firing  
   Immediately it was engaged by counter-battery 
   3.47pm. Battery fired 9 rounds on Datum point A24b74 at intervals 
  throughout the day. Windy corner in G20b was shelled with 5.9” HE and
  from 5.30-6p.m. at the rate of 6 rounds per minute. 
 
  23 Mar 1917 1.45pm. 2 German spherical balloons dropped in a rearward direction  
   of battery. 
 
  24 Mar 1917 7-7.30am. Hostile battery fired 15 rounds of 4.2” H.E. on ARRAS— 
   St. POL road in G21.0 
   10.30—11.30am. Nos 1 & 2 guns fired 10 rounds on B19c5213 which 
  was observed by survey section. 
 
  25 Mar 1917 1.45pm. Men vacated billets in Arras and moved into battery positions. 
   Battery engaged A.H.B. No 273B28a5783 with aeroplane 
   observation. 22 rounds were fired & observations given were 1Z; 3A; 
  2B; 5C; 11W. Aeroplane gave CI owing to rain clouds. No 44 Fuzes  
   were used.   
   5.30pm.—6am. Hostile 4.2 howitzer shelled G20b central from  
   Direction of SCARPE VALLEY. About 12 rounds were fired. 
 
  28 Mar 1917 10.30am. Battery fired 4 rounds with aeroplane observation on  
   B28a5783.Observations D5; A8; WW. Shoot ceased owing to aeroplane  
having aerial shot away. 
1.5am. Four 8” shells fell close to the battery position one blind  
smashing in one of the battery dugouts and buried one man who was  
taken to hospital. Particulars of shell—painted grey with blue top.  
Length including fuze 21”.  
Markings on shell stamped 3”below nose.D1 P; 1LsK; I187 60/40 
Circumference above driving band 26” 
Circumference round driving band 27” 
Driving band width 11/16 “ 
Number of grooves 64. 
 
  29 Mar 1917 4.20am. 4 rounds fired on B25dg1 for purpose of emptying guns. 
   6pm. 10 rounds fired on A23b7205 and 10 rounds on A24c2593 in  
   response to call S.O.S. Left 2. Series finished at 6.5 pm. 
 
 
 
 7 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ARRAS MOAT 30 Mar 1917 3-3.45pm. Battery fired 17 rounds on B25d9570 with aeroplane  
   observation but only 3 rounds were observed viz., C5;B6;Y12. The  
   observer could not obtain observations owing to rain cloud … 
   9.30 pm. A fire in telephone room & one telephonist was admitted to  
   Casualty Clearing Station suffering from … NO material damage caused  
   in telephone room. 
 
Arras, showing Baudimont sector and Deadman’s Corner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
PART 13. 
APRIL 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
PLACE DATE SUMMARY. 
ARRAS MOAT 8 Apr 1917 Lieut. Lennox, F.W., detached to 3rd Army Artillery Course. 
   Battery Quarter Master Sergeant transferred from 54th Siege Battery to  
   55th (Aust) Siege Battery. 
 
  14 Apr 1917 Lieut Lennox recommended for Acting Captain. 
ARRAS 
RAILWAY ARCH  
  18 Apr 1917 Gunner Crowe F. J. transferred from 36 (Aust) HAG to 55 (Aust) Siege  
   Battery. 
 
  21 Apr 1917 Lieut Lennox F.W. rejoins from detached 3rd Army Artillery Course. 
 
  23 Apr 1917 One OR (other rank) wounded. 
 
  27 Apr 1917 13 OR’s wounded. 5 OR’s died of wounds—(total wounded 18). 
 
APPENDIX 
ARRAS MOAT   
All four guns together about 15 yards interval dug in in pits in bank of moat near PORTE BAUDIMONT 
behind DEADMAN’S CORNER. Position occupied during hard frost with frozen snow everywhere. 
Good holding ground on solid chalk. 
 
Snow on the St. Pol-Arras Road, 1917. 
 
 Ammunition supply comparatively easy. Six lorries at a time were able  
 to back in off ST POL road, a short length of Decauville (about 30  
 yards) conveyed ammunition to top of bank in front of the battery where  
 it was transferred to wooden chutes and rolled on planks at the bottom of  
 the guns. 1500 rounds were received at once on one occasion. 70 lorries  
 drawn up on St. POL-ARRAS road caused a considerable block in the  
 traffic but with the aid of 70 Pool Gunners of the R.G.A. the Battery  
 personnel offloaded the lot in 3 hours (nearly 200 tons of shells). The  
 minimum number of rounds kept in the battery was 3000. 
 Cartridges were stored in dugouts constructed in the bank alongside each  
 gun. 
 Battery Command post in old French dugout enlarged. 
 Living Quarters. Relief on duty in Nissen Huts in gully 50 yards in front  
 of the Battery. 
 Relief off duty billeted in Rue de Amiens in Arras. 
 General. Casualties 1 killed, 1 wounded, by explosion of “dud”  
 A.A.(anti-aircraft) shell in billet yard. 1 man hit in foot by shrapnel  
1 man grazed by Bosche bullet from aerial combat. A few odd rounds 
fell near the position at different times, probably meant for the road. 
Four guns at intervals of 15 yards in the open just in rear of front 
system prior to 9th April. This position was occupied as a temporary 
measure only owing to the impossibility of crossing the old front trench 
system. No 4 Gun, the last to be put in, was just mounted when the 
S.I.O.M. condemned all the guns and they were taken back and parked 
near the Moat position. The C.I.O.M. then inspected them and passed 
them all as serviceable. 
This position was not occupied long enough for living quarters to be 
established. 
This was originally intended as a position for one gun only for an 
attack on ROEUZ. The attack was postponed however and eventually 
the four guns had to be jammed up at 10 yard interval. The position was 
behind a railway bank about 60 feet high, just off the ARRAS-DOUAI 
road. 
 
Battery Command Post in old Bosche1 dugout (tunnel) also used by the 
detachment on duty. 
Rest billets at old position at the Moat. 
Ammunition supply by lorry direct to Left Hand Gun. 
Casualties. One chance howitzer shell caused a lot of casualties—about 
7 killed, and 12 wounded. The same shell also destroyed a lot of 
ammunition and several portions of the transporting vehicles. One rear 
axle was thrown about 500 yards over the bank. A timber transporting 
bed was thrown 150 yards to the rear. Bdr W. O. Devereaux was 
awarded the Military Medal for his work on this occasion. 
 
Dugouts in Embankment. 
                                                
1  The usual spelling is BOCHE. A disparaging French propaganda term used for German soldiers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attack on Rouex showing Railway Embankment. 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
MAY 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BATTERY VALLEY 2 May 1917  Four guns at 10 yard interval in bank of chalky hill. Good holding  
    Ground. Very cramped position as 20Siege Battery with 4.8”  
   Howitzers were on the right and a Battery of 4 9.2” howitzers on 
our left of the position. To the left of them on the other side of the 
railway line were a section of 9.2”howitzers and a Siege Bty of 4 6 
inch MkVII guns. 
     Ammunition supply was by light railway to a point immediately in  
     front of and above the Battery on the side of the valley. No chutes  
     could be utilised so the shells were rolled down promiscuously over  
    the rough surface of the hill. 
 
    Battery Command post in old German trench in rear of position. 
    Living Quarters. Relief on duty in improvised shelters near guns  
    and under the railway bridge. Relief off duty at the Moat position. 
    Casualties. Nil from shell fire. I man cut his bare foot on barbed  
    wire when the position was shelled one night. 
    General. Hostile shelling practically nil except light harassing fire  
    sweeping the valley towards end of occupation. Right Section  
    under Major M. D. Williams pulled out and went to rest  
   TINCQUES before moving north. Left Section under Capt B.M. 
Morris remained another fortnight. Guns were then condemned for 
inaccuracy after having fired roughly 10,000 actual rounds each 
(7000 equal full charges). Left Section drew two guns from another 
battery and proceeded to TINCQUES. After  
    3 days entrained at AUBIGNY. Detrained next day at ABEELE.  
    Right section meanwhile had got into action at DICKEBUSCH. 
DICKEBUSCH (Dikkebus)-  
Belgium (?)1 25 May 1917 Information received that all batteries in H.A. Group from 60  
  pounders up to 9.2” would shortly be raised to 6 gun batteries. 
 
  28 May 1917 5 other ranks wounded (Gassed). 
 
  29 May 1917  3 other ranks wounded (Gassed). 
 
                                                
1  Approx 5 km southwest of Ypres. 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
JUNE 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DICKEBUSCH,  1 Jun 1917 1 other rank wounded (Gassed). 
Belgium1  
  9 Jun 1917 1St ANZAC Corps. Ref. 338 (Aust) Siege Bty. To increase present  
   establishment of 54th & 55th (Aust) Siege Batteries to higher  
   establishment of 6 gun batteries, ½ section of 338 S Bty to be  
   transferred to 54 & 55 Siege Batteries. 
 
  13 Jun 1917 Gunners Flood, E; Bryant L.C.; Davis S.N. awarded Military  
   Medal vide X Corps Heavy Artillery R.O. 1304. 
 
  18 Jun 1917 Lieut Trounson. Leave to England. 
 
  20 Jun 1917 Lieut Shepherd awarded Military Cross. Vide X Corps Heavy  
   Artillery R.O. 1332, 
 
  27 June 1917 1 other rank wounded (Gassed). 
 
  29 June 1917 Asked by 36 Heavy Artillery Brigade to submit name of one  
   candidate to attend I.O.M. Course at Woolwich. Staff/Sgt  
   Atkinson recommended. 
 
APPENDIX. 
Dickebusch. 25 May-1 July 1917.  Four guns very much scattered. No ! gun alongside house forward  
  of DICKEBUSCH-YPRES Road, just on northern outskirts of  
  village. No 2 gun to left rear of No 1, on opposite side of the road,  
  and about 150 yards from No 1. No 4 gun behind house 50 yards to  
  left rear of No 3. In the middle of the 4 guns was a 12” howitzer on  
  railway mounting (next page). No 3 & 4 were mounted in a gas  
  concentration. 
  Ammunition Supply. Right half by lorry. Left half by light railway. 
  Battery Command Post. In front of battery in French elephant  
  shelter2 sandbagged against bank of DICKEBUSCH LAKE (next  
  page). 
  Living Quarters. Relief on duty scattered around guns in improvised  
  shelters. Relief off duty at Farm about 1½ miles in rear of position. 
  Casualties. Several men gassed at right section—no casualties with  
  the left section. 
  General. This was the first time the Battery had experienced the soft  
  soil of Flanders which was found altogether unsuited to the  
  mounting of the 9.2 in howitzers. No 1 gun was dismounted and  
                                                
1  About 6 km southwest of Ypres. About 2 km southeast of Dickebusch. 
2  See Part 2, March 1916. 
  remounted once. No 2 gun twice. Great difficulty was found in  
  dismounting No 3 gun, as the beams had sunken to the rear  
  necessitating much digging. Hostile shelling experienced by Right  
  Section immediately on arrival apparently met for the 12” howitzer  
  which was slightly damaged and had its rails cut. After the battle of  
  Messines started four battalions of Infantry encamped in tents in  
  front of the battery which was roughly 5000 yards from the line.  
  One afternoon the battery took part in Corps concentrations on  
  KORIEWILDE AND HOUTHERN. About 7 pm the Bosche  
  retaliated on the camp and fired about 300 rounds in 20 minutes  
  causing very little damage. The battery sustained no casualties. On  
  one occasion a man was hit by a bullet from a Bosche plane which  
  was balloon strafing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
British 12 inch Howitzer, Railway Mounted, Dickbusch, c1917.,  
 
London, Imperial War Museum,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ypres Front Line 1916. 
Lake Dickebusch is to left of St Eloi. 
 
Christie, N. M>, The Canadians at Mount Sorrel, June 2-14th, 1916, (Ottawa, CEF Books, 2000). 
 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
JULY 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
VIERSTRAAT,  2 Jul 1917 Lieut Russell J.H. taken on strength from 36 H.A. Group. 
Belgium1  
  6 Jul 1917 1 other rank wounded (Gassed). 
 
  12 Jul 1917 Major Williams M.O. returned from leave in England. 
 
  14 Jul 1917 Lieut Bernard and 14 other ranks arrived at battery being advance 
  party of Left half battery of 338 S Bty (to be absorbed in 55 S Bty). 
 
  21 Jul 1917 Lieut Morley C. H. and 56 other ranks being remainder of Left half  
   battery 338 S Bty absorbed on strength of 55 (Aust) S Bty. 
 
  26 Jul 1917 Lieut Russell J. H. detached as Liaison Officer 123rd Infantry Brigade. 
 
  30 Jul 1917 Lieut Trounson H. to 3md Army Rest Camp. 
 
 
The first Australians to fight in this area in 1917 were artillerymen. In mid–July 1917, 
the guns of the AIF were brought progressively into action to the north and south of 
the Menin Road in support of the massive opening bombardment of the ‘Flanders 
Offensive’. Over ten days some 3,000 guns of all shapes and sizes flung some four and 
a quarter million shells at the Germans. The noise was heard in London 190 
kilometres away; for those close to the guns it must have been overpowering: 
“The concussion is simply awful. No one could ever image it unless they had 
actually experienced it. Nothing but great spurts of flame, screaming and sizzling of 
shells, and banging and crashing of big guns. At times it becomes so terrific … it is 
simply one great throbbing, pulsating jolting roaring inferno.”2 
 
 
 
APPENDIX. 
  Four guns behind hedge at good interval. Position showed up very  
  badly on aerial photograph. Very poor holding ground in brown clay.  
  Very bad position for concealment. Battery Commander was given no  
  choice in selection of position which was done by Commanding  
  Officer of the Group alone. The tracks of guns going in were  
  impossible to conceal. 
  Ammunition supply for Left section entailed a lot of labour. The  
  shells having to be rolled about 150 yards from the road from dumps  
  which was established there from lorries. 
                                                
1  About 6 km southwest of Ypres. About 2 km southeast of Dickebusch. 
2  Lawrence, Lieutenant Cyril, 1st Field Company, Australian Engineers, quoted in Nigel Steel and Peter 
Hart, Passchendaele: The Sacrificial Ground, (London, Cassell 2001, p.208. 
  Battery Command Post. Dugout about 4 feet deep, roofed with  
  English elephants3 and sandbags covered with a couple of inches of  
  concrete. This post was very wet, the water percolating constantly  
  through the sides. 
  Living Quarters. Relief on duty scattered in trenches under  
  extemporised shelters. Relief off duty about 500 yards to left rear of  
  position. These quarters were very comfortable. 
  General. Hostile shelling practically nil. One evening two lorries full  
  of ammunition were hit and burned. The ammunition exploded. The  
  rear lorry of the battery column was just in front and to windward of  
  the leading lorry that was hit. Sergeant Jones, ASC (Army Service Corps),  
  drove the lorry out and was awarded the Military Medal. Very  
  valuable work was done was done by Lieut H. R. Clubb ASC, the  
  battery column officer in getting the lorries away and the ammunition  
  unloaded. One battery man received a slight wound in the buttock but  
  did not go off duty. Considerable trouble was experienced in  
  dismounting No4 gun when moving forward. (This gun was the only  
  one which had not had to be remounted). It had sunk at the rear and  
  the excavation to remove gun was about 6 feet deep. 
  On the 31st July No 2 gun got very badly tilted but fire was  
  maintained throughout the day as there was a big Infantry attack on  
  that day. At the end of the day the tilt was 130. Preparations were  
  made to occupy a position at BOIS CONFLUENT but the ground was  
  not at all satisfactory and the position not occupied by the battery. 
 
Roadside Ammunition Dump. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian War Memorial E01991 
 
                                                
3  Curved sheets of corrugated iron—see various illustrations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Australian Tunnellers Building Dugout in Wet Conditions. 
 
 Australian War Memorial  E02094 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
AUGUST 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DICKEBUSCH, Belg. 1 Aug 1917 4.30—8.10 am. 192 rounds fired on HOLLEBEKE CHURCH. 
  70 rounds fired on CANAL BANK )12b5070-d8590. 
 
 
Hollebeke Church in April 1917 and today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Church spires were used by artillery observers on both sides during World War I. 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DICKEBUSCH, Belg. 1 Aug 1917 Midnight to 4 am. 40 rounds fired on LOCK 5 at slow rate. 
  Preparing new forward position at BOIS CONFLUENT.   
   No 1 Gun (Reg No 216) remounted during afternoon owing to tilt. 
 
  2 Aug 1917 No 1 Gun (108) out of action. Buffer seizes, recuperator, regt 
   reassembly. 
   9.30am—9pm. 100 rounds fired on HOLLEBEKE CHURCH at  
   slow rate. 
 
  4 Aug 1917 4.59am. 52 rounds fired on S.O.S. Hollebeke.1 
   No 4 gun dismounted, ready for travelling. Working on new  
   position, BOIS CONFLUENT. 
 
 5 Aug 1917 4.35pm—10.35pm. 77 rounds on S.O.S. J31d. 23 rounds on 
S.O.S. P7c22/O18b29. Work on new position suspended owing to 
state of ground through weather and hostile shelling. 
 
  6 Aug 1917 No 4 gun dismounted. Work on new position BOIS  
   CONFLUENT. 
 
  7 Aug 1917 Work on new position.  
   
  8 Aug 1917 Shoot ordered for today on Dugouts at O12b54 could not be  
   carried out owing to failure of communications with Forward  
   Observation Officer @ Olive. 2 rounds were fired on this target to  
   empty guns. 
 
  9 Aug 1917 No 4 gun dismounted. Work in progress at BOIS CONFLUENT  
   position. 100 rounds fired at Dugouts I12b54—O12b6424.  
   Aeroplane observation 4 OK, 6 Z; 1 Y, remainder mostly A & B’s.  
   Forward Observation Officer also observed this shoot and reported  
   good shooting. 
 
  10 Aug 1916 96 rounds on Trench line P8a50 P2b70. 200 rounds on Trench line  
   P2c7500; P2d1015. Aeroplane Observation satisfactory, 1 M Ok; I  
   B2; 2 MA2; 2 M C3;  … all on target. 
 
  11 Aug 1916 No 4 howitzer dismounted ready for travelling. 
   6.40—8 pm.  33 rounds fired on Dugouts D12 b4133. Aeroplane  
   observation, I Y; 1 Z; 6 A; 7 B; 7 c;. Shoot stopped by order of 
  Group  Commander. 
 
  
                                                
1 Numbers of all-coloured lights the Germans send up as signals to their artillery for support. Our infantry send the 
same sort of signals for artillery support. S.O.S. signals they are called. S.O.S. means, save our souls in army code. 
Percy Smith, 2nd Division Ammunition Column, Dickebusch, Letter to sister Maud Lade August 19th 1917. Online 
— http://percysmith.blogspot.com.au/2007/04/chapter-27-flanders-july-to-august-1917.html 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DICKEBUSCH, Belg. 12 Aug 1917 No 4 Howitzer in travelling position. 
   5.15am—10 rounds Retaliation. Spoil BANK “A”. 
   12 Noon—3pm. 100 rounds P13c3380 Aeroplane observation  
   during ranging. 9 Ws were received. 3 B’s; 4 A’s; 4 Z; 2 OK. (E)   
   1 MY; 2 M OK. 38 Balloon Section also watched this shoot giving  
   1 OK and several others short line & range. 
 
  13 Aug 1917 No 4 Howitzer in travelling position.  
   150 rounds on Dugouts P1a7045-P1B0565. Aeroplane observation  
   satisfactory. 
 
  14 Aug 1917 NO 4 Howitzer in travelling position. 
   12.45 am. 30 rounds fired Retaliation  Spoil Bank “A”.  
   100 rounds fired P1c48’ p1a77. Aeroplane observation.  
   Satisfactory. 30 cartridges which were damaged by rain were  
   returned to railhead. 
 
  15 Aug 1917 2.30 pm. 100 rounds fired on machine guns@ P1a6550. Visual  
   observation, Satisfactory. Forward Observation Officer reported  
   indirect hit on emplacement and front face of emplacement badly  
   smashed. 
 
  16 Aug 1917 4.45 am—5.45am. 128 rounds fired on Trench system. P8a5010;  
   P8a3590; and Dugouts at P2c7500—P2d1015. 
 
  17 Aug 1917 No 4 Howitzer in travelling position. 
 
 23 Aug 1917 5.45—10.50am. 200 rounds fired on dugouts round CHALK 
  FARM. P1c9022—P1d0801—0624. Aeroplane and Visual 
  Observation. 118 rounds observed by aeroplane including 30 K;     
   3Y; 52-9 A; 9 B; 5 C. These were all on target. 
 
  27 Aug 1917 10pm. 9 rounds fired in retaliation. SPOIL BANK “A”. 
 
  28 Aug 1917 118 cartridges were damaged and rendered unfit for service by  
   rain. These were returned to railhead. 
 
  30 Aug 1917 4.35—5pm. 30 rounds fired on dugout P1a26. Aeroplane  
   observation. Unsatisfactory owing to bad visibility, wind and rain.  
   Shoot terminated owing to aeroplane sending CI RAIN. 1Y; 1Z; &  
   4A’s. 
 
  31 Aug 1917 Coordination of suggested forward position after careful  
  reconnaissance are One x @ O1A2665; one howitzer @ O1b1238;  
   one howitzer @ O1b0550. No 4 howitzer in travelling position has  
   not been in action during the month. 
    
  
    
 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
SEPTEMER 1917 
WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
VIERSTAAT,  1 Sep 1917 Gunner Currie transferred to Royal Artillery Cadet Course, England.           
Belgium.  3 other ranks transferred to 36HAG. 
 
  8 Sep 1917 Major M. D. Williams to hospital (accidental injury). 
 
15 September. Suitable weather prompted me to again visit our 54th Battery of of 8 
inch howitzers which lies in front of Lock 8, between Zillebeck and Voormezelle. I 
was just in time to see them sending down a practice barrage. All the guns in the 
vicinity, hundreds in number, opened fire precisely on the stroke of 4pm. 
The effect was terrific with a simultaneous burst, hundreds of shells went 
screaming and hissing away to the enemy’s line. Then independent firing continued 
for half an hour. The din and roar kept up the concentrated fire from the massed 
cannon and screaming projectile is beyond me to describe. Our aeroplanes hovered 
by circling over the battery groups, and sent down wireless reports of the results 
and also directed the fire and ranges. 
The Boche returned the fire on one of the heavy batteries with wonderful 
precision. Our artillery men speak in high terms of the enemy’ gunnery. While we 
send over much greater quantities of projectiles, his precision is admittedly 
superior. 
A number of Gotha machines came over our lines and did some serious bombing 
whilst I was there. Later in the evening I went down to our 55th Battery and was just 
in time to witness one of our guns shooting on a concrete dugout far away 
somewhere in the German line. 
Our batteries are of course hidden by ‘camouflage’… as much as possible and 
never see the object on which they ae firing. This is all directed from group 
headquarters (generally a strong dugout) by telephone to the various battery 
Commanders. 
I was much interested in the aeroplane control which was directing our 55th 
Battery. The object was some 5000 yard away and very close to our own front 
line—a machine gun dugout which was hampering operations… The calculated 
range was telephoned to one of the guns—the aeroplane wirelessed fire, which was 
gain telephoned from the control dugout—then the gun boomed. A minute later the 
wireless message came down, stating so many yards long and so many to the left. 
Orders were telephone to the gun to shorten range by half a degree and a suitable 
correction to counteract the elevation left was put on… 
As soon as a hit would be recorded, fire would be kept up until the object would 
be pounded out of existence. The whole setting of the gun is purely mathematical 
calculation. The result is established by aeroplane or balloon. 1 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
1  Frank Hurley War Diary, 21 August-28 October 1917, p. 78. (Sydney. Mitchell Library. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
VOORMEZELE.2 20 Sep 1917 2 other ranks wounded. 
 
  22 Sep 1917 Battery Sergeant-Major Bicknell transferred to 36 HA Brig for duty. 
   Battery Sergeant-Major Bragg taken on strength of 55 S Bty from 36  
   HA Brig. 
 
  29 Sep 1917 Lieut Morley to report to 36 HA Bde for duty (transferred as Sig 
   Officer). 
   Capt Manchester posted to 55 Siege Bty. 
   Major McDonald selected to Staff Course, England. 
 
APPENDIX. 8 September 1917. Right section outside MOATED 
GRANGE, Bus House Road. Holding ground very poor. Camouflaged 
with green fish net. Ammunition supply dumped by lorries at the guns. 
Left Section in front of and just off MOATED GRANGE-Voormezeele 
road just on edge of village. Beams were set in concrete but owing to  
absence of sand this was useless and did not set. 
Ammunition by lorries direct to guns. 
Battery Command Post. French elephants, sandbagged, dug into bank 
of old trench. Living Quarters. Scattered improvised shelters for relief 
on duty. Relief off duty at old position, VIERSTRAAT. 
General. Hostile shelling confined to harassing fire by 15cm gun.  
Apparently meant for crossroads. 
This position was photographed by A.I.F. Official Photographer, 
Captain [Frank] Hurley.3 
 
 
55 Siege Battery-Unloading Shells from Lorry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note the flat tops of the shells. The fuze was inserted as required in hole at top. 
  
                                                
2  About 4 km south-southwest of Ypres.  
3  Online — https://www.awm.gov.au/people/P10676415/  — https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/ART02804/ 
55 Siege Battery. Voormezele, September 1917. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note camouflage netting. 
 
 
Commemorative Silver Medallion, 55 Siege Battery. Voormezele. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Map showing location of Moated Grange, Voormezeele. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
OCTOBER 1917 
WAR DIARY 
 
 
Battle of Passchaendale. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
ST JEAN1 1 Oct 1917 9.30am. 72 rounds fired on Practice Barrage P1. 48 rounds expended on  
   Crashes Passchendaele Roads. 
   5pm. Registration attempted on KRONPRINZ FARM. Failed owing to  
   poor visibility, 2 rounds fired. 
   8.15pm. 70 rounds on Practice Barrage P2. After completion of this task  
   EA dropped 2 bombs on Bty and casualties were caused as follows. 2 other  
   ranks killed; 1 other rank died of wounds. 15 other ranks wounded. 
   11.57pm. In answer to SOS 15 rounds were fired on BERLIN-BERLIN  
   WOOD. 
   3 guns in action. No 108 unable to shoot owing to want of Gas Check  
   Driving Bank shells. 
   Ammunition brought forward from September Period. 
 
  2 Oct 1917 6.15am. 42 rounds fired on Practice Barrage Q1. 
   3.30pm. Registration shoot on CALGARY FARM. Very satisfactory. 13  
   rounds fired. 
   4pm. 12 rounds fired on PASSCHENDAELE. 
   5pm. 40 rounds fire on Practice Barrage Q2. 
   8.05pm. 12 rounds fired in response to SOS call. 
   Carriage of Registration No 16 gun provisionally condemned by I.O.M. 
   3 guns in action. 
  
  3 Oct 1917 7.15am. Practice Barrage R1 carried out 46 rounds expended. 
   11.35am. 22 rounds Crash on PASSCHENDAELE. 
    During afternoon battery shelled by 5.9” gun. Direct hit on earth box of No  
   1 gun. No casualties. 
   1.30pm. Practice barrage R2. 22 rounds fired. 
   No 4 gun, Registration No 108, provisionally condemned by I.O.M. 
   2 guns in action. 
 
  4 Oct 1917 6am. Attack Barrage commenced. About 8.40am Bty shelled by 5.9” HV  
   gun: Casualties were caused as follows. 17 other ranks killed, 1 officer 
  shell-shock, 16 other ranks wounded or shell-shock. 376 rounds expended 
  on Barrage task. 
   5pm. 36 rounds fired on Barrage task. 
   10—10.11pm. 5 rounds fired on Barrage lines. 
   Between the hours of 12.30pm and 4.30am of 5/10/17 122 rounds were  
   fired on SOS lines. Only 1 gun in action. No 16 Carriage condemned.  
   No 22 Elevating gear damaged by shell fire. No 108 Condemned by 107. 
  
                                                
1  An eastern suburb of Ypres. 
 
The great battle of Broodesinde on October 4th proved a bad day for our battery. 
During the morning while we were giving covering fire the Boche got on to us. Within 
a few minutes all four guns were out of action and many men killed or wounded. 
Great gallantry was shown by the men who had just been relieved -- most of them 
dashed back to assist their comrades and get the guns back into Action.2 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
ST JEAN 5 Oct 1917 5.15am. 5- rounds fired on Barrage ST/6/12. 
   10pm-10.11pm; 11pm-1.11pm. 35 rounds were fired in Bursts on  
   Passchendaele. 
   6.47pm; 7.6pm & 10.16pm. 42 rounds fired on S.O.S. lines. 
   No 6 gun mounted in carriage of NO 108 condemned. 2 guns in action.  
   Orders received to prepare forward position at SPREE FARM. Work  
   commenced. 
 
  6 Oct 1917 1-5.30am. 20 rounds fired in Crashes on PASSCHENDAELE. 
   6am. 22 rounds fired on Practice Barrage ST/24/1. 
  2pm. Hostile Battery at D6d83 engaged, 5 rounds expended. 
  5.15pm. Two guns in action No 221 dismounted and prepared for moving  
  forward to position at SPREE FARM. 
 
Spree Farm, October 1917.3 
 
 7 Oct 1917 6.10am. 40 rounds fired on Practice Barrage Y1. 
  4pm. 32 rounds on Practice V2. 
  11.30pm. PASSCHENDAELE. Croshed 10 rounds. Two guns in action.  
  Great difficulty experienced in getting guns and material forward to SPREE  
  FARM. Alternative position at Wieltje recommended and found possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                
2  Morris, B. M., “The Australian Siege Brigade 1916-1918 (part 2), pp 11-12 in Artillery WA, Official Newsletter of the 
Royal Australian Artillery Association of WA (Inc), RAA Historical Society of WA (Inc) December 2012. 
3  Carberry, A.D., The New Zealand Medical Service in the Great War 1914-1918, (Auckland, Whitcombe and Tombs, 
1924), p. 350. 
The Mud of Passchendaele, 1917. 
Library and Archives, Canada. 
 
 
Corduroy or Plank Road, Passchendaele, 1917. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Zealand Maori Pioneers. 
 
Passchendaele Village after the Battle. 
 
 
  
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
St. Jean 8 Oct 1917 6.33am. 4 rounds fired on Barrage W1. 
  11.30am. 32 rounds fired on Barrage W2. 
  Orders received from Group to “stand fast” on all moves. Work proceeding  
  at WIELTSE. 
  Two guns in action. One on road, travelling position.  
  3.15pm. Area about E1c and E1d crashed 14 rounds. 
 
 9 Oct 1917 5.10am. XDay. 139 rounds fired on Attack Barrage. 
  1.20pm. 51 rounds fired on Dugouts at D4d98-89. 
  2.40 & 5.25pm. 40 rounds fired in answer to SOS calls. Removing No 221  
  at St. Jean position. 
  4pm. Orders received to dismount and have two guns on road ready for  
  travelling before day light. 1 Gun in action Reg No 221. 
 
  10 Oct 1917  4.45am. 30 rounds on Barrage lines. 
   9.45am. 20 rounds fired in response to SOS call. 
   3.45pm. VINDICTIVE cross roads crashed with 8 rounds. 
   9.30 & 9.41pm. Bursts of fire directed at PASSCHENDAELE. 16 rounds  
   expended. 
   6.10pm. SOS signals answered with 11 rounds.  
   One gun in action at St. Jean. 
   Nos 16 & 216 on roadway in SPREE FARM. 
 
  11 Oct 1917 NO Firing. Nos 16 & 216 being mounted at SPREE FARM. 
   Orders received to had Nos 16 & 216 over to 186 Siege Bty and take their  
   Reg. Nos 53 & 55. No 53 being mounted at WIELTJE and No 55 on road  
   near WIELTJE. 
   Position selected at RAT FARM 28/C23b43. No 22 dismounted at St. Jean  
   and mounted at above position. 
 
Road between Ypres, St. Jean, Wieltje, 1917. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
RAT FARM 12 Oct 1917 5.25am. 130 rounds fired on Attack Barrage. 
   3.50pm. 15 rounds fired in answer to SOS call. 
   4.10pm. 7 rounds on Barrage lines. 
   No 55 being mounted at RAT FARM. No 53 partly dismantled at  
   WIELTJE. 
 
  13 Oct 1917 5.15am. 20 rounds on Barrage lines. Two guns now in action at RAT  
   FARM. 
 
  14 Oct 1917 No firing. Work of constructing shelters for personnel and cartridges. 
 
  15 Oct 1917 12.45pm. 10 rounds registration on MASSCHAEL. Visual Observation.  
   Construction of cartridge shelters being carried out. Orders received that 
  shelter must be provided for 1600 cartridges. Two guns in action. 
 
  16 Oct 1917 No firing. Construction of Battery Command post, [Telephone] Exchange 
  & Wireless Station carried out. Improvments for reception of shell  
   cartridges, etc. 
 
  17 Oct 1916 3.15pm. 8 rounds Crash on NW arm of PASSCHENDAELE. 2 guns in 
  action. Improvements being carried out. 
 
  18 Oct 1917 5.50am. 24 rounds. Barrage starting on S.O.S. lines.4 
   11.25am. 8 rounds Crash on North arm of PASSCHENDAELE.  
   2 guns in action. 
   3.15pm. Crash NW arm of PASSCHENDAELE. 
   2pm. 100 rounds on Dugout at D4d4545. 2 OKs obtained. 
   11.30pm. 20 rounds fired on MOSSELMARKT.5 
 
  19 Oct 1917 7.30; 9.15 & 9.45pm. 10 rounds on MOSSELMARKT at D6a20.70. 
   12.30pm. 240 rounds on “PILL-BOX” atD4d4545. Very satisfactory. Explosions 
  observed and several direct hits obtained. 
   9.15pm. 30 rounds on MOSSELMARKT. Orders received from Group to  
  have beds & beams of No 53 brought from WIELTJE to RAT FARM. 
Work carried out. 
 
  20 Oct 1917 No firing. Improvements being carried out. Orders received that Battery to  
   be handed over complete to 5th Canadian Siege. 
 
ANGRES 21 Oct 1917 Bty handed over to 5th Canadians. Personnel proceeding by road to  
  ANGRES to take over Guns & stores of 5th Canadians at 36/M33a&c. 
Billeted at BRUAY en route. 
 
  22 Oct 1917 Remained billeted at BRUAY. 
 
  23 Oct 1917 12 noon. Took over from 5th Canadian Siege Bty at 36/M33a&c.  
   Registered Nos of guns taken over 158—172—162±168. 
 
   
                                                
4  S.O.S. lines were pre-planned for artillery to fire upon when infantry was suddenly attacked. 
5  Mossellmarkt was c1000 yards NW of Passchendaele. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
RAT FARM 24 Oct 1917 2pm. 50 rounds fired on PUIT 18 at N28a5.4. Line of guns found very  
   unsatisfactory. All guns in action. 
 
  25 Oct 1917 10.15am. 41 rounds fired on PUIT 18 at N28a5.4. Stopped owing to the  
   high winds blowing. Captain G. E. Manchester reports from 3rd Australian  
   Squadron, Australian Flying Corps by phone for duty. 
 
  26 Oct 1917 7.30p.m. 25 rounds Retaliation on Area N36o60; N36d05 -35-3.o-T6o78. 
  All guns in action. 
 
  27 Oct 1917 No activity. 
 
  28 Oct 1917  7pm. Retaliation. 14 rounds on Area No 1. 
   2.30pm. 28 rounds on Area No 4. 
   5.30pm. 14 rounds on Area No 1. 
   6.30pm. 28 rounds on Area No 4. All guns in action. 
    
ANGRES 29 Oct 1917 No activity. 
 
  30 Oct 1917 No activity. 
 
  31 Oct 1917 Batteries (hostile) engaged at N23b90.10; N23d0070; N23c70.6.5. 
   6.10pm. 36 rounds fired. Registration of Right Section satisfactorily  
   carried out on …  
 
This battle has lasted for days; now it is again that continuous roar that effaces, or 
rather, consumes, all individual noises, that makes even fierce explosions close by you 
indistinguishable.  Everything disappears in one loud, rolling, threatening volume of 
sound.  The air carries it a hundred miles distant, and tremblingly they listen, south 
and north, west and east, where they cannot see the horror of all this. 
But if you come nearer, it is like the bowels of the earth exploding.  Our soldiers sit 
in their dugouts, and cannot do anything but trust to luck.  Just now the infantry 
must keep quiet; only the big guns are talking.  The waiting infantry is, as it were, 
locked in prison.  The men cannot get out, nor can anybody approach them.  The way 
to them is fraught with fearful danger. 
All around spatter steel splinters, shrapnel bullets, stones and earth.  If you are hit 
you are dead or crippled.6 
 
During this period the front line gradually crept forward and the batteries were 
moved as opportunity offered. The conditions, owing to rain and almost bottomless 
mud, were appalling for the heavy artillery. Indeed, it was proved that it would have 
been better not to attempt to move such heavy pieces forward. In the case of our 
battery the tractors could not even draw one of the three loads to which the gun and 
mounting could be reduced, and finally we had four tractors and twelve loads stuck in 
the mud over an area of two or three square miles. Under these conditions and after 
five strenuous months in the Salient we handed over our problem to the 5th Canadian 
Siege Battery and took over their guns and position at Angres on the Lille front. What 
a difference.' The Canadians had been in action here since the previous May and had 
made their gun pits not only splinter-proof, but weatherproof!.7 
                                                
5 Horne, Charles F. and Walter F. Austin, Source Records of World War I, (Lewiston, NY, Lampeter: E. Mellen Press, 
1998). 
7  Morris, op cit. 
Passchendaele Village, Before and After the Battle. 
Imperial War Museum, London. Q42918A 
  
A German Concrete and Steel “Pill-Box”, Passchendaele. 
 
 
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
NOVEMBER 1917 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
Battle of Cambrai. 
On 13 July 1917 Gnr. S. H. WELCH was an EDP Corporal at the 
Australian Heavy Artillery Training Depot, Devonport, England.1 The 
depot was training c200 men at any one time. He reverted to Acting 
Corporal on 4 November 1917 and was reappointed an EDP Corporal at 
Devonport on 29 November 1917.2 C. E. W. Bean noted that very few of 
the original members of 55SB remained with the Battery. Illness was a 
commonplace event due to the appalling conditions in which the men 
lived—physical exhaustion, “shell-shock” and weather played havoc 
with their health. The following recommendation was issued in 
December 1918 indicating a high level of satisfaction with his work. 
 
 
https://www.awm.gov.au/people/rolls/R1619668/ 
  
                                                
1  For the 1918 war diary of the Heavy Artillery Training Deport see  
Online — http://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/bundled/RCDIG1008528.pdf 
Explanation of EDP Corporal rank. “Soldiers who acted as N.C.O.’s in Reinforcement Camps (i.e., Training Units and 
Base Depots) were appointed by the O.C. Training Camp, and designated “E.D.P./N.C.O.’s” and reverted to their 
substantive ranks upon marching out from the camp in which they were appointed, or upon their services as 
E.D.P./N.C.O’s being no longer required, whichever earlier, also upon evacuation to hospital. All appointments and 
reversions appeared in Routine Orders and shown on A.F. B.213, (which was a weekly return) and then promulgated in 
Daily Orders, Part II.”  
Online — http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=203911  
 
Officers, NCOs and Men of the Australian Heavy Artillery Training Depot.  
Bull Point Barracks, St. Budeaux, Devonport, c1917. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
ANGRES3 1 Nov 1917 Orders received to maintain and improve Battery positions at S4c25.53;     
   N9 central; M33c64.01; M33b83.95. Operations, nil. 
 
  2-6 Nov 1917 Operations Nil. 
 
  7 Nov 1917 2.35pm. 7 rounds with aeroplane observation on hostile Bty. Nx34 at  
   N11b20.40. 
 
  8 Nov 1917 Noon. Retaliation bombardment on Aea N36c65.00—d10.24 to d15.10  
   to T6a75.86 to N36c65.00. Area T5b40o12-d55.70; T6d80.70, 90.88;  
   T5b80.02 to b40.12. 96 rounds expended.  
 
  9 Nov 1917 10.45am. 8 rounds on N23a2.3. 
   12.35pm. 54 rounds on N23 a2.3. Aeroplane observation. 
 
  10 Nov 1917 Secret orders receive to hand two guns over to 61 Bty.4 The remaining  
   two to be pulled out. Personnel and guns No 158 & 172 to proceed to  
   FOSSE 9 BARLIN5, and await orders.  
 
  11 Nov 1917 During night 11/12 Nov proceeded to Arras. 
 
  12 Nov 1917 During night 12/13 Nov proceeded to Bapaume. 
 
  13 Nov 1917 During night 13/14 Nov proceeded to Aizecourt-le-Haut.6 
  
 
 
BATTLE OF CAMBRAI. 
The attack was a departure from precedent … For the first time on the Western Front a 
really serious effort was made to preserve the element of surprise. Before the Battle of the 
Somme in 1916, the offensive east of Arras in April 1917, and the Third Battle of Ypres on 
July 31, the authorities at G.H.Q. did everything possible to advertise their intentions, short 
of sending the Germans copies of the operation orders. In full view of any hostile aeroplane 
they built special sidings and gun positions, under the eyes of every spy, they erected 
hutments for the temporary shelter of the attacking troops, and ostentatiously emptied the 
casualty clearing stations of every man who could be moved. In preparations for the battle 
of Arras some staff officer with more zeal than brains actually went so far as to have 
emergency cemeteries staked out and labelled! 
Very different methods were adopted for the Cambrai battle. So elaborate were the 
precautions to maintain secrecy that the artillery concentrated on the attack were not 
allowed to “register” after reaching their positions, and were compelled for fire “from the 
map” when the assault began. There was no preliminary bombardment to cut the German 
barbed-wire for two reasons. In the first place, any “liveliness” on the part of the artillery 
would have made the Germans increase the strength of their forces in the neighbourhood; 
but more vital still was the Tank Corps insistence that they should be given a chance to 
manoeuvre over firm ground, and not asked to plough through a quagmire churned up by 
our own shells.7 
                                                
3  Angres is c8 km north of Arras. 
4  British siege battery, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
5  Barlin is c16km NW of Arras. 
6  Aizecourt-le-Haut is about 5 km NE of Peronne. About 50 km SE of Arras and 20km NW of Saint Quentin. 
7   Scott, Alex, “Battle of Cambrai: Some Sidelights,” Sydney Morning Herald, 22 November 1930, Records of C.E.W. 
Bean, Diaries and Notebooks, Australian War Memorial AWM38, Item 3DRL606/250/1.  
Cambrai Region. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                                    
Online - https://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/bundled/RCDIG1066655.pdf 
C. E. W. Bean’s Personal Diary Notes at Villers-Plouich. 
55 Bty. Put into Villers Pluich R13 B1.48 — 4 guns taken up there by night between 
November 16’17 NS NOV 20. 
Taking the centre line for lines of fire they were so close to the Germans that an 
electric torch had to be flashed 8 times. Each time a m.g. [Machine Gun] answered 
from the German line. One man was hit by a sniper. Noticeboards were put up —
“Keep your head down”—the guns were brought up in parts with FWD Lorries,-by 
night  (54 was in rest in Boulogne).  
When they opened at 6.20 am. Nov 20 they found the TMs [Trench Mortars] were 
firing over their heads, (2 X 6 in Stokes batteries).9 The guns were in the open behind 
a wall about 1 ft. Within 4 hrs they were out of range—9.2 Hows [howitzers].  
Next day Major Bates went up to RzB88 and chose a position for 2 of the guns. 
They were taken upon night of Nov 25/26— & mounted in the Hindenburg Support… 
The men’s shelters were in the trench and the funds on a bit of open on left of 
Marcoing Rd. When the Germans attacked these guns were dismantled under Lt 
Shepherd MC and working parts were buried—the guns have not since been heard of. 
They were supporting 6th Divn. 
On Nov. 30, a little after 10 a.m. a part was going out to bury cable to an OP 
[Observation Post] near the forward guns. They wee seized by an Infantry Staff 
Officer and armed with rifles and old to hold the ridge in front of the funs—about 50 
yards in front of the guns. This was the first that Maj. Bates knew of the fighting.10  
Next came a message to stand by to destroy breech blocks. Then—about 11.30 
came a message from Group “If the Hun approaches any closer, blow up your guns 
and evacuate.” At 2 p.m. exactly the officers, Maj. Blake, Capt. Manchester and Lt 
Dobson after having seen the guns blown up by putting all the cartridges beneath 
them and setting fire to the lot, came back thro’ Beaucamp to Metz. Before this the 
Guards had met them outside Metz and the Germans were on 3 sides of the guns. One 
‘plane, an Albatross, sat over the guns about 500 feet up and machine gunned them 
heavily.  
From right, from rear, and from in front fire was coming including whizzbang11 
from behind Gougeanet & Villers Pluich—the Guns by then were on the read 
between Gouzeancourt and Villers Pluich. The Group H.Quarters had had to 
evacuate Dead Mans Corner after 11.30 a.m. & the Germans reached the place.  
About 10 a.m. infantry of the Essex Regt were passing—an infantry subaltern 
said: They are jumping over our front line in 8s & 10s and there is nothing to stop 
them. The order had come down to slow down the rate of fire of battery to 1 round 
per gun per 5 minutes. (1/5 SOS rate) [fixed bearings] & Commanding Officer of 50 
bty had been ticked off for spreading alarmist rumours. Almost at onc after infantry 
came the field artillery. One battery took up a position … behind 55, firing S and 
covering Gournlieu. They had come from La Vacquerie.  
Men could be seen on the ridges across the valley but they couldn’t be identified as 
Germans.  
About 10.30/11 a.m. orders were given to evacuate the two forward guns. They 
were left about midday after the parts had been carefully buried. Shepherd came 
back to Villers Pluich. On the way back at Beaucamp he collapsed with  heart failure 
and had to be carried.  
41 men were missing when Bty reformed at Sorel. But of these 40 have turned up, 
only one now missing.  
The Germans had machine guns within 800 yards at this time, and nearest men 
within 300 yards. The tube of one of the guns at Pluick was blown away as far as the 
                                                
8  Villers-Plouich is a village about 13 kilometres south-west of Cambrai.  
9  Online — http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30025463 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton_6-inch_Mortar 
10  NOTE: This of course is untrue. Bates was absent without leave in Amiens, and knew nothing of the attack till it was 
over. He was subsequently court-martialled and dismissed from the Army. 
11  http://www.firstworldwar.com/atoz/whizzbang.htm 
crater on the Beaucamp Rd and was pulled out by a tank. The second gun is now 
being pulled out by Lt. Dobson.  
The guns were brought down on Nov 11 from Lens where they were for 5 or 6 days 
after Ypres.  The Canadians got the Aust. heavies handed over to their 107th Bty and 
became 3rd Canadian Divn. The 55th Bty went South and took over the Canadian guns. 
The 55th Bty at the start at Ypres was at Vormegelle. Thence it went into St. Jean and 
then up in front of Wieltze where the guns for the first time in the war were firing on 
Paschendael direct with direct observation and open sights. German aeroplanes were 
terribly active there—one bomb getting 21 men. 
The 55th Bty has been in line for 12 months on end and Bates has put in for a rest 
for it.  It was in the Vimy Battle in May 1916. 54 Bty and I think 55 was in the 
Somme. 
 
C. E. W. Bean’s Account of Events at Villers-Plouich. 
The 55th (Aust.) Siege Battery had been relieved at Ypres on Oct 21 by the 107th 
(Canadian) Battery from Angres. near Lens, the two exchanging positions. The 
Australians had been at Angres little over a fortnight when they were ordered to 
Villers Plouich, a ruined village in a hollow 41/2 miles south-east of Hermies. Here they 
formed part of the 63rd Group. I11 8orps Heavy Artillery. Their guns (four 9.1-inch 
howitzers) were to be emplaced by night, with special secrecy, close behind the front 
line, for a surprise offensive to be launched probably on Nov. 19 
During the night s of Nov 16-19 the guns were moved in, the first two being hauled 
by hand over the last 300 yards. This was done so quietly that Lieut.-Col. C R. C. 
Boyle (Great Milton, Oxon, Eng.), 6th Bn., Oxford and Bucks L.I., whose 
headquarters were 100 yards away, was unaware of their presence until they had 
been emplaced. He then arranged that his machine-guns should fire steadily, to cover 
de noise of caterpillar tractors dragging in the other two. The 129th and 166th Siege 
Batteries belonging to the same group were in the valley, and numerous tanks also 
came up. The German front was only 800 yards away, and on Nov. 19 a 
bombardment by heavy German minenwerfer caused anxiety lest the concentration 
might have been discovered. The bombs fell behind the 55th Battery which was in 
advance of the British heavy Stokes mortars and field artillery: 
The howitzers fired no shot until 6.20 a.m. on Nov. 20, when the whole artillery 
burst in together and tanks and infantry advanced, followed later by cavalry. At 10.45 
fire had to be stopped, the infantry having captured Marcoing, a southern outlier of 
Cambrai, on which the battery had been shooting. But, although the Canadian 
Cavalry Brigade took spirited action, the cavalry operations failed. On Nov. 21 the 
battery was still firing against the far edge of Marcoing. Much trouble was 
experienced through the guns shifting and tilting, but orders were received to advance 
two of them to the Hindenburg support line, about half-way to Marcoing. 
The speed and success of the German counterstroke on Nov. 30 were entirely 
unexpected. Two of the Australian guns being out of action men were lent to other 
batteries of the group. Being without information, the batteries fired on old targets 
until 10 o'clock, when it became necessary to remount one of the Australian guns. The 
first intimation of any serious development came with a message from the group 
giving this gun a new centre line 170 degrees farther right. This meant that the enemy 
was almost in rear. At 10.30 an order arrived to be prepared to destroy guns and 
abandon the position. Retiring troops now began to stream through. A field artillery 
brigade passed at a rapid pace; then men carrying breech-blocks and dial sights of 
dismantled guns; then infantry, with a colonel who said that the Germans were 
crossing a ridge I ooo ards ahead with no one to stop them. The batteries were under 
machine-gun fire, and had no communication with headquarters of the group or of 
the corps heavy artillery, both of which were afterwards found to have retired, the 
enemy being closer upon them. The Australian battery commander was absent in 
Amiens (he was afterwards dismissed from the service). The three batteries were now 
under the senior officer present an active commander, Major C. McG. Yates of the 
129th Battery. The detachment with the advanced guns under Lieut. A. S. Shepherd 
(Sydney) had been ordered in. Up forward a cable-burying party was being used as 
infantry, and Lieut. L. K. Robinson (Newcastle-on-Tyne, Eng.), a British officer then 
serving with the 55th Battery, was assisting in the salvage of other guns. At 2 o'clock 
Yates having sent away one of the Australian guns by an available tractor ordered 
that the rest should be disabled and the personnel withdrawn. The men were sent 
away under the battery sergeant-major. Captain Manchester, Lieut. P. \Y. Dobson, 
B.Q.M.S. A. Waterer (Watson's Bay, N.S.W.) and Sergeants' F. W. Owens (Granville, 
N.S.W.) and .D. M. McRae (Fremantle. W. Aust.) stayed to dismantle the guns. As the 
position was being used for a medical dressing station and the road was blocked with 
troops, the howitzers could not be blown up, but the cartridges were placed inside the 
carriages and burnt, and breech screws and gears damaged. The party then 
withdrew. 
The action of the 
As it turned out, there was no need for the withdrawal. The action of the 29th 
Division ahead, and of the Guards Division to the right rear at Gouzeaucourt, 
incidentally saved the Australian guns from capture, although the enemy was close to 
the forward position. By Dec. 14 the last gun was retrieved by parties under Lieut. 
Dobson.12 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
AIXCOURT-le-Haut 
 14 Nov 1917 Beams & beds of Nos 158 & 172 placed in position at R13a&b.  
  Personnel billeted at Siege Park. 
 
  15 Nov 1917 Proceeded to FINS. Two guns mounted at R13a&b. 
 
VILLERS PLOUICH  
  16 Nov 1917 Work of preparing positions for two guns carried out. 
 
  17 Nov 1917 Beds and cradles of two guns in positions at VILLERS PLUICH         
   R13a&b. 
 
  18 Nov 1917 Nos 106 & 78 mounted. Ammunition recesses being prepared as  
   ammunition brought to position. 
 
  19 Nov 1917 Further work on Ammunition, Battery Command Post & laying out of 
  phone lines. 
 
  20 Nov 1917 ATTACK DAY. 6.20am. 178 rounds fired on Attack Programme.  
   Hostile shelling very slight. 
 
  21 Nov 1917 145 rounds throughout day on villages of Marcoing, Cantaing &  
  Noyelles. Hostile shelling nil.  
 
  22 Nov 1917 72 rounds fired on SO.S. lines and village of Rumilly. Two guns unable  
   to reach target owing to loss of M.V. [Muzzle Velocity].13 
 
   
                                                
12  Bean, C.E. W., The Australian Imperial Force in France 1917, (St Lucia. Qld., University of Queensland Press. 1981), 
pp 936-937. 
13  Muzzle velocities vary because of variations in quality of ammunition, wear in the howitzer barrel, propellant 
temperature, and cartridge efficiency. See online https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog-ws/view/100.ATSC/1CF5A430-
8E9E-4D33-B3D7-6E4829C38471-1274316052229/6-40/ch4.pdf 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
VILLERS PLOUICH  
  23 Nov 1917 21 rounds on SO.S. lines. ) Capt Manchester attached to 29th Div. 
  24 Nov 1917 11 rounds on SO.S. lines. ) Artillery as heavy Art. Liaison officer. 29th  
  25 Nov 1917 7 rounds on SO.S. lines.   ) Div Artillery  in quarry near Gonnelieu. 
   Only 1 gun No 106 able to reach majority of targets. Constant orders  
   from Group to fire on targets beyond range and outside arc of fire. 
 
  28 Nov 1917 67 rounds with visual observation on Trench G20b05.90 to G14 c55.50. 
  Capt Manchester returns from 29th Div “train; to Battery. Major Bates 
  absent at Amiens. 2 guns to be mounted in Hindenburg Line R26. 
   Position reconnoitred by Capt Manchester, Lts Dobson, Russell,  
   Stephens … 
 
  30 Nov 1917 10am. Orders received to open fire at rapid rate on village of Rumilly.  
   Owing to continually firing on extreme arc No 1 went out of action after 
  firing 6 rounds. Reported to Group who gave new centre line, Grid  
   bearing 97o. Work of dismounting being carried out. 
   10.30am. Order from Group to be prepared to destroy breech blocks and
  vacate if necessary. 
   11.30am. Order from Group as follows” “If enemy advances any closer  
   blow up or otherwise damage your guns, and evacuate if necessary.” 
   11.35am. Unable to raise Group by wire. Linesmen despatched to repair  
   lines and runners detailed to proceed to Group and await orders. 
   NOON, D.R. returned and reported Group evacuated & that a Sergeant  
   B Group had told him it was a case of every man for himself. Later  
   linesmen returned and reported line OK, but Group had evacuated.  
   Detachment sent to man a gun of 129 Siege Bty. 
   12.35pm. No 4 ceased firing. 78 rounds expended owing to tilt and 
  mounting dangerously wobbling. 
   1pm. All cartridges placed under guns and fired. Bty then abandoned. 
 
 
  
A series of maps relevant to the above follow in the 55 Siege Battery War Diary. 
The map below shows the German counter-attack at Cambrai on 6 December 1917. 
 
 
Battle of Cambrai. German Counter-Attack 6 December 1917. 
The 55th Siege Battery at Villers-Plouich was in the area where the Union Flag appears above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report of Lieut. P.W. Dobson. Royal Australian Artillery on events at Villers-Plouich.14 
 
 
 
  
                                                
14  The Reports of Lieut Dobson, Captain Manchester and Major Yates will be found in Records of C.E.W. Bean, Diaries 
and Notebooks, Australian War Memorial AWM38, Item 3DRL606/250/1.  
Online - https://static.awm.gov.au/images/collection/bundled/RCDIG1066655.pdf 
Captain G. E. Manchester’s Report on Villers-Plouich. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report of Major C.N. Yates, 129the Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
AIZECOURT- 
LE-HAUT 1 Dec 1917 Personnel moved from Siege Park to camp at SOREL-LE GRAND.  
   Party proceeded to VILLERS PLOUICH to collect stores and report on  
   damage done. Guard mounted over stores and remained. 
SOREL- 
le-GRAND.     2 Dec 1917 Continuation of above. 
  3 Dec 1917 Collection of stores at VILLERS PLOUICH. Located stores at R2b4-5  
   (Hindenburg Line). Personnel moved from SOREL to Siege Park  
   (Aizecourt-le-Haut). 
AIZECOURT- 
LE-HAUT 4 Dec 1917 Personnel moved from SOREL to Siege Park. 
  5 Dec 1917 One officer accompanied by ASC [Army Service Corps] officer inspected 
  piece and caterpillars at Charing Cross (near Beaucamp). Battery  
   Commander’s stores salved & brought to Siege Park.  
   7pm. 1officer and party left for Charing Cross to salve piece of No 3  
   (Regd No 106) gun. Tanks failed to put in an appearance. 
 
  6 Dec 1917 7pm. Two officers and party to VILLERS PLOUICH and dismounted  
   carriage of No 1 gun. Preparation for dismounting No 4 (Reg No 78)  
   gun which operations were stopped by hostile shelling & position 
   evacuated. 
 
  7 Dec 1917 7pm. One officer and party to VILLERS PLOUICH. Dismantled No 1  
   and bed. Attempted to remove piece from candle No 4. Unable  
   (damaged). Gun and carriage dismantled together. No 4 bed could not be  
   removed owing to timber & wheels being destroyed by shell fire. 
 
  8 Dec 1917 7pm. One officer and party dismounted No 2 gun at R2b (Hindenburg  
   Line) also No 3 gun, except for bed thereof. Transport wheels destroyed. 
 
  8 Dec 1917 4am. Tanks failed to appear, party returned. 
  9 Dec 1917 7pm. Party to R2b, digging for stores. 
 
  10 Dec 1917 7pm. Party returned above and packed stores ready for removal. 
 
  11 Dec 1917 6am. 1 officer to DESSART WOOD, thence to IIIrd Corps Heavy  
   Artillery. 
 
  12 Dec 1917 7pm. Party to VILLERS PLOUICH. As result of work by tanks and men  
   No 1 carriage removed to Siege Park also No 4 gun and carriage, No 1  
   piece at left of HAVRINCOURT WOOD. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
AIZECOURT- 13 Dec 1917 No 1 piece removed to Siege command of Battery (from Major  
LE-HAUT   Bates).Park. Capt G Manchester took over  
 
  14 Dec 1917 Party to VILLERS PLOUICH collecting stores ready for transport on  
   tanks, thence to R2b, coupling carriages to pieces. On arrival of tanks  
   guns and carriages of Nos 2 & 3 guns were coupled up and thence to  
   TRESSAULT, via Villers Plouich, picking up stores on route. 
 
  15 Dec 1917 Caterpillars picked up Nos 2 & 3 guns & cradles at TRESSAULT &  
   brought them to Siege Park. 
 
  16 Dec 1917 Nil. 
  17 Dec 1918 Nil.  
 
  18 Dec 1918 Nos 2 & 3 guns (Regd Nos 158 & 172) proceeded to workshops together
  with all stores salved. 
 
  19 Dec 1918 Nos 1 & 4 guns (Regd Nos 78 & 106) proceeded to workshops.  
   Personnel proceeded to ROCQUIGNY. Major I. StJ. F. McDonald DSO,  
  took over command of the Battery. 
 
  20-23 Dec 1918 Personnel remained at ROCQUIGNY. Lt Bushnell joined battery from  
   36th HAG. 
 
  24 Dec 1918 Personnel of battery proceeded to ARRAS. Billeted in Arras night of  
   24/25th. One officer and party proceeded to ALBERT & drew Regd Nos  
   89; 158 & 172 From IIIrd Army Heavy Maintenance Ordnance  
   Workshops, ALBERT. Tractors did not arrive until after dark. 
 
  25 Dec 1918 Personnel proceeded to BETHUNE. Billeted at Montmorency Barracks,  
   night of 25th/26th. Guns proceeded from Albert to Arras 101/2 hours 
  travelling time due to frosty conditions. 
 
  26 Dec 1918 Personnel proceeded to billets near DOULIEU. Guns proceeded from  
   Arras to MAROEUIL. 51/2 hours travelling owing to frost. Ordered by 1st  
   Army not to wait for 4th gun at Boiry St Rictrude. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
British Tank, 1917. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caterpillar—Holt Tractor. 
 
  
Location of Doulieu (Le Doulieu-(Nord Pas de Calais). 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DOULIEU 27 Dec 1918 Personnel remained near DOULIEU. Guns proceeded from  
   MAROEUIL to CAMBLAIN L’ABBAYE. 51/2 hours travelling due to  
   frost. 
 
  28 Dec 1918 Personnel remained near DOULIEU. Guns proceeded from  
   CAMBLAIN L’ABBAYE to BETHUNE, 7 hours on road due to frost. 
 
  29 Dec 1918 Personnel remained near DOULIEU. Guns proceeded from BETHUNE  
   to DOULIEU. 6 hours on road owing to frost. One gun left near  
   CATAIRES owing to tractor breaking down. 
 
  30 Dec 1918 Personnel remained near DOULIEU. Third gun arrived near DOULIEU. 
 
  31 Dec 1918 Guns & personnel remained near DOULIEU. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
DOULIEU 1-4 Jan 1918 Guns and personnel remained in Doulieu.  
 
 5 Jan 1918 Guns and personnel proceeded from Doulieu to BAILLEUL, billeted IN  
  BAILLIEUL.  
 
 6-14 Jan 1918 Guns and personnel remained in BAILLEUL.  
 
  15 Jan 1918 Howitzer No 89 removed to No 2 Ordnance Maintenance Workshop for 
  overhaul. 
 
  16-18 Jan 1918 2 Howitzers and personnel remained in BAILLEUL. 
 
  19 Jan 1918 Inspection of Battery by General Sir William Birdwood. Guns and  
   personnel remained in BAILLEUL. 
 
 
  21 Jan 1918 Howitzers No 172 and 158 removed from Bailleul to No 2 Ordnance  
   Maintenance Workshop. 
 
  22-31 Jan 1918 Personnel remained in BAILLEUL (in Training).  
 
Location of Baillieul. 
  
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
FEBRUARY 1918 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
PREPARATION FOR BATTLE OF MESSINES. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BAILLIEUL 1-4 Feb 1918 Battery in training.  
 
  5 Feb 1918 Howitzers Nos 89 & 229 arrived at BAILLIEU. No 9 from No 2  
   Ordnance Maintenance Workshops. No 229 from No 5 Gun Park.  
   Personnel in training. 
 
  6-9 Feb 1918 Two howitzers & personnel in training remained at Baillieul. 
 
  10-12 Feb 1918 One officer & party to selected battery position at V19 (Ploegsteert  
   Wood) to prepare gun positions and cartridge recesses. Two howitzers &  
   remainder of personnel (in training) at Baillieu. 
 
  13-15 Feb 1918 One officer and party to U19a continuing preparation of gun positions,  
   and dugouts for Battery Commander and section on duty. One howitzer  
   and remainder of personnel (in training) at BAILLIEUL. One howitzer  
   mounted at Salvage Dump Bailleul for training purposes. 
 
  16-18 Feb 1918 One officer and party to U19a continuing work on gun positions and  
   dugouts. Two howitzers and remainder of personnel (in training) at  
   BAILLIEUL. 
 
  19 Feb 1918 Two officers and party to U19a continuing work. Two howitzers and  
   remainder of personnel (in training) at BAILLIEUL. 
 
  20 Feb 1918 Continuation of work at U10a. Howitzer No 158 arrived from No 2  
  OMW. Two howitzers and remainder of personnel (in training) at 
BAILLIEUL. 
 
  21 Feb 1918 Two officers and party to U19a continuing work. Three howitzers and  
   remainder of personnel (in training) at BAILLIEUL. 
 
  22-25 Feb 1918 Parties move out to U19a and continue work on gun pits and dugouts. 
 
  26 Feb 1918 Parties working on 3 forward gun positions at U19c. Nos 396 & 491 
  arrive in BAILLEUL from base. 
 
  27 Feb 1918 Party comprising 2 officers, 1 sergeant, and 12 men proceed to U19c  
   with guns 396 & 491, and guns put into position same night. 
 
  28 Feb 1918 Three FWD’s and  party procceded to HAZEBROUCK workshops for  
   gun No 192. Parties at U19a & c continue work of getting Right Section  
   ready for action and preparing gun positions for Left Section.   
Baillieul—Before 
Bailleul Towers, looking from Outersteene, 1917. Sketch by L/Cpl. Ray Wenban, 1 Australian Casualty Clearing Station.  
State Library of New South Wales  SPXE 701 
 
 
 
 
 
Baillieul 1917. 
 
 
 
Hunter’s Avenue, Ploegsteert Wood, 16 February 1918. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A corduroy of plank path amid the ruins of Ploegsteert wood, 1917. 
 
 
 
 
 
Trench Cookers of the 191st (British) Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery, Wancourt, 29 April 1917. 
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Preparation for Battle of Messines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Baillieul (centre) and Ploegsteert (right lower).1 
 
  
                                                
1  Adami, J. George, War Story of the Canadian Medical Corps, (London, Canadian War Records Office, 1916), p. 272. 
Messines Ridge from Hill 63, 1918. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Captain George Edmund Butler, Official War Artist, New Zealand Expeditionary Force. 
Archives New Zealand NCWA470 
 
Hill 63 looking towards Messines today  
 
  
Military Map of Ploegsteert and Messines District, c1917. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many places mentioned in the text will be found on close examination (magnifying glass) of this British Army map. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD 1 Mar 1918 The strength of the party was 10 officers & 218 other ranks detailed as  
  follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6 (1 to Hosp)  2  -  - 
O.R. 78 10 (1 in Hosp)  36  37 57 (forward position).  
    The health of the Bty was not good on account of many men suffering  
   from slight colds. Cold showery weather prevailed with a moderate wind  
   varying slightly about NW. All OR for duty were employed on forward 
  Bty position. Rear billets were in Baillieul.  
   No ammunition was received or expended. 
 
 2 Mar 1918 The strength of the party was 10 officers & 217 other ranks detailed as  
  follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -  - 
O.R. 141 3 (1 in Hosp)  32  37 4 
    A strong N wind was blowing throughout the day. Cold winter weather  
    was experienced. 
    A party of 42 men proceeded to the forward Bty position with one gun. 
    330 rounds of ammunition were received. Expenditure nil. 
    Enemy fire in vicinity of Bty, nil. 
  
 3 Mar 1918 10 officers & 218 other ranks on strength  other ranks detailed as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -  - 
O.R. 143  3  31  37 4 
    General health was good, one man in hospital. 
    The weather was cold and misty with moderate winds in an E quarter. 
    All hands excepting gun guards at work on Bty position. 
    Ammunition—420 rounds received. Expended nil. Total on hand 711  
    compete rounds. 
    One counter-battery neutralisation shoot was carried out from 11.45 pm  
    To 12.45pm on targets Vzi & 33. 59 rounds fired. No observation. This  
   shoot was during raids by 3rd Division (Australian) on points in front of  
   WARNETON. 
  
 4 Mar 1918 10 officers & 218 O.R. on BTY strength detailed as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -  - 
O.R. 145  3 (1 in hosp)  30  37 4 
  One NCO in hospital otherwise health good. 
  Weather mainly overcast with occasional sleet, cold, visibility bad. North  
  wind varying from 15 to 20 miles per hour veering towards East. 
  All hands with exception of gun guards in BAILLIEUL working on Bty  
  position. 
  280 rounds of ammunition received. 58 expended. 933 rounds on hand. 
  Enemy fire nil. 
 
 
  
A German Ariillery Qnadrant or Map Board for Messines area.  
Used for working out angles for artillery and mortar fire.  
Similar techniques were used by all armies during World War I. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Museum Victoria. 
Ranging boards were used by artillery units to show the range of a gun in a placement overlooking the enemy trenches. They also 
detailed the position of the gun itself and the enemy trenches, entanglements and other features. In this instance the board depicts the 
area around Wulverghem (today Wulvergem) in Belgium before the Battle of Messines in 1917. 
 
“Battery Boards had the gridded plan pasted down, marked with the directing gun, zero line and aiming points, and were fitted with a 
pivoed rule and graduated arc. For long range guns it was advisable not to take the shooting data (range and bearing) from their huge 
boards, but to determine them trigonometrically. Plotting boards for fash-spotting and sound-ranging had the four survey posts 
carefully marked on the gridded plan, and a graduate scale.” Doyle, P. and Matthew Bennett, Fields of Battle: Terrain in Military 
History, (London, Kuwer Academic, 2002), p. 192. 
 
Winter Conditions at Australian Field Gun Ammunition Dugouts, Ploegsteert 1917-1918. 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  5 Mar 1918 Strength of Bty 10 officers & 218 O.R. on BTY strength detailed as  
  follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -   - 
O.R. 149  5 (1 in hosp)  27  37 - 
  One NCO to hospital otherwise health good. 
  Visibility fair. Strong SE winds. Cold throughout the day and night. 
  All men for duty excepting gun guards at BAILLIEUL working on Bty  
  position. 
  No ammunition received. 22 rounds expended. 911 on hand. 
  12.50 am to 1.50 am. Counter Bty neutralisation shoot of 54 rounds on  
  VZ1; VZ33.2 
  2.17am. SOS call received. 4 rounds expended. 
  Registration shoot on FERME BLANEY (V9c) 22 rounds expended. 
  Centre line of No 2 gun verified at 20 R of zero line. 
  Centre line of No 3 gun verified at 20 30’ R of zero line. 
  Enemy fire nil. 
 
 6 Mar 1918 Strength 10 officers & 216 O.R. on BTY. Details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -   - 
O.R. 150  5 (1 in hosp)  26  24 37  
  Health fair. Two men being admitted to hospital. Visibility fair. Weather  
 conditions mild. Moderate NE winds. Gun guards at BAILLIEUL 
otherwise all hands on Bty position.  
  39 rounds expended. Received nil. 872 rounds on hand. 
  Aeroplane shoots (registration) only partly successful owing to clouds  
  interfering with observations. Target DEULEMONT CHURCH, range 
  5200 yards. 
  
 7 Mar 1918 Strength 10 officers & 216 O.R. Details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -   - 
O.R. 156  -  23  37 -  
  Health of Bty good. 
  Conditions mild. No visibility. Fair moderate NE to E winds. 
  Gun guards at BAILLIEUL all other hands not employed working on Bty  
  positions. 
  Ammunition. 66 rounds expended. Received nil. 806 rds on hand. 51  
 rounds expended on concentration on trenches at D7b5518. 15 rounds  
 expended in Counter Bty bombardment on DA55. Enemy fire nil.  
 
  
                                                
2   Counter-battery work, i.e., the destruction of German artillery, is mentioned constantly in the War Diaries. For a full 
explanation of British doctrine see “Appendix 31: SS139/3, Artillery Notes Number 3, "Counter-Battery Work," 
February 1918.” Online — http://www.gutenberg-e.org/mas01/archive/app31.html  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  8 Mar 1918 Strength 10 officers & 217 O.R.. Detailed as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYD DETACHED 
Officers 6  1  2  -   - 
O.R. 158  -  22  37 -  
  Se to E winds blowing throughout the day. Visibility nil. Gun guards at  
  BAILLIEUL. Remainder of duty men on Bty positions.  
  151 rounds expended. 280 received. On had 935 rounds. 
Programme shoot on  
VW81. No 1, 2 & 6 guns fired 5 rounds each. 
D2b6825. No 1, 2 & 6 guns fired 6 rounds each. 
VZ1 No 1 13 rounds; No 2 15 rounds. 
D7b8010. No 1 & 2 guns 8 rounds each. 
V21c7515. No 1 & 2 guns 15 rounds each. 
D7b8010. No 1, 2 & 3 guns 6 rounds each. 
   Enemy fire nil.  
 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  9 Mar 1918 Weather conditions mild & warm, fair visibility. Wind light, E & Se. 
  Strength of Bty 10 officers & 216 O.R.. Detailed as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 6  1  2  -    
O.R. 152  6  21  3 
  Two men to hospital. Health of battery otherwise good. 
  All hands at Bty position with the exception of QM & SM staff and gun  
  guard at BAILLIEUL. 
  Ammunition received nil. Expended 259 rounds. 846 on hand. 
  9.15am-9.25 am. 32 rounds on V21 No 1, 2,3,& 6 guns. 
  11am-11.38am. 20 rounds on V2d3240, No 6 gun. 
  11.45am-12.23pm. 24 rounds on P32c6129. No 6 gun. 
  11.35am-2.8pm. 100 rds on DOULEMONT CHURCH, NO 1, 2 &3. 
  Aeroplane observation. Fairly successful registration of guns. 
  3.30-4.20pm. 25 rds on MAIRIE de WARNETON SUD. Balloon   
  observation. No 4 & 6 guns. Unsuccessful registn due to poor visibility. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  10 Mar 1918 Mild & warm, no visibility. Very light wind veering from N. to W. 
  Strength of Bty 10 officers & 216 O.R.. Detailed as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 157  2  20  37 
  All hands at Bty position with the exception of QM & Staff SM’s and gun  
  guard at BAILLIEUL. 
  Ammunition received nil. 128 rds expended. On had 535. 
  TACTICAL. 
  10.35-10.54am. 26 rds on V25d4060.  
  10.42-11am.  8 rds on V27a5065. 
  12.40-12.58pm. 20 rds on V864840. 
  1-1.35pm. 20 rounds on D7a7515. 
  1.15-1.35pm. 20 rounds on VW21. 
  8-8.15pm.    10 rds on VY52. 
  Enemy fire Fairly heavy on PLOEGSEET AND PLOEGSTEERT WOOD  
  In the evening. 5.9” howitzers and 4/2”. 
 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  11 Mar 1918 Wind light, between SE & SW increasing later to S—15 miles per hour. 
  Fine and warm becoming cold towards night. Visibility poor. 
  Strength 10 officers & 216 O.R.  
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 158  1  20  37 
  Two men attending hospital. Health of battery otherwise good. 
  All hands at position excepting QMs & 3 office staff, 2 cooks, 2 DR’s, 1  
  telephonist, and 4 batmen at BAILLIEUL. 
  Ammunition received 200 rds. Expended 277. On hand 441. 
  2.27-4.20pm. Aeroplane shoot on VZ33, 121 rds. Observers report 3Y;  
  7Z; 4A; 3M-OK. Explosion OK Pit. Pit destroyed. Successful. Other  
  targets engaged during day—VZ1; D7b5518; VW41; VZ34; VY54;  
  VW52; VW81; VW83; VX36.  
  Enemy fire, nil. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  12 Mar 1918 Warm and calm. Misty in the morning, visibility air later. 550 av temp. 
  Strength 10 officers & 215 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 157  2  20  37 
  One man to hospital. Health otherwise good. 
  All hands at Bty position with the exception of QMs & 3 offfice staff, 2  
  cooks, 4 batmen, 2 DR’s, 1 telephonist, at BAILLIEUL. 
  Ammunition received nil. Expended 112. On hand 329. 
  TACTICAL. 
  12.22-12.35pm. 10 rds on D800780. 
  3.55-4.40pm. 31 rds on V13a29 
  5.15-6.04pm. 18 rds on D8579 & 18 on D7681. 
  7-7.08pm. 10 rds on D13a38. 
  9.55-10.10pm. 10 rds on DB2. 
  10-10.20pm. 15 rds on D1d6025. 
  Enemy fire, nil. 
 
 13 Mar 1918 Warm and calm. Misty in the morning, with visibility improving later.  
  Temp 550. 
  Strength 10 officers & 220 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 168  1  14  37 
  Allhands at Bty position till 5pm when one relief went back to rest billets  
  at BAILLIEUL. QMS staff, 2 DR’s, 2 cooks, 4 batmen at BAILLIEUL. 
  Ammunition received 371 rds. Expended 87. On had 648. 
 
 14 Mar 1918 3.30 am. 87 rds on programme targets. VW52; VW81; VW83; VX36. 
  Visibility far. Wind varying from NE toE. Temp 550. 
  Strength 10 officers & 220 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 168  1  14  37 
  One relief in rest billets at BAILLIEUL and other relief on Bty position.  
  QMS staff, 2 DR’s, 4 batmen, 2 cooks at rest billet. 
  Ammunition received 560 rds. Expended 20. On had 1182. 
  1-1.10pm. 20 rds on VW82; VW83. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  15 Mar 1918 Warm and calm. NE winds. Temp 530. 
  Strength 10 officers & 220 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 169  -  14  37 
  Noon-12.10pm. 10 rds on Counter Bty VZ33. 
  3.30pm-4.36pm. Registration shoot on the Quadrangle. 26 rds 4 & 5  
  guns. Ammunition received nil. Expended 36. On hand 1152. 
   
 
Believed to be ‘The Quadrangle” Farm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
     
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Online _ http://1914-1918.invisionzone.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=159649 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  16 Mar 1918 Visibility good. Wind light, varying from SE to E. One relief in  
  BAILLEUL also QMS staff; 2 DP’s; 1 telephonist, 4 batmen; 2 cooks. 
  Strength 10 officers & 220 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 7  1  1  -    
O.R. 163  2  14  37 
  1.55-2am. 19 rds on V20d7015. 
  11.15-11.25am. 10 rds on V22a4116. 
  11.45-11.55am. 10 rds on D7b8010. 
  12.10-12.20pm. 10 rds onD4a7573. 
  3.10-4.20pm. Registration shoot 40 rds on v13d27. 
  Ammunition received 210; Expended 80. On hand 1282.  
  Enemy fire vicinity of Hyde Park Corner shelled with 4.2”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hyde Park Corner (see map above). 
 
 
  
  
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  17 Mar 1918 Fine and warm. Good visibility. Wind light, varying from SE to S.  
  One relief in BAILLEUL  
  Strength 10 officers & 222 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED 
Officers 8  1  -  -    
O.R. 167  1  11  39 
  Ammunition received nil; Expended 14. On hand 1268. Enemy fire.  
  12.45-12.50pm. 4 rds on V16a99 (Hostile Bty). 
 
 18 Mar 1918 9.35-9.55pm. 10 rds on V3b5664 & 5470.  
  Strength 10 officers & 223 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  1    
O.R. 167  -  9  42 4  
Health good. Fine warm visibility good. Wind NW to W. Temp averaged 
570. One relief on rest at BAILLIEUL also QMS staff; 3 office staff;  
2 OR’s; 1 telephonist, 4 batmen; 2 cooks. Remainder of men for duty on 
Bty position. 
  140 rds received. 18 rds expended. On hand 1390 rds. Enemy fire.  
  9.50-9.26pm. 8 rds fired on V13a7503. 
  10.23-10.29pm. 10 rds fired on V13a8503. 
 
 19 Mar 1918  Strength 10 officers & 221 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  1    
O.R. 160  2  12  43 4  
Moderate winds NW to W. Visibility very bad. QMS staff; 3 office staff;  
2 OR; 1 telephonist, 4 batmen; 2 DR’s; 2 cooks in BAILLIEUL. Also one 
relief off duty from Bty position. 
Ammunition received nil; Expended nil. On hand 1390. 
 
 20 Mar 1918  Strength 10 officers & 220 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  1    
O.R. 161  2  9  44 4  
Visibility bad  during greater parts of day. Moderate winds varying about 
NW. One relief in BAIILIEUL also QMS staff; 3 office staff;  
2 OR; 1 telephonist, 4 batmen; 2 DR’s; 2 cooks. 
Ammunition expended 21. Rds received nil.  On hand 1369. 
Unsuccessful aeroplane shoot onVZ1. 13 rds fired. Visibility and weather 
conditions too bad to proceed on further. 
9pm. 7 rds fired on V26c. 
During this period the enemy was gassing the wood frequently by night. 
 
  
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD 21 Mar 1918 Enemy shelled V19a, B &c with HE and gas shells almost continuously  
  from 5am-10am. Two men reported slightly gassed— Bdr Knight & Gnr  
  Kidd.   
  3.45- 4.02am. Targets VZ1; VZ8; VT54 & DA32 engaged during raids by 
  Australian troops.3 42 rds fired. 
  5.15pm. Bde called for Programme Targets to be engaged 56 rds  
  expended. 
  Bty Strength 10 officers & 218 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 9  1  -  -  -    
O.R. 156  2  7  46 - 
One relief at BAIILIEUL also QMS staff; 3 office staff;  
2 OR; 1 telephonist, 4 batmen;; 2 cooks. Relief for duty on Bty position. 
Ammunition expended 98. Rds received nil.  On hand 1271. 
 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  22 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 217 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -    
O.R. 152  11  6  46 2 
Clam, misty in the morning clearing later, visibility only fair. Wind NW, 
moderate. Temp 550 . Barometer 30.4”. One relief on Bty position other 
relief on rest at BAILLEUEL, also QMS staff; 3 office staff; 2 OR; 1 
telephonist, 4 batmen;; 2 cooks. 
Ammunition Received nil. Expended 70 rds. On hand 1201 rds. 
TACTICAL. 
9 rds fird on VZ33 at 4.12pm. 
Aeroplane shoot of 63 rounds on VZ1. Unsuccessful—mountings 4 & 5 
guns wobbling badly. 
Enemy fire nil. 
Three men to hospital suffering from effects of gas. 
MajorMcDonald died of wounds received at DRANOUTRE [Dranouter, 
Belgium]. 
 
  
 
 
  
                                                
3  Trench raiding to take prisoners, reconnoitre, and to dominate no man's land), and occupy outposts. Australians were 
active in this tactic, and used the term ‘prospecting’, a reference to Australian goldfields history. A senior German 
officer noted: During the last few days the Australians have succeeded in penetrating, or taking prisoner, single posts 
or piquets. They have gradually—sometimes even in daylight—succeeded in getting possession of a majority of the 
forward zone of a whole division. Troops must fight. They must not give way at every opportunity and seek to avoid 
fighting... The best way to make the enemy more careful in his attempt to drive us bit by bit out of the outpost line and 
forward zone is to do active reconnaissance... If the enemy can succeed in scoring a success without any special 
support by artillery or assistance from special troops, we must be in a position to do the same. Cited in Evans, Martin 
Marix, 1918 The Year of Victories, (London: Arcturus, 2002), p. 236. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
 23 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 217 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 156  5  6  46 4 
Moderate winds varying slightly about N. Visibility fair towards evening. 
One relief in NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke] other on Bty position. 
TACTICAL. 
7 rds fired onV16b0090 to 2.30 to 2.38pm. 
5.12-6.50pm. 49 rds registration shoot on gasometer U12. Successful. 
Zero lines of Nos 4, 5 & 6 registered, also M.V. corridor for 3rd Ch. 
 
 24 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 214 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 150  8  3  47 6 
Weather conditions practically normal. Slight wind varying about NW.  
One relief at NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke], other at Bty position. 
Ammunition expended 82 rds; received rds on hand 1273. 
TACTICAL. 
12.10-12.25pm. 15 rds on VW21. 7 rds on d7b8660. 
3.32-5.12pm. 60 rds  on Vy43 with Aeroplane observation—Successful.   
No 2 & 3 guns calibrated & registered for line. 
 
 25 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 216 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  1   
O.R. 158  -  3  49 6 
 
Weather. Fine & warm. Strong NE wind. Good visibility but clouds very 
low. Temp 540 . 
Relief One relief at NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke], except 15 men at RED 
LODGE [Hyde Park Corner] moving ammunition taken over from 10th SB. 
One relief with Bty. 
TACTICAL. 
7 rds fired onV16b0090 to 2.30 to 2.38pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Red Lodge today. 
 
   
  
NEUVE EGLISE (Nieukerke), West of Ploegsteert Wood and half as far as Baillieul. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Village of Neuve Eglises (Nieukerke)  c1917. 
Museum Victoria. 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  26 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 216 O.R. details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 146  12*  3  49 6 
  * includes 8 NCO’s in hospital 
Wind moderate NW to NW. Clouds prevented aeroplane observation. 
Ground observation vey good towards evening. Temp 540 . 
One relief at NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke], one at Bty position. 
Ammunition received nil. Expended 158 rounds. On hand 2519, 
TACTICAL. 
12.45pm. 8 rds on D3b3535. 
2.30-5.40pm. Balloon shoot on DA32. 150 rds, successful. 
 
 27 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 213 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 143  13*  3  48 6 
  * 8 NCO’s in hospital 
Weather Conditions. Wind moderate varying from W to SW. Visibiity 
only fair. Clouds prevented aeroplane observation. 
Ammunition received nil. Expended 8 rds. 2482 rds on hand. 
TACTICAL. 
12.35-12.41. 8 rds on V4d8010. 
7.55-7.45 pm. 15 rds on D1d7858. Enemy fire nil. 
 
 28 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 213 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 144  13*  3  48 5 
Strong cold W wind. Clouds low. Visibility poor. 
Ammunition received nil. Expended 8 rds. 2482 rds on hand. 
TACTICAL. 
12.35-12.41. 8 rds on V4d8010. 
7.55-7.45 pm. 15 rds on D1d7858. 
Enemy fire nil. One relief in rest billets at NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke]. 
One relief at Bty position. 
Ammunition received nil. Expended 14. On hand 2468 rds. 
TACTICAL. 
5.22-5.34am. 7 rounds on V2za9840. 
9.30am-1pm. Reconnaissance by Capt Manchester of position for battery 
in conjunction with Battery Ammunition Officer at T15d0060 & of 
Caterpillar Park at PETIT POINT. 
9.30-9.40pm. Heavy enemy shelling on right sector in connection with 
which Forward Observation Officer reports red light on right sector and 
answered by enemy artillery. 5 minutes later green lights sent up when 
firing ceased. 
 
  
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  29 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 209 O.R. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 142  11  3  48 5 
Wind strong between NW & W. Showery. Visibility poor. One relief in 
NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke] and one at Bty position. Our fire nil owing 
to poor visibility. Enemy shelled Hyde Park Corner from 5.25-5.40am 
with 4.2” HE. 
 
 30 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 202 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  1   
O.R. 146  -  3  48 5 
Fresh South Westerly winds. Showery. Visibility poor. One relief at 
NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke] other at Bty position. QMS & 3 of staff; 3 
telephonists; 3 cooks; 2 DR’s; also in Red Billets. 
2.20-2.40pm. 15 rds fired on V4d3040. 
3.40-3.50pm. 8 rds fired on VX10. 
Enemy Fire nil. 
 
 31 Mar 1918 Bty Strength 9 officers & 201 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 141  5  2  48 5 
Many men suffering from sore throats otherwise health of  Bty good. 
Gun No 491 pulled out and sent to rear position. One relief on Bty other 
in rest Billets near NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke], also QMS & 3 office 
staff; 3 telephonists; 2 cooks; & 2 DR’s. 
Two series fired. Aeroplane shoots carried out on VZ34 & VZ. 78 & 107 
rds fired respectively. 
3-3.15pm. 11 rds fired on DB2. 
1.50-2.55pm. 4 rds fired on VZ33. 
7.30-7.18pm. 4 rds fired on VZ33. 
Enemy fired about 50 rds from 5.9” howitzer on RAILWAY RIGHT front 
of Bty. 
  
 
55th SIEGE ARTILLERY BATTERY. 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
APRIL 1918 
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PREPARATION FOR BATTLE OF MESSINES. 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  1 Apr 1918 The Strength of the Bty was  9 officers & 201 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 142  3  2  48 5 
It was a fine day, with a moderate wind SW to W, fair visibility. Temp 550 
F. One relief at NEUVE EGLISES [Nieuwkerke] and one at forward 
position. Two guns were pulled out of Right Section, in accordance with 
the new defence scheme,and sent back to rear position. One unmounted in 
rear position T15d1.1but not ready for action. Ammunition Expended, 
158 rounds. 
11.55pm-12.10am. 18 rounds concentration on VZ34 and NX10. 
9.43am-12.30pm. 101 rounds aeroplane shoot on V15d9969. Successful. 
1 OK, 3Y, 4Z. 15A. 1 firein OK Pit. OK pit destroyed.  
5.55-6-17pm. 16 rounds concentration on V16d64. 
6.55-7.17pm. 10 rounds concentration on V16d4318. 
7.50-7.55pm. 9 rounds concentration on V15b48. 
10.5-10.50pm. 10 rounds concentration on V14c7093. 
 
 2 Apr 1918 The Strength of the Bty was  9 officers & 201 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 142  3  2  48 5 
Fine day with light wind from SW direction. Visibility fair. Temp 550 F. 
One relief at forward position, one at rear billets NEUVE EGLISES 
[Nieuwkerke]. One gun in position at T18d11, two guns in processes of 
mounting. The Battery Commander’s post moved from (was Butlin’s 
House) U19d6575 to T18d3.3 near UNDERHILL FARM. 
Ammunition expended 97 rounds. On hand 2003 rounds. 
11.18-11.40am. 15 rounds concentration on V3c2510. 
11.45am-12.30pm. 38 rounds concentration on DA32 and D7b7065. 
10.42-10.52am. 14 rounds concentrationon V15c93 and V15c64. 
10.45-11.3pm. 10 rounds concentration 15b7085. 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  3 Apr 1918 The Strength of the Bty was 9 officers & 204 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 9  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 142  -  2  48 7 
Mild day with mist and showers, moderate SW to S wind, visibility poor. 
Temp 470 F. One relief at forward position, one at rear billets NEUVE 
EGLISES [Nieuwkerke]. Work of mounting guns at right section proceeded.  
Ammunition expended8 rounds. 
8-8.15pm. 9 rounds concentration on V28d2876. 
 
 4 Apr 1918 Strength 9 officers & 204 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 143  6  1  46 8 
Weather. Mild with mists and showers. Very light wind from Easterly 
direction. Visibility poor on account of mist and low clouds. Temp 510. 
Relief off duty at billet at NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke]. 
Work of mounting guns at rear position proceeding. 
Ammunition expended nil. Received nil. On hand 1995 rnds. 
 
 5 Apr 1918 Strength 9 officers & 205 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 148  2  1  46 8 
Weather. moderate wind blowing from N. Heavy ground mist & showery. 
Visibility bad. Temp 480. 
Both sections manned. Relief off duty at billet at NEUVE EGLISE 
[Nieuwkerke]. All guns in position but right section not ready for action on 
account of having no ammunition. 
Ammunition received but expenditure nil. On hand 1995 rnds. 
 
 6 Apr 1918 Strength 9 officers & 205 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 150  -  1  46 8 
Wind moderate. Visibility bad. Temp 500. 
Both sections manned. Reliefs at T20a. All guns in action. 
Ammunition received 200 rds at rear position. Expended nil. On hand 
2195. 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  7 Apr 1918 Strength 9 officers & 206 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 151  -  1  46 8 
Visibility poor owing to mist, otherwise fine. Wind moderate NW. 
Men in forward position relieved at 5pm. All guns in action and fully 
manned. 
Ammunition received nil. Expended 101. On hand 2094. 
TACTICAL. 
9.40-11-25am. 48 rds on P32c6352. Aeroplane destructive shoot. 1y; 2Z; 
3A; 11B. Not successful on account of mist and clouds. 
6.24-7.42pm. 53 rds on P32c6252. Balloon observation. Successful. Line 
and range verified. 
  
 8 Apr 1918 Strength 10 officers & 208 O.R., details as follows: 
 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 9  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 149  6    46 7 
Fine moderate NW to W ind. Visibility fair. Mist and visibility poor in 
late afternoon. Reliefs in rest billets at NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke].  
Ammunition received nil. Expended 248. On hand 1646 forward, 200 
rear. 
TACTICAL. 
3-8.5pm. 3 Targets. (Enemy Trench Mortar Emplacements) engaged by 
Nos 4 &5. 75 rds on each. 75 datuming rds on gasometer WARNETON.1 
No 6 gun put out of action & ordered to be put in a new position, on 
account of sinking and rocking in wet ground around bed. Gun not to be 
moved until position prepared. Position selected was about 300 yds to the 
rear. 
 
 9 Apr 1918 Strength 10 officers & 208 O.R., details as follows: 
Weather.  Fine and cold. Very misty visibility bad. Temp 470. 
Relief off duty in billets at NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke].  
Ammunition received nil. Expended 154. On hand 1692 rds: 1492  
forward,  
TACTICAL. 
1.50-2.20pm. 16 rds on V15b3770. 16 rds on D7b7665.  
3-30pm. 30 rds on V15b3770. 
4.50-5.20pm. 30 rds on D8d1429. 
5.25-5.55pm. 30 rds on V15b3669. 
6-6.30pm. 16 rds on V15b3770. 16 rds on D7b7065. 
 Neutralizaton shoots ordered by Brigade. 
7pm. On receipt of orders from Brigade. Work commenced on 
dismounting of Left Section guns. 
10pm. No 6 gun dismounted. Pieces out of 4 & 5. Work proceeding 
during night. 3 caterpillars bogged. Carriage and bed bogged also. 
 
                                                
1  A datum point is a clearly visible point selected as an adjusting point, in this instance a visual sighting of the 
gasometer.  
BATTLE OF THE LYS; LYS OFFENSIVE; FOURTH BATTLE OF YPRES.2 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
PLOEGSTEERT  
WOOD  10 Apr 1918 2.30am. Observation Post Reports received from C19d. 
  Hostile Barrage opened with 77mm & 10.5cm howitzers on Aeas from U5  
  southwards through C4; 10; 16; 22; 28 & I 5 & 11 with barrage of heavier  
  nature on areas in rear, notbly about tramline through ROBECQUE  
  AVENUE, MOTOR CAR CORNER, a farm & houses in C14 & 20 and  
  C21 & 27. Shelling in areas previously reported becomes more active.  
  Observation Post SM13 reports a considerable amount of gas shelling and  
  observer and telephonists working gas masks. 
  3am. Observation Post Reports. Shelling in barrage with High Explosive  
  and shrapnel less active but gas shelling still heavy. 
  3am. Enemy bombardment started while work of dismounting guns was  
  proceeding. 8 inch; 5.9 inch and gas shells. 
  3.30am. Observation Posts Report. Barrage reopened with greater  
  intensity and appears to have advanced about 500 yards. GM13 reports  
  same and that they cannot get through to Bty. Also report that gas very  
  heavy and request permission to retired to Surrey Farm and get into  
  communication with battery from there on another line. Permission  
  granted. Communicated to SM13 by G.P.5. GM13 acknowledged. 
  4am. Barrage continued. Communication still intact between GM13 and  
  GP5. This line broke down soon after. Shelling commenced on Surrey  
  Farm at 4.30am. 
  5.30am. Dawn. Barrage and battery area—road shelling continued. 
  6am. Observation Post Report. Visibility very low, thick mist, slight  
  shelling in direction of FLEURBAIX [NOW KNOWN AS FROMELLES]. 
  7am. Observation Post Report. Visibility improved slightly. Barrage  
  advanced. Machine gun activity on C16 & 22. Machine guns and enemy  
  rifle sniping from right flank. 
  Orders were given to evacuate forward positions. The pieces being  
  bogged. Caterpillars left with one carriage and fire bed for NEUVE  
  EGLISE [Nieuwkerke]. During the bombardment one man was wounded and  
  49 gassed. 
  8.15am. 2 caterpillars dragged out guns of No 1 A.S.B. and personnel  
  proceeded to rear position at NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke]. 
  8.15am. Observation Post Report. Visibility fair. Heavy shelling on farms  
  in C14 & 20 and on MOTOR CAR CORNER and Church and school in  
  LE BIZET. [north of Armentieres]  
  
 10 Apr 1918 4am. Orders received from Brigade to open fie in “Counter Preparation  
 (continued) DOULEMONT” targets/ 30 rds expended. 
  4.40-6am. 38 rds on S.O.S. DOULEMONT. 
  6.15-8.15am. 69 rnds sweeping from LE TOUQUET Station of U5. On  
  receipt of orders from Brigade. 
  
                                                
2  See Online — http://www.greatwar.co.uk/battles/ypres-salient/battles-ypres-salient.htm#ypresbattles1918 
55 Siege Battery, Disabled 9.2” Howitzer, Ploegsteert Wood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
  9.15am. Orders were received from Brigade to dismount guns at rear  
  position and proceed to Caterpillar Park, LOCRE. Breech blocks, sights,  
  etc., were despatch to rear in a lorry. All equipment & stores except 3 sets  
  beams and 62 shells removed by 3.35pm.  
  4-6pm. Guns etc., then proceeded to Caterpillar Park, LOCRE. Personnel  
  to BIRMINGHAM camp, LOCRE.3 
 
LOCRE  10 Apr 1918 8.30am. Communication broken with Battery, Telephonists leave to  
  repair break. 
  8.45am. Reinforcements moving up in columns of platoons from C2; 8;  
  14; 20. Heavy shelling on 2nd zone system of trenches and our 60  
  pounders shelling C9 and SURREY FARM with shrapnel. 
  9am. Our troops observed falling back on 2nd zone trenches and enemy  
  infantry & machine gunners observed in W21; 27; & C3.15. Enemy  
  machine guns firing from these positions upon retiring infantry. 
  9.30am. Telephonists return and report inability to get through to battery.  
  After repairing five breaks in line between Observation Point and  
  MOTOR CAR CORNER. They also report that they were sniped at from  
  direction north of MOTOR CAR CORNER. 
9.45am. Retire from Observation Post in direction through C13; B12 & 6 
to PONT DE NIEPPE. Road was being heavily shelled also all bridges 
and crossings with shrapnel. Roads to NIEPPE and DE SEULE were 
being shelled with 8” & 9.2” HV gun. Endeavoured to get into 
communication with either GG53 or GB 74 from an Observation Post in 
C13c and from 36 Brigade Ammunition Column on NIEPPE road but 
these lines were all out of action. 
  11.30am. Forward Observation Officer from GP5 returned to rest billets  
  at NEUVE EGLISE [Nieuwkerke]. Personnel left rest billets during day and  
  retired to LOCRE. 
  6.45pm. A party of 30 men left LOCRE in a lorry to salvage stores from  
  forward position of the battery at U19a. On reaching a point on the road  
  near NEUVE EGLISE the lorry became unavoidable detached. They  
  subsequently received orders to return at once and proceed to ARQUES. 
  7.15pm. Orders received from Corps Heavy Artillery at BIRMINGHAM  
  camp. All guns and personnel were to proceed at once to ARQUES near  
  ST. OMER. Three lorry loads of kit and stores left at 9pm. 
 
LOCRE  
ARQUES  11 Apr 1918  3.45am. Three lorries arrived at ARQUES parking for night on the  
  ARQUES-ST OMER road, and proceeded to billets in ARQUES at  
  10.30am. Remainder of personnel arrived during the day on foot.  
  3.15pm. Three guns complete and one carriage and bed arrived at  
  ARQUES. 
  4PM. Orders received to proceed to ST MARIE CAPPEL. First two  
  lorries of men and kit moved off at 5.30pm, arriving at ST MARIE  
  CAPPEL at 7pm. Remainder arrived during the night and following  
  morning. The lorries were in a bad state owing to heavy running. 
  
                                                
3  Names such as BIRMINGHAM were British nomenclature and are rarely identifiable. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
ST MARIE CAPPEL  
 12 Apr 1918    3.30am. Three guns complete and one carriage and bed arrived at Cassel. 
  11.30am. All hands reported to the battery with the exception of 2 officers  
  and 3 men detached. Lt Russel, 2nd Lt Robinson, Cpl Carlin, Gnr O’Shea,  
  & Gnr Ryan. 
  7pm. On receipt of orders battery left ST MARIE CAPPEL and  
  proceeded to ARQUES. 
 
ARQUES  13 Apr 1918 4am. Personnel and guns arrived at ARQUES. Guns parked outside the  
  town. 
 
  14  Apr 1918 Battery training and refitting at ARQUES. 
  
  15-16 Apr 1918 as above. 
 
  16 Apr1918 Training consisting of Route Marches, Squad drill and mounting and  
   dismounting ordnance. Lt Russell and Cpl Carlin reported at ARQUES.  
   Lt. Robinson and 2 telephonists still missing. 
 
  17 Apr 1918 Draft of 19 men reported from base (returned to unit) …3 guns (Reg. Nos  
   317; 326;331) arrive from Gun Park, WATTEN and parked with other  
   guns on ARQUES-St OMER road. Strength 10 officers, 220 OR. 
 
  18 Apr 1918 Route march in inspection by Officer Commanding, Reserve Brigade (Lt.  
   Col. Armytage). Criticism by OC. Highly satisfactory. 
 
  19-24 Apr 1918 Battery training and refitting at ARQUES. 
 
  25 Apr 1918 3 sets of beams arrived by lorry from No 2 Gun Park, WATTEN. 
 
  26 Apr 1918 9pm. Right half Bty left ARQUES for GODEWAERSVELDE [SW of  
   Ypres], travelling by way of CASSELL 7 STEENVOORDE. 
 
GODEWAERSVELDE  
& BOESCHEPE 
  27 Apr 1918 1.30am. Men arrived in lorries at Billets in GODEWAERSVELDE.          
   3 caterpillar with 3 guns parked in the town at 7am. 
   4.30pm. Lorries with men kits and beams left for BOESCHEPE. Arrived  
   5.30pm. Work commenced on the putting in beams for Nos 1; 2 and 3 Guns. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
BOESCHEPE  
  28 Apr 1918 Work continued preparing battery position. Position resected. 
   No 1 gun arrived 4 pm/ Nos 2 &3 guns arrived 5.30 pm. 
   7.30pm. No 1 gun mounted. 
  29 Apr 1918 10.30am. Guns reported ready for action to Brigade. 
   11-11.45am. 18 rds on M24 a & c. Search and sweep. 
   11.45am-12.05pm. 14 rds on M24c and M300. 
   2-2.35pm. 4 rds on N25a46 
    4 rds on N26a0083 
    8 rds on line from N25b96-N26a26. 
    8 rds on N26a88. 
   3-4.15pm. 13 rds on M30b&d. 
   4.25-4.40pm.  Bty ordered to take cover on account of enemy shelling  
   vicinity of guns. 
   6.55-7.30pm.  S.O.S. 64 rds M24b&d search and sweep. 
    6 rds on T1c3830 to straighten No 3 gun. 
   8-8.15pm. 15 mins burst on N26c. 24 rds fired. 
   8-30pm. Concentration 24 rds on N25d46; N26c0085; N25b96- 
   N26a26; N26a88. Weather fine but misty. Visibility poor. Temp 540. 
   Ammunition received 740 rds; expended 283 rds; on hand 477 rds. 
   
  30 Apr 1918 Strength of Battery 10 officers and 217 OR’s. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  -  -  -  -   
O.R. 165  5  -  41 6 
   Fine and cloudy. Warm day. Temp generally 520. 
   4.30-5am. N3a46; N26c0085; N38b96-N26a26 & N26a88. 24 rds fired. 
   7.30-8am. T1c3830. 20 rds fired. 
   10.30-10.40am. 10 rds S18a7518 (CRUCIFIX CORNER). 
  11.15-11.45am. 24 rds on N25d46; N26c0085; N25b96; N26a88. 
   2-2.30pm. 24 rds on N25d46; N26c0085; N25b96; N26a88. 
   11.45am-7.05pm. 100 rds harassing MONT KEMMEL. 
   5.30-6.25pm. 16 rds on N25c. 
   7.45-10.08pm. 78 rds on N25a3848-3970-8685-N26c1876. 
   11.45pm-12.15am. N25a46; N26c0085; N251296; N26a88.  
   1.30am-9.30am . 46 rds on N25a3848-3970-8085-N26c1876. 
   Ammunition received 240; expended 333; on hand 384 to 1/5/18. 
 
 
At 02:30 hours on 25 April 1918 over 250 batteries of German guns opened up on 
Allied artillery positions with a mixture of gas and high explosive. For the next two 
hours they concentrated solely on destroying gun emplacements.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
4  Online — http://www.webmatters.net/belgium/ww1_lys_4.htm 
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GERMAN OFFENSIVE AND THE BATTLE OF MESSINES. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HARLETTES 
Near  
LUMBRES 1-6 Jun 1918 Strength of battery 8 officers & 226 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  1   
O.R. 172  6  -  25 13 
Major Manchester to England, (14 days). 
 
 3 Jun 1918  4 guns and personnel in rest at HARLETTES. Two guns complete at No 4  
Ordnance Mobile Workshops (Hvy) where 2 carriages & 2 beds are  
undergoing repairs. 
30 men per day proceeded on leave to BOULOGNE by lorry, leaving  
billets at 9.30am & Boulogne on return at 8pm. 
 
  7 Jun 1918  Strength of battery 8 officers & 222 O.R., details as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  2   
O.R. 15  4  -  38 5 
   Two guns complete arrived at HARLETTES from No 4 Heavy Workshops. 
 
  8 Jun 1918  6 guns and personnel in rest at HARLETTES. 
 
  9 Jun 1918  The following decorations have been awarded to the undernamed officers  
   for gallantry shown in PLOEGSTEERT WOOD on the morning of April  
   10th. 
   Lieut H. H. Downey, M.C. 
   Lieut H. R. Clubb (caterpillar section), M.C. 
   2nd Lieut L. K. Robinson, M.C. 
   also the following for distinguished conduct with the Battery in France. 
   Q.M.S. S Kanair, D.C.M. 
   Sergt R. Talmey, D.C.M. 
   Corpl J. R. Tulloch, D.C.M. 
 
  10 Jun 1918  6 guns and personnel in rest at HARLETTES. Inspection of Battery by  
   G.O.C. VII Corps. 
 
  11-14 Jun 1918  Practice in mounting and dismounting of guns by sections & signallers,  
   also checking of stores carried out. Capt Lennox admitted to New Zealand  
   S.H. [Stationary Hospital?] with injuries received in accident to Motor Car. 
 
 Pattern of Bombardment by British Heavy Artillery, 1918.  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HARLETTES 
Near 
LUMBRES 15 Jun 1918  Orders received from Brigade that Battery would proceed to  
   HEURINGHEM during the morning. Guns left HARLETTES 10.30am  
   arriving HEURINGHEM via WIZERNES at 4.30pm. Column left at  
   10.30am & arrived at billets HEURINGHEM at 12.30pm. 
 
  16 Jun 1918  Battery in billets at HEURINGHEM. 
   2.30pm. Party left for Bty position at Q28d, travelling via St.  
   SYLVESTER CAPPEL. Left section position of 70 Siege Bty taken over  
   & No 5 & 6 guns mounted. 
 
THIESHOUK 
 17 Jun 1918 No 5 & 6 gun reported ready for action. 
   No 1 & 2 gun mounted in No 70 Siege Bty forward position. Rear billets  
   of 70 Siege Bty taken over. 
   11pm. 5 rds fired on BAIILIEUL SQUARE. No 5 & 6 guns. 
 
  18 Jun 1918 Position—Forward section, Q35a8060; Centre Section Q29c3718; Rear  
   Section, Q28b6040. 
  Strength 8 officers & 231 O.R 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 4  -  2  1  2   
O.R. 182  4  -  38 7 
   Weather, Showery, clearing up towards evening. Visibility fair. Temp  
   550F. 
   Ammunition received nil. Expended 11. On hand 164 rds. 
   No 3 & 4 guns mounted in 70SB Centre position and ready for action.  
   Major Manchester returns from leave. 
 
  19 Jun 1918 12.33am. 100 rds harassing fire ordered on T3a8540 & F4c1030. Only 14  
   rds expended when orders received to cease fire by Brigade until further  
   orders. 
 
  20 Jun 1918 Strength of Bty 8 officers & 233 O.R., detail as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 5  -  2  1  3   
O.R. 173  5  -  47 8 
   Health of Bty. Generally good. 
   Weather. Wind SW to W. Dull with drizzle in morning, cloudy later with  
   further showers. Visibility bad. Temp 570. 
   Ammo. Received 160. Expended 74. On hand 890. 
  Tactical. 330 rds to 5.30pm. Successful registration of 6 guns on  
  HOEGNACKER MILL, X27d7067 with visual observation from  
  KILGOBBIN. 63 rds expended. 
  11.30pm-4am 21/6/18. 50 rds harassing fire on TERRAPIN  
  HOUSE, F3A9238. 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK 
  21 Jun 1918 Strength of Bty 8 officers & 232 O.R., detail as follows: 
   Weather. Wind S & SW moderate—fine-visibility fair. Temp 500. 
   Ammo. Rec 420. On hand 1227. 
   TACTICAL.  
   2.35-430pm. 23 rds on Hostile Bty in T15v reported active by Forward  
   Observation Officer. Visual observation. M.P.1 well on target. Result  
   unknown. 10 rds on HOEGNACKER MILL. 27d7075 datuming. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
  22 Jun 1918 2.30am-3.30am. 50 rounds harassing fire onF3d7050; F4c0000; F4c3030;  
   F4c0070. 
   General. The Brigade Commander, (Lt Col Hurst) visited the Battery at  
   5pm. Brigade Observation Post (AULD REEKIE) manned at 10pm by  
   Lieut O’Neill. 
   Strength of Bty 8 officers & 233 O.R., detail as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 4  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 176  2  2  47 8 
   Weather. Wind W. Dull and cloudy. Visibility fair.   
   Amms. Received nil. Expended 66. On hand 1161. 
   Tactical. 
  3.2-3.3pm. Burst of 8 rounds intense fire on hostile battery FB21. 
  4.17-4.18pm. Burst of 8 rounds intense fire on hostile battery FB54. 
  6.35-6.36pm. Burst of 8 rounds intense fire on hostile battery AA5. 
  6.53-6.54pm. Burst of 8 rounds intense fire on hostile battery FB56. 
  8.25-8.40pm. Neutralization of Hostile Batteries FB 46 & FB50. 50  
  rounds expended. 
  10.45-10.55pm. 10 mins rapid neutralizing hostile batteries FC30; 21; 28  
  & 24. 11 rounds expended. 
  12.25-12.35am. 10 mins rapid neutralizing hostile batteries FB46; 47 &  
  50. 18 rounds expended. 
  3.30-3.40am. 10 mins rapid neutralizing hostile batteries FC30; 21; 28  
  & 24. 12 rounds expended. 
  5.20-5.30am. 10 mins rapid neutralizing hostile batteries FB46; 47 & 50.  
  18 rounds expended. 
  The B.G. Heavy Artillery 15th Corps General Collingwood visited the  
  Battery at 12 noon, 22/6/18. 
 
  23 Jun 1918 Weather.  Wind NW to W. Strong. Fine and clear. Visibility fair. Temp 
  570. 
   Ammunition. Rec. 200. Expended 406. 
   Tactical. 
   4-11.55pm. On receipt of orders from Brigade, 236 rds fired on Roads  
   and tracks X27d at rate of 30 rds per hour. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK 
  24 Jun 1918 In support of operation carried out by 9th Division (Scots) and Ist Aust.  
   Division, 80 rounds fired on roads and tracks in X27a, b, d; X28c & F3c,  
   as follows: 
   12.30-12.40am. Intense fire 40 rds.  
   12.40-12.59am. Rapid fire 40 rds. 
   And repeated at 
   1.15-1.25am with 10 rds rapid. 
   1.40-3am. 100 rds harassing fire on NOOTE BOOM. F17a7090 &  
   F17a99. 
   Strength of the Battery was 8 officers & 230 O.R., detail as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 3  1  1  -  3   
O.R. 165  10  -  47 8 
   Weather. Wind W toSW. Dull with some rain. Visibility fair. Temp 550. 
   Ammo. Received 200 ds. Expended 155 rds. On hand 1010 rds. 
   Tactical.  
   10.30-11.30pm. 80 rds harassing fire on T4b57; F4c07; F3d64; F5a54;  
   also 20 rds at 12.30am 25/6/18. 
   General. The General Officer Commanding Royal Artillery, XV Corps,  
   (General Kirwan) visited the Battery at 11am, accompanied by the  
   Brigade Commander (Lt Col Hurst).  
   Orders received from Brigade that, should it be necessary for Batteries to  
   withdraw to positions for defence of the “b” line, the battery would move  
   into U23d50000-4520-454560, rear WALLON CAPPEL and Brigade  
   H.Q. would move to C4a9145. 
 
  25 Jun 1918. The Adjutant rang up and said a tumour was current to the effect that the  
   Germans were expected to attack in force this morning, after an intense  
   gas bombardment of 1 hour or more with the MONT DES CATS as their  
   objective. No attack developed. Enemy exceptionally quiet. Orders  
   received from Brigade that telephone between Brigade Batteries &  
   Observation Posts were not to be used between the hours of 6am and 6pm  
   except for urgent tactical messages, to test the efficiency of inter- 
   communication other than telephone. Communication established between  
   battery and O.P’s through lamps. DR stationed at this battery position to  
   run between there and Brigade & runners detailed to keep communication  
   between batteries. 
   11pm-12 midnight. 20 rounds fired on Cross Roads, F4b5.8. Harassing.  
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK 
  26 Jun 1918 Repeated between 12am & 3am & 10 rds on same target between 3am &  
   5.30am. 
   Ammunition received. 1000 rds. Expended 100 rds. On hand 1310. 
   The strength of the Battery was 8 officers & 239 O.R., detail as follows: 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 5  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 180  4  -  47 8 
   Weather. Wind between N & W. Cloudy with occasional clear intervals.  
   Temperature 550. 
   Ammo. Received 480 rds. Expended 90 rds. On hand1700 rds. 
   Tactical.  
   4.20-6.30pm. 81 rounds registration & calibration with 13lbs 11/2 oz lot  
   of N.C.T. Successful. 
   7.35-8.05pm. 2 four gun salvoes on AA5, on receipt of N.F. call from  
   R.A.F. 
   7.45-8.05pm. 25 rds on AA5 (harassing fire). 
 
  27 Jun 1918 1.00-3.30am. 50 rounds harassing fire searching from F10a3060 to  
   F10a3520 & F5a5065 to F5a5023. 
   General.  
   12.30am. In accordance with operation order 85, the 93rd Infantry  
   Brigade, 31st Division, attacked at 12.30am. All objectives were reached.  
   The new line now runs ANKLE FARM (Inclusive) to F23a8560, from  
   where the line runs S.W. to LUG FARM. 
   Weather. Fine. Wind w to SW. Visibility fair. Temp 560. 
   Tactical. 
   6.55-7.03pm. 20 rds on LL call1 received to engage lorries parked on road  
   S20b2040 to S20d9053. 
   7.55-7.56pm. 8 rds concentration on Hostile Bty FB164. 
   9.03pm. 8 rds fired on F16d53 on receipt of N.F. call.2 
 
  
                                                
1  “LL—All available batteries to open fire.” 
2  “NF—Guns now firing in position at…” 
 
 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK 
  28 Jun 1918 12midnight-7.10am.  52 rds harassing F11a4570 to F11c7085. 
   6-7.10am. 115 rds on Roads and Houses X22c50 in support of operations  
   by XI Corps in attack & capture of enemy’s defences K15d to E23  
   central. 
   2.10am. Enemy aeroplane dropped 6 bombs (20 lbs) in vicinity of Battery  
   Command Post. One bomb which failed to explode was dug up and  
   proved to be of British manufacture, evidently from a dump captured by  
   the enemy in his recent advance. 
   Weather. Fine in morning, with violent storm in middle of day lasting for  
   one hour. Wind varying round W. Visibility indifferent. Temp 550. 
   Tactical.  
  12.25-12.27pm. Bursts of fire on F11a0800; FA55; AA5; 12 rds each  
   burst. 
   12.43-12.45pm.  1.15-1.17pm. Also at 2.32-2.34pm; 2.53-2.56pm;  
    3.20-3.22pm; 5.10-5.15pm; 5.27-5.29pm; 5,57- 
    5.59pm. 
   6pm.  35 rounds neutralizing hostile battery FD6. 
   9.30-9.50pm. 35 rounds neutralizing hostile battery FB142. 
   11-11.40pm. 25 rounds neutralizing hostile battery FB142. 
 
 
 “ 29 Jun 1918. 12.30-3am.  50 rounds harassing fire on F4c07 to F10b2095. 
   General. A new position was reconnoitred near WALLON CAPPEL  
   [crossroads west of Hazebrouck] by the Battery Commander, and found to be  
   suitable for either 4 or 6 guns. (U23d). 
   A counter barrage (Harrington} Scheme was received from Brigade (in  
   the event of a violent enemy bombardment). An alternative line was  
   commenced from the Battery to KILGOBBIN (Observation Post) in case  
   other communications are severed. 
   7.40-7.55pm. 25 rds on F16b66 on receipt of N.F. call from Brigade. 
   Weather. Fine warm. Wind light NE. Temp 600. Visual signal station  
   established at Q35c in communication with Battery and Brigade Signals. 
 
 “ 30 Jun 1918. 12midnight-8am.  50 rounds fired on area between F11c4570 &  
   F11c7000. Harassing. 
   Weather. Wind N-NE. Falling light at night. Temp 670F. 
   Ammo. Recd nil. Expended 117. On hand 1213. 
   Tactical.  
   3.20-4.30pm. 42 rounds registration and calibration on HOEGENACKE  
   MILL. (X27d7567). Successful. 
   9-9.15pm. On receipt of an LL call, 20 rounds were put onto S20b & d. 
  12midnight-3am. 20 rds harassing F10a3535. 
“ 1 Jul 1918. 3.25-3.57am.  Battery position shelled by 10.5cm howitzer. About 60  
  rounds. Slight damage done to equipment but none to personnel or gun  
  pits.  
 
 
 
   
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK 
  29 Jun 1918 12.30-3am.  50 rds harassing F4c07 to F10b2095. 
   General. A new position was reconnoitred near WALLON CAPPEL by  
   the Battery Commander, and found suitable for either 4 or 6 guns (U23d). 
   A counter barrage (Harrington scheme) was received from Brigade (ih the  
   event of a violent enemy bombardment). 
   An alternative line was commenced from the Battery to KILGOBBIN  
   (Observation Post) in case other communication was severed. 
   7.40-7.55pm. 25 rds on F16b66 on receipt of NF call from Brigade. 
   Weather. Fine, warm. Wind light NE. Temp 600. Visual signal station  
   established at Q35c, in communication with Battery and Brigade Signals. 
 
  30 Jun 1918 12midnight-8am. 50 rds fired on area between F11c4570 & F11c7000.  
   Harassing. 
   Weather. Wind N or NE. Falling light at night. Temp 670F. 
   Ammo. Recd nil. Expended 117. On hand 1213. 
   Tactical. 
   3.30-4.30pm. 45 rounds registration and calibration on HOEGENACKER  
   MILL. (X27d7567). 
   9-9.15pm. On receipt of an LL call, 22 rounds were put on to S20b&d. 
   12midnight-3am. 30 rds harassing F10a3535. 
 
  1 Jul 1918 3.25-3.57am. Battery position shelled by 10.5cm howitzer. About 60  
   rounds. Slight damage done to equipment but none to personnel or gun  
   pits. 
 
 
 
 
 
   
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY. 
55th Australian Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
JULY 1918 
WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
GERMAN OFFENSIVE AND THE BATTLE OF MESSINES. 
 
Map of Fire Areas of 2nd Australian Siege Battery, July 1918. 
Merris [left upper centre] , Outtersteene [centre], Noote Boom [right]. 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK near   
MONT DES CATS. 
1 Jul 1918  Strength of Bty. 8 officers 239 Other Ranks. Detail as follows.DUTY
 SICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 5  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 182  2  -  47 8 
  Health. A few cases of influenza, otherwise good. 
Weather. Fine & Warm. Good Visibility. Wind, moderate W to NE. Temp 
650 to 700. 
Ammunition received 400 rds. Expended 50 rds. On hand 8am, 1543 rds. 
Tactical. 
Midnight to 3am. 20 rds on F10a3535. 20 rds Harassing fire ordered by 
Brigade on F12a84 near NOOTE BOOM1 between the hours of 11.30pm 
and dawn. 5 rds expended up to midnight. 
General. 
                                                
1  Noote Boome or Nooteboom is a tiny village near Outtersteene. Not shown on Google maps. 
3.25am. Battery position shelled by 10.5cm howitzer. 
About 60 rds. Shell damage to equipment, but none to personnel or gun 
pits. 
2.30pm. Attempted to establish visual communication with Brigade 
Transmitting Station. P30d6085, Sheet 67SE from KILGOBBIN 
Observation Post Mt. DES CATS. 
    
 2 Jul 1918 Weather. Fine & Warm. Visibility indifferent owing to mist. Wind,  
  moderate N to NE. Freshening up in evening to a strong breeze.  
  Temp 690 F. 
Ammunition. Received nil. Expended 20 rds. On hand 8am, 1537 rounds. 
 
 3 Jul 1918 Tactical. 
12midnight-3.50am. 20 rds harassing fire on OUTTERSTEENE cross 
roads. 
General. In the evening visual communication by map was established 
from Brigade HQ to MONT DES CATS, by means of intermediate 
transmitting stations. 
Weather. Fine & cloud. Strong N to NE wind. Visibility fine. Temp 560. 
Ammunition. Received 340 rds. Expended 60. On hand 8am, 1817. 
Tactical. 
9.10-9.15pm. 10 rds on Hostile Battery SY32 on receipt of N.F. call. 
9.12-9.18pm. 10 rds on Hostile Battery at F16a07 on receipt of N.F. call. 
 
  4 Jul 1918 Tactical. 
  12midnight-4.15am. 40 rds harassing fire on NOOTE BOOM. 
  Weather. Fine and bright. Strong N to NE wind. Visibility good. Temp  
  560. 
  Ammo. Received 360 rds. Expended 66 rounds. On hand 2151 rds. 
  Tactical. 
  12.19-12.34pm. 6 rounds on X27d7567 (HOEGENACKER MILL)  
  between METEREN & OUTTERSTEENE, datuming guns. 
  6.26-7pm. 8 rounds on target above, datuming guns. 
  9.30-9.27pm. 41 rounds on S.O.S. targets about 3000 yards east of  
  STRAZELLE. 
  11.20-3.45am. 20 rounds harassing fire on point in F10a, where  
  BAILLIEUL-HAZEBROUCK railway and NOOTE BOOM-METEREN 
  roads cross. 
 
 5 Jul 1918 4am. In accordance with operation order No 89, 4 minutes gun fire on  
  points F19c8035; F19c9545; F19d2050; F19d3070 on LA COURONNE- 
  OUTTERSTEENE. 
 
 5 Jul 1918 General. Order came from Brigade to stand by on S.O.S. lines at 9.16pm,  
  opened fire at 9.20pm. Believed the enemy was massing to attack and  
  capture STRAZELLE, under cover of heavy trench mortar bombardment. 
 
  5 Jul 1918 Weather. Fine, warm. Strong N to NE wind. Visibility fair. Temp 650. 
 
 
 
 
Mont Des Cats. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Archives of Ontario, Ministry of Government and Consumer Services, Ontario, Canada. 
 
Aerial Photograph of Hoegenacker Mill Area, July 1918 Showing Effects of Concentrated Artillery Fire.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
William Ready Division of Archives and Research Collections, McMaster University Library, California. 
  
                                                
2  Hoegenacker Mill was a major German strongpoint ”the key to the local area” with a garrison of 10 officers and 230 men when 
captured by a South African Composite Battalion and the 6th Battalion, King’s Own Scottish Borderers, on 20 July 1918. The Union 
of South Africa and the Great War, 1914-1918. Office History, (Pretoria, Department of Defence, 1924. p. 168. Gillon, Stair A., The 
KOSB(Kong’s Own Scottish Borderers) in the Great War, (London, T. Nelson, 1930), p.219. 
PLACE  DATE   SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  6 Jul 1918 For a period of 24 hours 8am 6/7/18 to 8am 7/7/18 connections  
   maintained by visual signalling—by day Lucas maps & flags night lamp.  
   Communication successfully maintained. 
   Gas. 4.55am. The Gas sentry reported the blowing of trombos Horns in  
   Infantry trenches. No gas could be smelt in the environs of the battery.  
   Mist driving along low lying ground apparently taken for cloud gas. 
 
  7 Jul 1918 Weather. Fine, but dull and misty with poor visibility. Temp 650. 
   Ammo. Recd nil. Expended 80 rounds. On hand 2003 rds. 
   Tactical.  
   1.15 & 6.55pm. Datum shoots on HOEGENACKER MILL.3 10 rounds &  
   6 rounds respectively with double line observation from KILGOBBIN &  
   AULD REEKIE Observation Posts. 
   3pm & 6pm. Bursts of 12 rounds each time on hostile battery FB63. 
   3.20 & 6.25pm. Bursts of 12 rounds each time on hostile battery FB46. 
   9pm. Lieut. P H Dodgson RAA joined the battery from reinforcements  
   Plymouth. 
 
 8 Jul 1918  12.30-4am. Harassing fire maintained on dump & track at F11b19 near  
   VERITY CROSSING. Visibility too poor to do daily datum shoots. 
   Weather. Fine, warm & lazy. Moderate SW wind during day becoming  
   overcast with thunder storm at night. 
   6.23-6.25pm. 8 rds concentration on FB55 and 10 rds onFB61 at 7.15- 
   7.20pm neutralizing hostile batteries. 
   10.30-3.40pm. 80 rds harassing fire on Cross Roads near  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
   
  9 Jul 1918 Weather. Morning fine and clear with good visibility. Afternoon overcast  
  with occasional rain squalls. Visibility fair. 
  Tactical. 
  10.45am. 2 three gun salvos on hostile battery 1000 yds NE of NOOTE  
  BOOM in answer to G.F. call4. 
  11.15-11.20am. Datuming Shoot on HOEGENACKER MILL. No 1 gun  
  successful. 
 3.3-3.5pm. 2 three gun salvos on hostile battery in neighbourhood of  
 NOOTE BOOM in answer to N.F. call. 
  4.51-4.10pm. 2 three gun salvos on hostile battery in vicinity of NOOTE  
  BOOM 
  4.10-4.44pm. 10 rounds expended on same points at varied intervals  
  between rounds. 
  6.20-6.31pm. Datuming shoot on HOEGENACKER MILL by No 3 gun.  
  Successful. 6 rounds. 
  11.30-3.30am. 40 rounds harassing fire on enemy billets at FU DRONE  
  HOUSE and crossroads at F15c94. South of OUTTERSTEENE. 
  GUN STRENGTH. No 2 gun (no 317) sent to Ordnance for repairs.  
  Failed to run up after the firing of a series of 20 rounds. Rece (?) bulged,  
  apparently caused by oversized shells. No damage to personnel. 
                                                
33  Hoegenacker Mill was exactly one mile south of Mereren. Outterseteene was about 2000 metres southwest of the Mill. 
Hoegenacker Mill was regarded as the key position for the British in this section of the battlefield. 
4  GF-Fire for effect (fleeting opportunit signal). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK   
 10 Jul 1918 Weather. Squally with several thunderstorms accompanied by rain. Temp  
  630F. 
   Ammo. Recd nil. Expended 61. On hNS 1756. 
   Tactical. 
   2.30pm. 9 rounds intense on F14d5527; 9530. 1200 yards south of  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
   4.30pm. 6 rounds intense on hostile battery, FB61, 2000 yards southeast  
   of OUTTERSTEENE.  
   9.45-3am. 60 rounds harassing fire on F10a3530; F16c7695; F16d0070 &  
   F16a5470, 1500 yards S.E. of OUTTERSTEENE.  
   11.30pm. 4rounds concentration on FB47 in NOOTE BOOM. 
 
  11 Jul 1918 10am. 6 rds Datuming shoot on HOEGENACKER MILL. No 4 gun.  
   Repeated at 5.15pm with No 1 gun. 
   6.30-6.32pm. 12 rds concentration on AUK HOUSE F4b and EWELL  
   FARM X28d. And repeated again at 6.50pm. 
   Weather. Fine with strongS & SW wind. Temp 560F. 
   Ammunition received nil. On hand 5pm 1686 rds. 
   Information received from No3 Ordnance Maintenance Workshop that Gun  
   No 317 is condemned after a premature.5 
 
  
                                                
5  (A “premature” is where a shell explodes in the gun or immediately after firing and leaving the barrel). - See more at: 
http://www.wartimememoriesproject.com/greatwar/allied/royalgarrisonartillery-
gw.php?pagenum=4#sthash.vufUw0Qt.dpuf 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK   
  12 Jul 1918 Tactical.  
   12.5-2.40am. 100 rds harassing fire on F4b4770; F5c1564; F5a5050 to  
   F5a6700 (VERITY CROSSING and Tracks in the vicinity). 
   Weather. Morning opened with rain. Cleared towards midday with  
   occasional showers. Strong gusty wind from W., blowing all day. 
   Tactical.  
   5.30pm. 2 rounds gun fire, concentration on TERRAPIN HOUSE. 
   11.30-2.45am. 10 rounds. Harassing Fire on roads on VIEUX-BERQUIN- 
   BAILLEUL, road and OUTTERSTEENE. 
   Inspecting Ordnance Officer inspected battery re premature on No 2 gun on  
   morning of the 9th inst. I.O.M. [Inspector of Ordnance Machinery] inspected battery  
   guns in position on the 11th inst in connection with premature on No 2.  
   Instructed to draw new gun and carriage from No 2 Gun Park to replace   
   No 2 condemned. 
   Damaged gun and carriage despatched from the No 3 Ordnance Mobile  
   Medium to railhead for CALAIS. 
   Party leaving to draw new gun and Carriage from No. 2 Gun Park,  
   WATTEN. 
   10pm. Cpt Whittle returned to Brigade as Adjutant vice Capt Dobson to  
   Australian Corps Headquarters. 
 
 
 
The Ruins of Outtersteene, 1918. 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK   
  13 Jul 1918 Weather. Bright, cool day, cloudy at intervals. Temp 580F. 
   Tactical.  
   9.10am. 8 rounds datuming on HOEGENACKER MILL. 
   5.10pm. 9 rounds datuming on house at F9a5585 on the outskirts of  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
   6pm. Capt H.W.C. McBride RAA joined battery as battery captain from 1st  
   Australian Siege Battery [54th Siege Battery]. 
   12.15-4am. 80 rounds harassing fire on F3d5540 to F10b3230; F4c0065 to  
   F10b2090; F4b5076 to VERITY CROSSING. These are all second class  
   roads running into the southern side of the BAILLEUL-OUTERSTEENE  
   road. 
 
  14 Jul 1918 Weather. Dull, cloudy. Visibility poor. Wind S to SW moderate. Temp  
   600F. 
   Ammunition received 400 rds. On hand 5pm 2138 rds. 
   Tactical.  
   11.30-11.45am. 7 rods datuming short on HOEGENACKER MILL. 
   2.40-9pm. 40 rds harassing fie during the hours of daylight. Ordered by  
   Brigade on F10b &d; F5b to F11b. (2nd class roads and tracks near NOOTE  
   BOOM). 
   4-4.4pm. 8 rds gun fire on FB64 (Hostile Battery). 
   6.5-6.9pm. 8 rds gun fire on FB31 (Hostile Battery). 
   6.50pm. 12 rds concentration on F13c26. 
   7.50pm. 12 rds concentration on F21a1555 to F21a5055. (Houses at  
   CUTLER CORNER SOUTH of OUTTERSTEENE). 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  15 Jul 1918 11.45pm-4.15am. 80 rds harassing fire on F10a3.3 to F4b57 &  
   F17a89 (roads and tracks near NOOTE BOOM). 
   General. On receipt of orders Gun No 79 was sent to No 3 Mobile Works  
   At LE NIEPPE for overhaul. Orders received late to divert gun to No 12  
   medium workshops at BLARINGHEM(?) 
   Weather. Clear at times, overcast at periods. Good visibility. 
   General. Bed No 2 gun taken to No 12 Medium Workshop  
   BLARINGHAM for fitting to piece and carriage. 
   TACTICAL.  
   10.40am. 4 rounds fired on enemy battery firing near VERITY  
   CROSSING on BAILLIEUL railway. 
   11.13am. 4 rounds fired on hostile battery to the left of NOOTE BOOM. 
   11.20am. 12 rounds fired on hostile battery to the left of NOOTE BOOM. 
   1.20-2pm. 16 rounds fired. Concentration on BAILLEUL Railway  
   Station. Orders from Brigade. 
   2.45pm. Test call, wireless, received. 1 two gun salvo fired at 2000 enemy  
   infantry massing near BAILLEUL. 
   4pm. 6 rounds fired on hostile battery to the left of NOOTE BOOM. Gas  
   masks worn by gun crews—drill. 
   6-6.45pm. 12 rounds fired at various targets starting near DROMANA.  
   Observation Post conducting shoot. 
   11.30pm-3am. Harassing fire on NOOTE BOOM and railway in vicinity  
   of VERITY CROSSING. 80 rounds fired. 
 
 
 
Overhaul of British 12th Siege Brigade 9.2” Howitzer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ruins of Flete 1918. 
Australian War Memorial. 
 
 
 
Flete Today. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK   
  16 Jul 1918 The strength of the Battery was.8 officers 245 Other Ranks, detailed as  
   follows.. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  2   
O.R. 166  4  -  49 26 
   Weather. Very muggy, and overcast all day. Wind varying fron SW to SE.  
   Temp 700F. 
   Tactical.  
   2.40-3pm. 8 rounds datuming on house near OUTTERSTEENE F9a5585. 
   7.15pm. 3 rounds per gun on hostile batteries FB25 & 26, between  
   NOOTE BOOM and BLANCH MAISON. 12 rounds expended. 
   11.30pm-3.30am. 80 rounds harassing fire on F4b57 & F10a33. Cross  
   roads on OUTTERSTEENE-BAILLEUL road and railway crossing on  
   main BAILLEUL-HAZEBROUCK railway. 
 
 
   
 
   3.45-4.30pm.  26 rds on same targets + 10 rds on TERRAPIN HOUSE.  
   The latter with visual observation. 
   5.50-7pm. 14 rds on X27d3351; 1742. Supposed battery position. 
   6-6.50pm. 40 rds n TERRAPIN HOUSE with visual observation. 
   10.35-10.45pm. 12 rds neutralizing fire on FB25 hostile battery, south of  
   BAILLEUL. 
   12.10-3am. 80 rds on area between X27c9 toF4b04 to F4006 to X27c22.  
   North of OUUTERSTEENE. 
   Weather. Fine & warm. Visibility fair. Wind light S to SE. Temp 720F. 
   Ammunition received 180. 
   Strength of Battery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE   SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  17 Jul 1918 2-3pm. 60 rds on X27d3351; 1742; F5c5316; 4514; F5d7646 (Hostile  
   Battery. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  2   
O.R. 166  4  -  49 26 
   No 2 gun arrived at battery from workshops and was mounted during the  
   night. Alternative Battery Command Post established at Left Section. 
 
  18 Jul 1918 Strength of Battery. 8  officers, 246 OR’s. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  2   
O.R. 174  9  -  50 13 
   Weather Fine with a few clouds. Strong W to SW wind. Visibility good. 
   4-4.30pm. 14 rounds registration shoot of HOEGENACKER MILL by  
   No 2 gun. No 79. Successful, Gain 60fd. 
   5.40pm. Concentration of 12 rounds on hostile battery 1½ miles south of  
   BALLIEUL. 
   6.30pm. Concentration of 12 rounds on hostile battery, previous target. 
   10.35pm. Concentration on area South of OUTTERSTEENE. 
   12midnight-3.5am. 80 rounds harassing fire on area near  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
 
  19 Jul 1918 8-8.15am. Engaged two targets during operation for the capture of  
   METEREN. Signal signifying objectives gained reported from  
   Observation Post KILGOBBIN. 
   8.39am. 4 rounds fired on hostile battery in answer to aeroplane call.  
   Aeroplane signified battery ceased fire. 
   8.43am. 6 rounds fired on hostile batteries in answer to aeroplane call.  
   Aeroplane reported battery silenced. 
   The strength of the Battery was.8 officers 246 Other Ranks, detailed as  
   follows.. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  2   
O.R. 162  6  -  52 26 
   Weather. Fine and cloudy. Wind S to SW. Warm with good visibility  
   early, fair later. Temperature 700F. 
   Tactical.  
   10.2am. NF call from ‘plane on FB58 answered with 4 rounds. 
   10.12am. GF call from plane on F4d2545 answered with 20 rounds.  
   Observations received from plane Z7; A7. 
   10.30am. Concentration of 25 rounds on A26a28, on outskirts of  
   BAILLEUL. 
   11.10am. 5 rounds on HOEGENACKER MILL with observations from  
   CHARLIE observation post (140N.B.) by Brigade Commander.  
   12.52pm. Neutralization of 25 rounds on F16c1066, 2000 yds SE of  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
   12.58pm. 12 rounds on parties of infantry at X28a24, 2000 yards S of  
   METEREN. 
   2.13pm. Concentration on Hostile Battery FB57, of 25 rounds. 
   2.15pm. Concentration of 25 rounds on Hostile Battery FB56. 
   2.55pm. 2 rounds on parties of infantry in F3a & b near OUTTERSTEENE 
PLACE  DATE   SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK 
(continued)   
   3pm. 16 rounds fired on BELLECROIX FARM inX27d, 2000 yds, S. of  
   METEREN. 
   3.55pm. Concentration of 12 rounds on Bridge in X24c11, near  
   BAILLEUL, on main OUTTERSTEENE road. 
   4.5pm. Concentration of 12 rounds on Farm inX30a, on outskirts of  
   BAILLEUL, near main BAILLEUL-HAZEBROUCK, railway line. 
   5.45pm. Concentration of 12 rounds on F20b50; 45; 55 and 250 yards W  
   of these points near BLEU. 
   5.10pm. Satisfactory shoot on parties of enemy at F3d8050, Observations  
   from KILGOBBIN observation post on MONT DES CATS. 
   6.50pm. 8 rounds concentration on Hostile Battery FB57. 
   7.44pm. 12 rounds on F11c17, near NOOTE BOOM in answer to an NF  
   call. 
   8.25pm. 25 rounds neutralization on F17a6065 near NOOTE BOOM. 
  8.57pm. 4 rounds on HB; TB80 in answer to NF call. 
  9.27pm. 8 rounds on parties of the enemy on road 500 yards N of  
  OUTTERSTEENE, running from F3c78 to FBa02. 
  10.55pm. 80 rounds sweeping area enclosed by points at X27a9010;  
  X26d8025; X27d7050; F3a02. 
 
  20 Jul 1918 2.15am. 25 rounds Neutralization on F17a6085, near NOOTE BOOM. 
  Weather, Fine and warm early with thunder later & rain. Wind Strong SE  
  to SW.  Temp 740F. 
  Ammunition received 240 rds. On hand 5pm 2142. 
  Tactical.  
  1.30 pm. 16rds on F4a, b, & c. Transport being seen on road running  
  through these squares by forward Observation officer KILGOBBIN.  
  30 K’s reported. 
  5.55pm.12 rds on Hostile Battery FB46 near NOOTE BOOM. 
  7.15pm. 12 rds on STEAM MILL near BAILLEUL. 
  7.25pm. 4 rds on S20d65 Hostile Battery near BAILLEUL. 
  7.45pm. 12 rds on HAUTE MAISON. 
  7.55pm. 8 RDS ON S20d65 Hostile Battery near BAILLEUL. 
  11.45pm-3.20am. 80 rds Harassing Fire on VERITY CROSSING,  
  NOOTE BOOM. F12a74 & F11c9015. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  21 Jul 1918 Strength 8 officers 252 Other Ranks, detailed as  
   follows.. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY OFF STRENGTH      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  8  -  2   
O.R. 185  4  252  50 13 
  Weather. Fine and clear with good visibility. Temp 650F. Strong W to SW 
  wind. 
  Tactical.  
  10.34-10.36am. 6 rounds fired on hostile battery near VERITY  
  CROSSING, between OUTTERSTEENE and BAILLEUL. 
  3.15pm. 12 rounds concentration fired on above target. 
  6-8pm. 6 rounds fired on hostile battery situated near BAILLEUL.  
  Concentration. 
  5.10-5.25pm. 7 rounds fired on building to left OUTTERSTEENE.  
  Datuming successful. 
  6.5-6.8pm. 6 rounds fired on hostile battery near BAILLEUL. 
  8.22-8.25pm. 6 rounds fired on hostile battery near BAILLEUL in answer  
  to aeroplane call. 
  11pm-12.3am. 92 rounds fired on hostile batteries near DESPOT FARM. 
 
  22 Jul 1918 80 rounds harassing fire on targets VERITY CROSSING in NOOTE 
  BOOM area. 
   Weather. Fine and warm. Cloudy at intervals with wind SW to W.     
  Temp 650F. 
  Tactical.  
  3.50pm. XX (testLL) call received from plane, on 30 MTS on road in  
  F7d90 near MERRIS. [about 5 km SW of Bailleul]. 
  7.10pm. datum shot on crossroad in F16a2550 with balloon. Satisfactory. 
  Midnight to 4am. Harassing fire 80 rounds on DRONE HOUSE,  
  VERITY CROSSING & NOOTEBOOM. 
   The Strength of the Battery was 8 officers 252 Other Ranks, detailed as  
   follows.. 
DUTYSICK & OK DUTY Sick      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  - -  -   2   
O.R. 183  4 4  50  13 
   Reconnaissance was mode of new Battery position between FLETRE and  
   CAESTRE. 
   11.33pm. Orders were received to stand by on S.O.S. from Brigade. This  
   order was washed out at 11.50pm. 
 
  22 Jul 1918 Weather. Fine and cloudy with rain at intervals. SE to SW. Temp 600F. 
  Tactical.  
   11.34pm-3.15am. 120 rds harassing Fire on F4c9545; F10b2090;  
  VERITY CROSSING. (Roads and crossroads near OUTTERSTEENE. 
   10.40-11.40pm. Vicinity of Battery Command Post shelled with 10.5cm  
   Gun. 11 rds. 
 
  23 Jul 1918 Lieut. Morrison B. rejoined Battery from Artillery Cadet School. 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  25 Jul 1918 Battery Strength. 
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  2 -  -   2   
O.R. 178  9 1  51  12 
   Total Effective Strength. 8 officers, 251 Other Ranks. 
   Weather. Fine with scattered clouds. Wind blowing between SW and W,  
   15 to 20 miles per hour. Visibility good. 
   Ammunition. 600 rounds received. 
   Tactical.  
   12.40-4am. 120 rounds harassing fire on roads in/near vicinity of  
   VERITY CROSSING, NOOTE BOOM, and roads to right of  
   BAILLEUL. 
 
  26 Jul 1918 Midnight. 80 rds harassing fire on DERMOT HOUSE & roads in vicinity. 
   2.10am. S.O.S. signal sent up. 105 rounds fired on S.O.S. and Counter  
   Barrage Targets. 
   6.4am. NF call received. 15 rds expended on NUTTEBILEK. 
   6.30am. GF call, Received 10 MT’s on Rue de Lille, BAILLEUL. 15 rds. 
   1.15pm & 4.15pm. Concentration on T9b1891. 28 rds. 
   1.40pm. Concentration onKISMET HOUSE. 16 rds. 
   4.55-6.15pm. Concentration of PARA FARM. 16 rds. 
 
  27 Jul 1918 Midnight to 3mm. Harassing fire on F2ob0080 toF20d1070. Used tracks  
   near CUTLER CORNER. 80 rounds. 
    Strength. 9 officers, 243 Other Ranks.  
DUTY SICK & OK DUTY LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  - -  -   2   
O.R. 172  8 1  50  12 
   Weather. Wet with occasional glimpses of sunshine. Ground middy and  
   slushy underfoot. Strong SE wind blowing. 
   Tactical.  
   6pm. Concentration of 8 rounds fired on target Hostile Battery near  
   BAILLEUL. 
    
  28 Jul 1918 Midnight-3am. 80 rounds harassing fire on DERMOT HOUSE, SLOGAN  
   FARM, NOOTE BOOM and TROIS TILLEUL. 
  Weather. Overcast with showers. Wind vaying fom W to NW.  
  Temp 600F. 
   Tactical.  
   1.5pm. Concentration of 3 minutes gunfire on TERRAPIN HOUSE. 23  
   rds expended. 
   2.15pm. 5 rds datuming on F8a4580. House to West of  
   OUTTERSTEENE. 
   6.30-6.40pm. 3 minutes gun fire& 1 rd per gun respectively on area  
   A1b24-28-4595-69-5065; south of BAILLEUL. 
   7.10; 7.25; & 7.55PM. Two bursts of 3 minutes gun fire & 1 rd per gun  
   respectively on area F12a22-3520-5035-4560-1550, south of BAILLEUL. 
   11.15pm-3am. Harassing fire 80 rds on DERMOT HOUSE, CUTLET  
   CORNER, NOOTE BOOM & F4d05. 
 
    
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  29 Jul 1918 Strength of Battery. 
 DUTY SICK & OK DUTY LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  - -  -   2   
O.R. 167  5 3  49  12 
   Weather. Fine with heavy ground mist in the morning with no visibility,  
  improving in afternoon but visibility only fair. Temp 600F. 
   Tactical. 
   6.30pm. 2 minutes intense concentration on GAUL FARM, 15 rds fired  
   and repeated again 6.28pm with 17 rds. 
   7-7.20pm. Datuming shoot of 9 rds on house at F8a4580 near  
   OUTTERSTEENE, with visual observation by Forward Observation  
   Officer, MT DES CATS [see above]. 
   7.28pm. 8 rds on S20d90, a hostile battery near BAILLEUL on receipt of  
   NF from Brigade. 
   8 & 8.7pm. 2 minutes intense concentration on area in vicinity of GAUL  
   FARM. 18 rds fired each time. 
   10pm. 2 rds on F10b28 & 2 rds on F4b8.2-Harassing Fire. 
   11.5pm-midnight. 76 rds on cross roads and road junction between  
   OUTTERSTEENE & NOOTE BOOM. 
 
  30 Jul 1918 12.45-1.8AM. Half an hour after zero time for 3rd Australian Infantry  
   Brigade’s attack and capture of MERRIS6, Battery received orders to fire  
   on Counter Barrage target. Cease fire given at 8 am on receipt of signal 
   that objective had been gained. 16 rds fired. Harassing Fire. 
  Strength 
 DUTY SICK LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED EFFECTIVE  
Officers 6  - -  -  2 STRENGTH   
O.R. 169 6 3  50 12 240  
   Weather. Fine and warm. Visibility nil owing to heavy ground mist. 
    Tactical.  
   6.30pm. 12 rounds concentration on PARA HOUSE near BAILLEUL- 
   METEREN road. 
   6.38pm. 15 rounds concentration on same target. 
   6.43pm. 4 rounds fired on hostile battery in answer to NF call by 
   aeroplane. 
   8.30pm. 16 rounds fired concentration on targets in vicinity of BLEU. 
   8.38pm.15 rounds on same target. 
   8.46pm. 4 rounds fired on hostile battery near GAUL FARM. 
   10pm-3am. 120 rounds harassing fire on targets OUTTERSTEENE cross  
   roads, SCANDAL CROSSING and cross roads 1500yards left of  
  OUTTERSTEENE. 
 
  
                                                
6  Bendigo Advertiser, 15 July 1918. P.7. Online — http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/90432194 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUIK  
  31 Jul 1918 Strength of the Battery was 8 orricers 240 Other Ranks, detailed as  
  follows. 
 DUTY SICK LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -   -  2    
O.R. 176 5  3   44 12 
   Weather. Fine & warm. Visbility bad owing to ground mist. Temp 650F. 
   Tactical.  
   7.30pm. 40 rounds expended in a destructive shoot on HAUTE MAISON,
  in the vicinity of BLEU. Two explosions, one large and one small, were  
   observed. Fire for effect was good. 
   10.30pm-3am. 80 rounds harassing VERITY CROSSING, DRONE  
   HOUSE, KISMET HOUSE & F4d05. 
 
2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY. 
55th Australian Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
AUGUST 1918 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
German Offensive, The Battle of Messines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General Area of Fire of 2nd Australian Siege Battery, August 1918. 
Haute Maison [bottom left] , Outtersteene [top left], Noote Boom [right]. 
 
Map references in the entries below commencing F are followed by the numbers in the boxes on the 
map above. Accordingly, NOOTE BOOM, which is a frequent target, is in the box F11. 
The map does not indicate the established hedges in which German machine guns were mounted. 
The hedge lines were reinforced with strong barbed wire entanglements. 
 
  
Battlelines 1 August 1918. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK   
  1 Aug 1918 Fine and warm. Light winds varying from NE to S. Visibility poor all day  
   on account of haze. Shooting during the day, NIL. 
   At night. 60 rds harassing fire on DERMOT HOUSE, SLOGAN FARM,  
   NOOTE BOOM. 
   Battery Strength. 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 171  6  3  44 19 
   Casualties.  
   9.30am. ORs. Bdr Bond, R; Gnr Mayhead, K; and Gnr McDougall R  
   wounded by bomb dropped from aeroplane whilst digging positions for a  
   Lewis Gun preparatory to battery moving to new position near FLETRE.  
   Bond and McDougall admitted to hospital. Mayhead returned to duty (?). 
   Returned to Unit. Lieut H. H. Downey returned to duty after 14 days at  
   rest camp at WIMMEREUX, near BOULOGNE. 
   Honours and Awards. Extract from  “The London Gazette Supplement”  
   No 3081 2 dated 25th July 1918. Vide AIF LIST No 304, 30-7-18. 
   “Order de la Couronne” Lieut. Col. John Herbert Hurst.  
   “Croix de Guerre” Lieut. Col, Hurst, Lieut. G. C. Rowe. 
  Weather. Wet with only occasional stoppages. Visibility nil owing to  
   mist. 
   Tactical. 16 rounds harassing fire on DERMOT HOUSE, F4C9550;  
   F16D87; F17A40 in neighbourhood of OUTTERSTEENE and NOOTE 
   BOOM. 
   
  2 Aug 1918 The strength of the Battery was 9 officers, 234 Other Ranks detailed as  
   follows. 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 161  12  3  44 14 
   Casualties. 1 OR wounded in the leg by accident. While a rifle was being  
   cleaned the trigger was pulled & as the rifle was loaded it fired. Court of  
   Enquiry convened, found Bdr Gavin guilty of negligence for which he  
   was dealt with. 
   Weather. Cloudy and cold. Visibility good. Temperature 600F. 
   Tactical. 
   10.15am. Successful datum on HULLEBERT FARM, near BLEU. 5 rds  
   expended. 
   3.50pm. Successful datum on NOOTEBOOM. 14 rds expended. OK on  
   house, which was damaged. 
   8.41pm. Neutralization of AA14. 14 rds expended. 
   10pm. 60 rounds harassing fire on KISMET HOUSE, F4c9550; &  
   59a1045. 
 
  4 Aug 1918. 3.40-4.15pm. 10 rds datum on HULLEBERT FARM. 
   10.55-11pm. 12 rds on F11d8685-7570 (neutralization). 
   1-1,17am; 1.30am; 2 am; 2.30am; & 3am.   
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK 
  5 Aug 1918 63 rds fired on concentration on F14b9550-15a1550. 
  Strength. The strength of the Battery is: 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 162  12  3  44 12 
   Gun Strength. No 4 gun removed to Ordnance. Cut off gas vent out of  
   action causing a violent run up damaging stuffing box and gland of  
   recuperator. No 3 gun pulled out owing to a list of 8020’ high on left. Put  
   in in same but at a bearing of 1300grid. 
   Weather. Very wet all day. Visibility poor. 
   Communications. Telephone communication between Observation Post  
   and Battery and Brigade and battery disconnected to 12 hours.  
   Communication maintained by visual signalling. 
   Tactical.  
   11pm-3am. 60 rounds harassing fire on NOOTE BOOM and other targets  
   in vicinity of NOOTE BOOM. 
 
  6 Aug 1918 The strength of the Battery is: 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  -  
O.R. 164  10  3  44 12 
   10am. Gun Strength. No 3 gun in position and reported ready for acion. 
   Weather. Cloudy with sunshine at intervals. Stiff breeze blowing from  
   SW. Temperature 550F. 
   Tactical. 
   11am. 12 rounds datuming on HULLEBERT FARM, near BLEU. 
   3.30-3.50pm & 4.20pm. Bursts of 12rds onF11d3580, near NOOTE  
   BOOM. 
   3pm. 8 rounds datuming on F9a5585, house near OUTTERSTEENE. 
   4.35. 4.55 & 8pm. Bursts of 12 rounds each on F9b35 & F10a2085. 
   10.30pm-3am. Harassing fire 50 rounds on NOOTE BOOM, F12a75;  
   F12a34; F11d9595 in the vicinity of cemetery. 
   General. His Majesty the King visited the XV Corps area and proceeded  
   through area as per attached slip. 
 
  7 Aug 1918 Weather. Fine & warm. Visibility fair. Wind light SW. Temp 600F. Fog at  
   night. 5 guns in action. 1 in workshops. 
   Tactical. 
   5.50pm. 12 rds concentration on F14b5570. OUTTERSTEENE area. 
   6.45pm. 9 rds fired on Hostile BatteryFB13—on receipt of NF call. 
   8.35pm. 3 rds concentration on F14b5570. 
   11pm-3am. 80 rds harassing fire on NOOTE BOOM, F11D9505;  
   F12A75; & F12A34. (cross roads and houses in the vicinity of NOOTE  
   BOOM). 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK  
  8 Aug 1918 Battery Strength: 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3  
O.R. 159  6  5  44 12 
   Weather. Fine but overcast most of day with from fair to poor visibility.  
   Temp 600F. 
   Gun Strength. 5 guns in action, 1 in workshop. 
   Tactical. 
   12.15am. 9 rounds gun fire on targets 1000 yds to the left of  
   OUTTERSTEENE. F9b35 toF10a2085. 
   12.25am. 9 rounds gun fire concentration on targets 1000 yds to the left 
   of OUTTERSTEENE. F9b35 toF10a2085. 
   11pm-3am. 80 rounds harassing fire on targets near NOOTE BOOM and  
   between OUTTERSTEENE and NOOTE BOOM. 
   General. No 2 gun out of action. 
 
  9 Aug 1918 The Strength of the Battery was 9 officers 226 Other Ranks detailed as  
   follows: 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3  
O.R. 159  6  5  44 12 
   Weather. Fine, but cloudy with breeze blowing from NW to N. Temp  
   600F. 
   Gun Strength.4 guns in action, 1 out of action due to glands stripping in  
   cut-off gear and gun running back, damaging recuperator. One in  
   workshops. 
   Tactical.  
   2.45 & 3.35pm. Bursts of 4 rounds intense at each time on the STEAM  
   MILL in X24c, SW of BAILLEUL. 
   4.10 & 4.50pm. Bursts of 5 rounds each time on house at F11d37. 
   7.30pm. Datum shoot with No 6, Observation Section on HAUTE  
   MAISON, 8 rounds, M.P.I +12 yds of target. 
  10pm-3am. 80 rounds harassing fire on F10b2570; F17a6590; F4c9550; 
& on F11b9506, NOOTE BOOM and the vicinity. 
 
  10 Aug 1918 Weather. Fine and warm. Visibility fair. Light NW wind. Temp 650F. 
   Gun Strength. Three guns in action. One dismounted owing to carriage  
   being sent to No2 Ordnance Mobile Workshop for repairs and 2 out of  
   action owing to stripping of gland in cut off gear and gun running back  
   and damaging recuperator. 
   Tactical. 
   11.20am. 8 rds datuming on NOOTE BOOM. 
   11.45 & 11.56am. 4 minutes intense on aea inA1d & A2c. South of  
   BAILLEUL. During Concentration. 
   12.20 & 12.40pm. Concentration of 3 minutes intense at former time and  
   1 rd at later time on area south of OUTTERSTEENE. 
   4.35pm. 20 rds on F2d41 on receipt of LL call from Brigade. 
   7.15pm. 8 rds on Hostile Battery FB71 with balloon observation. 
   11.30-3am. 80 rounds harassing fire on F10b2095; F11d3585; DERMOT  
   HOUSE and NOOTE BOOM. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK  
  11 Aug 1918 Strength. 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3  
O.R. 165  5  5  44 14 
   Weather. Fine and clear with good visibility. Temp 700F. 
   General. Forward Observation OfficeR reported numerous explosions in  
   enemy territory near NEUF BERQUIN. 
   Tactical.  
   1.31pm. 3 rounds fired on target near DEERMOT HOUSE in answer to  
   NF call from aeroplane. 
   11pm-3am. 80 rounds harassing fire on target near VERITY CROSSING,  
   NOOTE BOOM. F12a7545, and F10b2590, railway crossing near  
   SLOGAN FARM. 
 
  12 Aug 1918 Weather. Sultry and misty all day. Visibility NIL. Temperature 700F. 
   Gun Strength. Four guns in action. No 1 reported ready for action at 3pm. 
   Tactical. 
   10.30am. 5 rounds concentration on FB62, near NOOTE BOOM. 
   11am. 5 rounds concentration on FB164, near NOOTE BOOM. 
   4.15pm. 1 round concentration on F12a7035, near NOOTE BOOM. 
   3.50 & 5.30pm. 4 rounds each time on on F12a870 to 8045, near NOOTE  
   BOOM. 
   10.30pm-2am. 80 rounds harassing fire on hedges and tracks in the  
   vicinity of NOOTE BOOM. 
 
  13 Aug 1918 Strength. 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3  
O.R. 166  4  5  44 14 
   Weather. Fine and warm. Visibility good. Temp 700F. Wind light NW. 
   Gun Strength. 4 guns in action, 1 in workshops. I out of action owing to  
   teeth bevelled pinion of automatic cut off gear being broken. 
   Tactical. 
   4.30pm. 10 rds on HAUTE MAISON with visual observation. 
   5.30pm. 20 rds on OUTTERSTEENE. 
   7.35 & 8pm. 30 rds on OUTTERSTEENE. 
   9.3pm. 6 rds  on Hostile Bty, FB71. 
   11pm-3am. 80 rds fired during harassing fire on area at NOOTE BOOM. 
   11.45-11.55pm; 2.30-2.40am. Concentration of 5 rds on F20d1515. 
   1.30am. Concentration 14 rds on SMALL SQUARE in BAILLEUL re  
   operation order No 97. 
   General. Orders received from Brigade that this battery would put 50 rds  
   per day into OUTTERSTEENE. With visual observation. (Subsequently  
   amended to read for 1 day only). 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK   
  14 Aug 1918 Battery Strength.  Effective strength 9 officers, 231 Other Ranks. 
DUTY SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  -  -  3  
O.R. 150  7  6  44 15 
   Weather. Fine and warm but bad visibility due to ground mist. Temp  
   700F. 
   Gun Strength. No 4 returned from workshops at 9am, but had to be sent  
   back at 5.30pmowing to misfit. No 2 still out of action owing to  
   recuperator trouble. No 1 out of action for 4 hours owing to pressure  
   escaping. 
   Tactical. 
   2-2.30pm. 20 rounds fired on OUTTERSTEENE with visual observation  
   from MONT DES CATS. Good bursts observed among the village ruins. 
   4.20pm. 3 rounds fired on hostile battery near BAILLEUL in answer to  
   aeroplane call. 
   7.15-8pm. 9 rounds fired on TERAPIN HOUSE with observation from  
   No 6 Observation Group. Shoot was unsatisfactory owing to another  
   battery firing at the same time. 
   11pm-3am. 82 rounds fired on crossing F10d4015; F10a3333; F16a8095;  
   F4c9550; between BAILLEUL and OUTEERSTEENE. 
 
  15 Aug 1918 Weather. Fine, but overcast and cool, visibility poor till 4pm owing to  
   ground mist. Temp 620F. 
   Gun Strength. Four guns in action. One at workshops, and one out of  
   action owing to recuperator trouble.  
   Tactical. 
   5-7.30pm. Destructive shoot carried out on DERMOT HOUSE, and  
  suspected machine gun posts in vicinity thereof. Observed by No 6 Cross  
  Observation Group and KILGOBBIN Observation Post (2ASB). 98  
  rounds expended. 29 ranging rounds included 1 OK and 5 ND rounds.  
  Delay was caused in ranging owing to another battery firing in vicinity of  
  target. During F.F.E. No 32 Balloon section reported considerable damage  
  done to target. The M.P.I. was well on target and at least 30%  of the  
  rounds fell into the actual enclosure. What appeared to be a concrete  
  structure and point of target was completely destroyed by 2 direct hits.  
  Two wooden edifices adjoining were also completely demolished. Du ring  
  the shoot walls, brick and wooden material were repeatedly thrown up. 
  7.35pm. 6 rounds were fired on S20b23 (BAILLEUL) in answer to an NF  
  call. Plane sent N.T. at 7.40 (i.e. battery silenced). 
  10.20pm-2am. 80rounds harassing fire on BOOTE BOOM and hedges in  
  vicinity and on active area around F12a24 near CEMETERY. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIEUSHOUK  
  16 Aug 1918 The S.O.S. signal was sent up at 5.15am, and orders wee received to open  
   fire, which was done immediately. 54 rounds were expended. 
   Weather. Fine and warm. Visibility poor all day until 5pm when it became  
   fair. 
   Gun Strength. No 2 gun reported in action. 5 now in action and 1 in  
   Workshops. 
   Tactical.   
   2.31pm. 6 rds on Hostile Battery FB71 on receipt of NF call. 
   5.45-7pm. 25 rds on Terrapin House, being commencement of a  
   destructive shoot allotted to this battery, but had to be abandoned due to  
   poor visibility. 
   11pm-2.30am. 80 rds harassing fire on F12a7045; F11a91;F11d3.9 and  
   F4c9550. Roads and road junction in the vicinity of NOOTE BOOM and  
   VERITY CROSSING. 
 
  17 Aug 1918 Weather. Fine and clear with good visibility. Temp 670F. 
   Tactical.  
   9.30am. 10 rounds datuming on TERRAPIN HOUSE. 
   10.30am-12.30pm. 81 rounds destructive shoot on TERRAPIN HOUSE  
   with observation from No 6 Observation Group. One OK reported during  
   ranging for fire effect. Observation reported rounds well on target. 
   1-6pm. 150 rounds fired on area in vicinity of BELLE CROIX FARM.  
   Observation Group reported enemy seen taking cover also several  
   explosions. 
   7-7.15pm. 9 rounds concentration on hostile battery near BAILLEUL. 
   10pm-3am. 89 rounds harassing fire on 500 yards square, centre of  
   activity to right of OUTTERSTEENE. 
 
  18 Aug 1918 Weather. Fine. Good mobility. Strong NW & W winds. Temp 600F. 
   Tactical.  
   11am-2pm. 362 rounds fired on Barrage lines and Protective Barrage  
   lines in support of operation carried out by 9th & 29th Divisions. Capture of  
   HOEGENACKER RIDGE and village of OUTERSTEENE. 
   3-3.20pm. 6 rds on CLAPBANK CROSSROADS. X29b13. 
   3.25-4.10pm. 110 rds on S.O.S. lines. 
   6.10-7.10pm. 91 rds on S.O.S. lines with 200 yard lifts up to +1000 yards.
  (Creeping barrage). 
   7.25-7.41pm. 31 rds on S.O.S. lines with 200 yard lifts up to +1000 yards. 
   8.37-10pm. 157 rds on S.O.S. lines with 200 yard lifts up to +1000 yards. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
LE BEURRE 1 Sept 1918 Weather. Fine and clear all day with cool breeze. 
  Tactical. No firing on account of the enemy withdrawal. 
  Orders received during the day to dismount pieces. Work  
  Completed during the early evening and moved to a spot  
  Convenient for quick removal on receipt of orders. 10M (?) 
  inspected guns. 
     
  2 Sept 1918 Battery Strength. 9 officers, 228 Other Ranks.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  1  -  2   
O.R. 151  2  20  44 11 
  General. All personnel with exception of guard over guns  
  removed from position near FLETRE to rear position Rest  
  Billets. 
 
THEISHOUK 3 Sept 1918  Battery Strength. 9 officers, 228 Other Ranks.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 6  -  1  -  2   
O.R. 151  2  20  44 11 
  General. Guns and carriages moved from FLETRE position to   
  THIESHOUK position and parked at old left section position. 
  Working parties out repairing roads in area evacuated by  
  enemy. 
 
Bendigo Advertiser, 4 September 1918. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
 4 Sept 1918  Battery Strength. 9 officers, 228 Other Ranks.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 5  1  1  -  2   
O.R. 155  5  17  41 11 
  General. At 11am General Sir W. R. Birdwood, K.C.B.;  
  K.C.S.I.; K.C.M.G.; C.I.E.; D.S.O.; ADC, visited the battery  
  and held an inspection at the old left section position. At the  
  conclusion of the inspection he delivered a short speech, in  
  which he expressed his pleasure at seeing the battery again,  
  and regretted that it was so long since his last visit. He then  
  went on to tell of the good work done during the last month by  
  Australian and England troops on the Somme and concluded  
  by wishing the battery the best of luck, and he hoped that it  
  would not be long before we were in the Australian Corps  
  again. 
  Ammo. A quantity of ammunition was removed from the  
  battery position to CAESTRE dump. 
 
 
Caestre Dump near Bailleul. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General Area of Caestre Dump in open fields. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THEISHOUK 5 Sept 1918  Battery Strength. 9 officers, 228 Other Ranks.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 5  1  1  -  2   
O.R. 155  5  17  41 11 
  Major Manchester reconnoitred battery position on  
  WESTHOF Road near NEUVE EGLISE and Observation Post  
  at STAMMKOTMULEN MILL near NEUVE EGLISE (code  
  name WALLABY) also an Observation Post near to  
  L’Alouette. 
 
WESTHOF ROAD 6 Sept 1918 Order received  at 1am to get 4 guns on action on WESTHOF 
Map Sheet 28SW  ROAD position between RAVELSBURG ROAD and 
T13c6041  WATERLOO Rd. Guns reported ready for action at 8.30pm.  
  This constituted a record sheaf as the battery had to move from  
  Thieshouk to NEUVE EGLISE against mixed traffic. Party 
  Remained at old position removing ammunition to CAESTRE 
  Dump. 
  Lieut H.H. Downey MC returned from leave to UK. 
  Capt H.W. MacBride RAA left battery for 7 days leave to  
  HAROELOT PLAGE near BOULOGNE. 
  4pm. British position improved on MESSINES RIDGE. 
 
 7 Sept 1918 9.30am. Position improved vicinity of PLOEGSTEERT. 
 
  8 Sept 1918 Weather. Wet and stormy all day making the approaches very 
  heavy going. Four guns ready for action, two at rest in  
  THIESHOUK. 
  Battery not to open fire without permission from Brigade. 
  Lieuts Dodgson and Morrison reconnoitred HILL 63 and an  
  Observation post was found U13c7349, Sheet 28 SW. 
  Lieut Downey left the battery to act as Liaison Officer with the  
  Left Brigade, Left Division of Infantry (?). 
 
 9 Sept 1918 Wet and stormy all day. 
  Strength. 10 officers, 232 Other Ranks. 
  Four guns ready for action. Two guns at rest at rear billets  
  THIESHOUK. Enemy put over some gas during the night. 
   
 10 Sept 1918 Weather. Very muddy underfoot. Cloudy with occasional heavy 
  Showers. 
  Orders received from Brigade at 12.20pm to pull all guns out and 
  Return to THIESHOUK to await further orders. Guns out on road 
  Ready to move off at 4pm and arrived at THIESHOUK at 11.30pm. 
  6 guns and personnel remained at THIESHOUK for night. 
  Ammunition at WESTHOF ROAD position was handed over to 
  62 Siege Brigade.   
 
Thieshouk and Caestre. 
  
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
THIESHOUK  11 Sept 1918 The Strength of the Battery was 10 officers,  232 Other Ranks  
   detailed as follows.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 160  -  19  43 10 
  Health. The health of the Battery throughout the past fortnight 
  has been very good. 
  Weather. Showery with clear spells. 
  General. Orders received from Brigade that Battery was to 
  Pass starting point at ST SYLVESTRE CAPPEL at 9.15pm en 
 route to II Corps Royal Artillery Rest Camp at ZEGGERS  
 CAPPEL to await further orders. 
 Six guns and Motor Transport parked on ESQUELBEC-
BERGUES Road. 
 
RA REST CAMP 12 Sept 1918  
ZEGGERS CAPPEL  The Strength of the Battery was 10 officers,  232 Other Ranks  
   detailed as follows.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 160  -  19  43 10 
   Weather. Wet and showery. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Royal Artillery Rest Camp, Zegerscapel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
RA REST CAMP 13 Sept 1918  
ZEGGERS CAPPEL  The Strength of the Battery is 10 officers, 232 Other Ranks  
   as follows.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 160  -  19  43   9 
   Weather. Wet and showers with occasional fine spells. 
   Football. The Battery team played a game of Rugby football  
   Against 1st (54SB) Aust. Siege Battery. After an exciting game  
   our team was successful by 13 points to nil. 
   Major G.E. Manchester reconnoitred battery position at  
   ZOUAYE SIDING beyond canal about 3 miles to left of Ypres  
   (near St. Jean) 
 
  14 Sept 1918 The Strength of the Battery is 9 officers, 230 Other Ranks  
   as follows.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  -  -  3   
O.R. 158  4  19  43   8 
   Weather. Wet and showers. Party of one officer and 20 men  
   left billets to prepare battery position. 
 
 15 Sept 1918  Strength of Battery.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 7  -  1  -  3   
O.R. 147  14  10  43   7 
   Weather. Fine but overcast. 
   Party of 1 officer and 4 OR’s relief for party at new battery  
   position left battery billets at 9am. 
   Football. The Battery team played a game of Rugby football  
   against a team from 9th Division (Scotch). Our team was  
   successful by 16 points to nil. 
   Sgt (?) S.M. Walters returned from leave to UK.  
   Bmdr (/) M.P.Kanair [Kinnear?] admitted to Harefield Auxiliary  
   Hospital whilst on leave in UK. 
 
 16 Sept 1918  Strength of Battery.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 8  -  1  -  1   
O.R. 154  11  13  43   5 
   Weather. Fine and warm. 
   Health. The health of the battery is excellent. Many of the men  
   have taken advantage of the rest to have dental treatment. 
  Lieut H.A. Downey reconnoitred battery Observation Post in  
 C15a4915. Obtained suitable position with a good view as 
required. 
 
 17 Sept 1918 Party of 60 men under Lieut O’Neil proceeded to new battery  
  position to prepare for receiving three guns the same night.  
  Guns moved from their park at 9.30am but were told to stand  
  fast during the day awaiting orders from Brigade. 420 rounds  
  of ammunition were received per light railway. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
RA REST CAMP 18 Sept 1918 Work continued on gun positions. Beams down in new 
ZEGGERS CAPPEL  positions and everything ready to receive guns. 
  360 rounds of ammunition received per light railway during  
  the night. 
  Major G.E. Manchester reconnoitred Rest Billets and found  
  Suitable accommodation for battery personnel at WOESTEN  
  also alternative Observation Post with Lieut T. Saunders on  
  PILHIM RIDGE. 
 
 19 Sept 1918 Work on ammunition recesses and section dugouts continued.  
  Relief under Lieut Priestly-Smith arrived at 12.30pm. Party of  
  thirty men under Lieut J. Hamilton arrived from RA REST  
  CAMP and took up residence in WOESTEN. 
  Instructions received at 12.10pm that gun beds would arrive at  
  battery position at 2am. These failed to materialise. 
 
ZOUAVE SIDING 20 Sept 1918 Lieut B.D. O’Neil proceeded on ordinary leave to UK. 
  Work on ammunition recesses and section dugouts continued. 
  Enemy shellfire destroyed 160 cartridges add 100 tubes at No  
  6 Gun pit. 30 men remained at Battery rest camp, WOESTEN. 
  Remainder of personnel at RA Rest Camp ZEGGERS  
  CAPPELL overnight. 
 
 21 Sept 1918 Relief arrived at Battery under Lieut H.H. Downey MC, and  
  work was continued on recesses and section dugouts. 30 men  
  remained at Battery Rest Camp WOESTEN, and remainder of  
  personnel at RA Rest Camp. ZEGGERS CAPPELL.  
  Communication established between Battery and Rest Billets, 
  WOESTEN. 
  8pm. Word was received from Brigade that gun beds would  
  not come up during the night, owing to alteration of orders. 
 
 22 Sept 1918 The remainder of personnel at ZEGGERS CAPPELL with the  
  exception of Battery Sergeant Major, 1 sergent and 20 men  
  moved to battery rest billets at WOESTEN. One officer and  
  party of 30 men left the rest billets in the evening for the  
  battery position as six beds were to be put in position and three  
  guns mounted. The beds did not arrive until 4.30pm. The guns  
  were stopped on the road as it would have been impossible to  
  have them mounted before daylight. 
 
 23 Sept 1918 Five beds in position. Ammunition at battery position, 11300  
  shell 1160 cartridges. 
 
 24 Sept 1918 Three guns Nos 1,4,6 mounted and reported ready for action at 
  4am 25-8-18. Battery positions and surroundings shelled  
  during night with 10,5 cm gun apparently harassing fire  
  intended for roads and railways. No damage done to personnel  
  or equipment. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
ZOUAVE SIDING 25 Sept 1918 Three guns Nos 2, 3 & 4 mounted and reported ready for  
  action at 4.30am 26-9-18. Work continued on camouflage  
  work and breastworks around guns. 
 
 26 Sept 1918 All movement was completed during night in connection with  
  the pulling-in of the Battery. 300 complete rounds of  
  ammunition arrived at Battery during night. 
 
 27 Sept 1918 Weather. Fine and clear. Fresh Westerly wind. Temp 600. 
  Six guns in action. 1500rounds of ammunition at battery. All  
  work on battery position completed. 
 
(ST JEAN) 28 Sept 1918 Weather for the operation rain and squall all day. In support of  
  operations carried out by 2nd Corps as per attached Operation  
  Order. This battery fired 503 rds on hostile batteries UB52;  
  UB71; UB81; VA31; VA71; Vc2, between 2.30am and  
  7.45am. Battery Commander and Capt McBride endeavoured  
  to find …? 
  Lieuts H Priestly Smith and  R Phillips carried out a  
  Reconnaissance and obtained the approximate line at 7pm 
 
 29 Sept 1918 Weather. Beautiful, fine morning. No 3 Gun Ref. No 331  
  pulled out during night 28/29 and proceeded to workshops,  
  broken elevating gear and pinion of cut-off stripped. Visited  
  our targets with Brigade Major Linnard (?)  
  8.30am. Orders received from Brigade to pull out. Brigade  
  transferred from 2nd Corps to 15th Corps. The Battery moved  
  from position at 5pm travelling via STEENVOORDE and  
  parked on the ST SYLVESTRE CAPPELL-HAZEBROUCK  
  ROAD. Personnel billeted in HAZEBROUCK 
 
HAZEBROUCK 30 Sept 1918 Battery remained in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns ready for action,  
 1 in No 4 Workshops. 
 
SUMMARY. 
During the month the battery occupied position near FLETRE, NEWE EGLISE & also ST JEAN 
near YPRES not far from its old position in 1917. The withdrawal of the enemy behind MENINES 
and the taking of the PASSCHENDAELE RIDGE by the Belgians, French and British were the 
most prominent features of the period as far as this battery was concerned. Troops in excellent 
condition and health. 
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Hazebrouck, 
 
St Sylvestre-Cappel to Hazebrouck. 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HAZEBROUCK 1 Oct 1918 Personnel remained in HAZEBROUCK awaiting orders. 
  5 guns parked on main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL,  
  CAESTRE road. One gun at No 4 Ordnance Maintenance  
  Workshops (Heavy), ABEELE STATION. 
  Working party proceeded to Brigade Headquarters at  
  WULVERGHEM erecting shelters. 
  Lieut J. G. Bartnell returned from leave to UK. 
 
 2 Oct 1918 Personnel remained in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked on  
  main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. One gun in  
  workshops. Working party proceeded to Brigade HQ at  
  WULVERGHEM. Lieut J Morrison returned from Gas course. 
 
 3 Oct 1918 Personnel remained in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked on  
  main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. One gun in  
  workshops. 
 
 4 Oct 1918 Salvage party proceeded to position held by Battery at  
  PLOEGSTREET WOOD, during March and up to 10th April,  
  and salvaged a large quantity stores while … off the guns  
  abandoned by us during operations on 10/4/18. Working party  
  proceeded to Brigade HQ at WULVERGHEM. Personnel  
  remained in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked on main ST  
  SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. One gun in  
  workshops. 
 
 5 Oct 1918 Salvage party at old battery position PLOEGSTREET. 
  Personnel remained billeted at HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked  
  on main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. 
  LIEUT B.D, O’Neill returned from leave to UK. 
 
 6 Oct 1918 Personnel remained in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked on  
  main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road.  
  Salvage party at old battery position PLOEGSTREET WOOD. 
 
 7 Oct 1918 Personnel remained billeted at HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked  
  on main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. 
  No 3 gun returned from No 4 Ordnance Mobile Workshop  
  (Heavy). No 4 gun proceeded to No 4 OMW (Heavy) for  
  overhaul. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Hazebrouck-Comines 
  
 
 
   
Wulverghem 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HAZEBROUCK  8 Oct 1918 Salvage party to position held by Battery at PLOEGSTREET  
  to try and salve firing beams. Personnel remained billeted at  
  HAZEBROUCK. 
  Strength of Battery. 
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 10  1  -  -  -   
O.R. 230  10  2  48 17 
   
 9 Oct 1918 Party proceeded to Brigade HQ at WULVERGHEM.  
  Personnel in training in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns parked on  
  main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road. One gun in
  No 4 OMW for overhaul. Checking of all stores… 
  Inspection of battery by Officer Commanding at which he  
  expressed satisfaction with the way all ranks had carried on  
  their work both in the line and out of it. 
  Lieut H. H. Downey, MC, proceeded to hospital. 
 
 10 Oct 1918 Working party proceeded to Brigade HQ at WULVERGHEM. 
  Personnel remained in training in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns  
  parked on main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road.  
  One gun in No 4 OMW for overhaul. Battery Commander to  
  Brigade HQ WULVERGHEM. Seven reinforcements joined  
  the unit from Australia General Base Depot. 
   
 11 Oct 1918 Working party proceeded to Brigade HQ at WULVERGHEM. 
  Personnel remained in training in HAZEBROUCK. 5 guns  
  parked on main ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPEL, CAESTRE road.  
  One gun in No 4 OMW for overhaul. Battery Commander to  
  Brigade HQ WULVERGHEM. Seven reinforcements joined  
  the unit from Australia General Base Depot. 
     Major G.E. Manchester proceeded on leave to PARIS. 
 
 12 Oct 1918  Battery Strength. 
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED ON DUTY 
Officers 10  1 -  - - 9   
O.R. 235  7  10 49 15 154   
   Party proceeded to Brigade Headquarters for fatigue duty. 
   Gun No 372 returned from being overhauled at 4OMW Heavy 
  and parked on ST SYLVESTRE-HAZEBROUCK RD.  
   Carriage of No 1 gun and No 5 gun taken to workshops for  
   overhaul. 
 
  13 Oct 1918 Working party proceeded to Brigade HQ at WULVERGHEM  
   for fatigue duty. Personnel remained in training in  
   HAZEBROUCK. Four guns complete, two pieces and two  
  beds parked on ST SYLVESTRE-HAZEBROUCK ROAD.  
  Two carriages in No 4 OMW (Heavy) for overhaul, 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HAZEBROUCK 14 Oct 1918  The Strength of the Battery was 10 officers , 236 OR’s. The  
   details as follows. 
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 10  1 -1  - 3   
O.R. 235  7  10  48 17               
   Lieut C.W. Hanchett taken on strength of Bttery from Cadet  
   School. Party proceeded to Brigade HQ WULVERGHEM for  
   fatigue duties. 
 
  15 Oct 1918  The Strength of the Battery was 9 officers , 233 OR’s.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers 10  1 1  - 3   
 O.R. 235  12  47  17            
   Lieuts B.A. O’Neil and P.H. Dodgson proceeded to Brigade  
   for duty with 1st Aust Siege Battery [54SB]. Party for fatigue  
   duties left billets for Brigade at 8.30. 
 
  16 Oct 1918 Party proceeded to Brigade HQ WULVERGHEM for  
   fatigue duties. Personnel remained in training in  
  HAZEBROUCK. Four guns complete, two pieces and two  
   beds parked at ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPELL-HAZEBROUCK
  Road. Two carriages in No 4 OMW (Heavy) for overhaul. 
 
  17 Oct 1918  Party of 50 men under 2nd Lieut Hatchett proceeded to  
   COMINES to report to 62nd Divisional Engineers.1 
   Party of 28 men proceeded to Brigade HQ WULVERGHEM  
   for fatigue duty. Remainder of personnel remained in training  
   at HAZEBROUCK. Four guns complete, two pieces and two  
   beds parked at ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPELL-HAZEBROUCK
  Road. Two carriages in No 4 OMW (Heavy) for overhaul. 
 
  18 Oct 1918 Party of 50 men proceeded to COMINES to report to 62nd  
   Divisional Engineers. Fatigue party proceeded to Brigade HQ.  
   Remainder of personnel remained in training at  
   HAZEBROUCK. Four guns complete, two pieces and two  
   beds parked at ST SYLVESTRE-CAPPELL-HAZEBROUCK
  Road. Two carriages in No 4 OMW (Heavy) for overhaul. 
    
  
                                                
1  “The 9th Battalion The Royal Irish Fusiliers were ordered to seize a bridgehead across the River Lys near 
Courtrai on 16 October 1918. The Royal Engineers managed to build a pontoon bridge, but this was severely 
damaged almost immediately by heavy enemy fire.”  Online — https://www.royal-irish.com/events/9th-faughs-
assault-across-river-lys   
heavy enemy fire. 
 
 
 
Constructing similar British Pontoon Bridges, October 1918. 
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
HAZEBROUCK 18 Oct 1918 Working party with 62nd Div Engineers 
   constructed bridge over COMINES CANAL. Orders received  
   from Brigade to move personnel to billets in WERVICQ. Guns  
   to be parked in vicinity of Workshops. Lorries not available to  
   move personnel. 
 
  19 Oct 1918 Battery personnel other than those on working parties  
   remained in HAZEBROUCK. Battery Commander returned  
   from Paris leave. 
 
  20 Oct 1918 Guns and Carriages moved to park near ABEELE,  
   accompanied by No 5 Section. Sgt E. Elliott proceeded to  
   England to undergo course at Flying School. Remainder of  
   personnel remained in HAZEBROUCK. 
  21 Oct 1918 Remainder of battery personnel moved from HAZEBROUCK  
   to billets in WERVICQ. 
 
  22 Oct 1918 Capt H.W. McBride took over duties as Adjutant 36 Aust  
   Brigade during Capt W.W. Whittles illness. 
   One hundred men attached to Royal Engineers, 62nd Div. 
   Twenty-seven men on gun guard at ABEELE. Remainder of  
   personnel in billets at WERVICQ. Six guns parked near No 4  
   OMW (Heavy) ABEELE. 
 
  23 Oct 1918 One hundred men attached to Royal Engineers, 62nd Division.  
   Six guns parked near ABEELE. 
 
  24 Oct 1918 Battery Strength.  
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers  9 2 -  - 5   
 O.R. 229 2 11  29  134           
    Remainder of Battery personnel remained in billets in  
   WERVICQ. 
 
  25 Oct 1918 One hundred other ranks and two officers attached to Royal 
  Engineers, 62 Division. Six guns parked near ABEELE. 
 
  26 Oct 1918 Lieut H Priestly-Smith proceeded on leave to United Kingdom. 
   Gnr J.D. Boudell proceeded to Artillery Officers Training   
   Course, England. 
   Major G.E. Manchester selected billets in TOURCOING for  
   battery personnel. 
   Lieut G.R.L. Adams joined battery from Australian General  
   Base Depot, LE HAVRE and posted to strength from 28/10/18. 
 
 27 Oct 1918 Remainder of Battery personnel shifted billets from  
  WERVICQ to those selected in TOURCOING. 
  5 guns left ABEELE enroute to TOURCOING. 1 gun in  
  workshops. 
 
 
 
Tourcoing. 
 
 
 PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 28 Oct 1918 Two officers and 100 OR’s attached to Royal Engineers 62nd  
   Division. One sergeant, 2 corporals, 1 bombardier & 10 men  
   Reported to Town Major for duty as guard on Railway Station  
   and Railway bridges during the hours of darkness. 
   Orders received that this battery was to commence work  
   immediately on the preparation of gun positions. Beams not to  
   be put in until further orders. Major G.E. Manchester  
  Reconnoitred and picked a position at POMME D’OR near 
DOTTIGUIES with the Brigade Commander. Five guns 
parked at TOURCOING. 1 gun in No 4 OMW ABEELE. 
 
  29 Oct 1918 Lieut Adams and 40 OR proceeded to new position   
   commenced work on gun pits. 
 
  30 Oct 1918 Party under Lieut Britnell proceeded to battery position and  
   completed work on gun pits. Gun No 79 arrived at gun park at 
  ABEELE on RUE DE LEVANT. 
 
 31 Oct 1918 The Strength of the Battery was: 
 DUTY  SICK ON LEAVE      EMPLOYED DETACHED 
Officers  12 2 -1  - 7   
O.R. 229 2      5     21  111           
     6 guns parked on RUE DE LEVANT. 
Battery personnel remained in billets in  
47 RUE DU CONDITIONNEMENT TOURCOING. 
   
 
 
2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY. 
55th Australian Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
NOVEMBER 1918 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 1 Nov 1918 At the invitation of the Area Commandant all available  
   Members of the battery formed an escort to the “All Saints’  
   Day” procession of the TOURCOING township.1 
   Personnel, other than working parties attached to 62 Coy, R.E.,  
   billeted on RUE DE CONDITIONNEMENT TOURCOING.  
   Guns parked in the RUE DE LEVANT. 
 
  2 Nov 1918 A party of 20 men left billets to relieve portion of party  
   working with 62 Coy R.E. 
 
  3 Nov 1918 Caterpillars detached from guns parked in RUE DE LEVANT  
   and proceeded to Caterpillar Park. Lorries carrying echelon of  
   ammunition shifted their parking ground and proceeded to 2nd  
   A.S.B. Ammunition Column. 
 
  4 Nov 1918 2nd Lieut S, Morrison attached to 36 (Aust) Brigade as Orderly  
   Officer during Lieut J. McCabe’s leave of absence to UK.  
   Battery continued supplying night guard of railway station and  
   bridges in TOURCOING. 
 
  5 Nov 1918 Lieut A.M. Stoyles marched in from Australian General Base  
   Depot, LE HAVRE. Lieut P.H. Dogson returned to battery  
   from Machine Gun School. 
 
  6 Nov 1918 Party proceeded to battery position LA POMME D’OR near  
   WARCOING and placed firing beams for 4 guns in position. 
 
   
 
  
                                                
1  An interesting account of the importance of All Saints Day in 1918 Tourcoing, and other French and Belgian 
villages is in Quinn, Candice Addie, "A Want of News in an Occupied Zone: Newspaper Content in Occupied 
Lille, Roubaix, and Tourcoing" (2011).  
Dissertations (2009 -). Paper 165. http://epublications.marquette.edu/dissertations_mu/165    
For a brief note on Tourcoing during the First World War see, Online — http://www.remembrancetrails-
northernfrance.com/trails/post-war-reconstruction/tourcoing-war-memorial.html 
See also, Online — http://www.remembrancetrails-northernfrance.com/history/the-department-of-nord-and-the-
coal-basin-under-german-occupation/looting-requisitioning-and-food-shortages.html 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 7 Nov 1918 86 rds of ammunition arrived at battery position. Instruction  
   received from Brigade for one section to be in position on  
   night of 7/8th Nov. Work nearly completed by daylight.  
   Working parties remained with 62 Co R.E. Remainder of  
   personnel billeted at RUE DE CONDITIONNEMENT  
   TOURCOING. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preparing Guns for Action. 
 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
LA POMME D’OR 8 Nov 1918 Bty signallers left battery billets to establish lines of  
   communication between Observation Post, Sections, and  
   Battery Command Post. Orders received that second section of  
   2 guns to be in position by the morning of 9th inst. A party of  
   35 men left billets at TOURCOING with No1 & 3 guns. 
 
  9 Nov 1918 Four guns mounted with the exception of the earth boxes. At  
   2pm orders received from Brigade to stand fast on the work of  
   mounting, as the enemy was reported to have retreated out of  
   range. Ammunition at position waa 140 rds. 
   O.C. battery reconnoitred canal for crossing for heavy artillery. 
   Bridge being constructed at PONT DE CHIN capable of taking  
   up to 17 tons axle load, but bad state of approaches will  
   prevent the passage of H.A. at present. The bridge should be  
   finished by evening of 10th. Road as far as TOURNAI in good  
   order. Trees near FROYENNES across road prevent vehicles  
   moving to TOURNAI. Round about route fairly good. 
   
  10 Nov 1918 OC Battery with Captain Dodgson reconnoitred roads and  
   crossings to TOURNAI. Thence by bridge over canal capable  
   of taking HA to RUMILLIES-MELLES-FRESNES, and high  
   ground near ST SAVEUR. Our infantry (47 Div) billeted in  
   FRESNES and THIMOUGNIES. These posts were all visited. 
   Our cavalry (19th Hussars) and cyclists had been temporarily  
   held up about mid day by Machine Gun and rifle fire from the  
   hills in front. BY 5pm all the hills were reported to be clear.  
   Railway lines, roads, etc badly damaged by enemy demolitions  
   before leaving. 
   The 47th Div to continue pursuit at &.30am on 11th inst. Big  
   explosion inTOURNAI at 1.30pm also smaller ones near 
  RUMILLIES & MELLES & one large one at ATH. ATH  
   reported still in Hun occupation at mid day, but this  
   unconfirmed. 
   OC returned to Brigade and reported as above. 
   Instructions received to dismount guns and park them near  
   battery positions with guard. Ammunition sent back to dump. 
   Instructions also that no further reconnaissance necessary. 
 
  11 Nov 1918 Guns dismounted and parked near battery position, with guard. 
   Remainder of personnel returned to billets at RUE DE  
   CONDITIONNEMENT TOURCOING. 
   At about 10am message re cessation of hostilities was  
   received from Brigade. 
   A party of 3 officers and 20 men were invited by 29th Division  
   to be present in the evening at a concert given by their troops  
   in the Theatre Muncipal TOURCOING. 
  
 Theatre Muncipal, Tourcoing. 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 12 Nov 1918 Party of 20 men proceeded to battery position at POMME  
  D’OR as gun guard.  
  
 13 Nov 1918 Party of 14 men proceeded to battery position to load gun  
  stores and assist in bringing guns to park in RUE DE  
  LEVANT TOURCOING. 
  Captain P.W. Dobson, MC, joined the battery and took over  
  duties of battery captain. Lieut. H.D. Phillips RGA reported  
  back from hospital. Lieut H.H. Downey, MC, reported back  
  from hospital. 
 
 14 Nov 1918 Major G.E. Manchester proceeded to England to attend senior 
  officers Course. Captain P.W. Donson, MC, appointed acting  
  OC. A draftof 50 reinforcements joined the battery from  
  AGBD. 
 
 15 Nov 1918 Parties under Lt B.D. O’Neill and Lt Hanchett2 attached to  
  Royal Engineers returned to battery. 
 
 17 Nov 1918 Battery attended a Brigade General Church Parade  
  (Thanksgiving Service) for protestant denominations at the  
  “Cirque” Tourcoing at 10.30am. 
  At 3pm 70 men were present at a Sacred Concert and  
  voluntary Service of Thanksgiving in the same building.  
                                                
2  Charles Richard Hanchett. Online — https://www.aif.adfa.edu.au/showPerson?pid=125044 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 18-30 Nov 1918 Battery remained in training at TOURCOING. Training  
  consisted of instruction in guard mounting, section drill, and  
  rifle drill in the morning, and sports (football and skating) in  
  the afternoon. Several football matches were played with 1st  
  A.S.B. [54th Seige Battery] and one with Australian Flying Corps. 
 
 19 Nov 1918 Battery inspected by Brig Gen Curwen, GOC Royal Artillery,  
  XV Corps accompanied by Brig Gen Collingwood, B.G. Hd  
  XV Corps. Inspection consisted of foot drill the GOC RA  
  expressed his satisfaction with the parade and outlined the  
  system of keeping employed during the Armistice. 
   During the month lectures were attended by small parties  
  of officers and OR’s as follows. 
   20/11/18  “The Work of the RN during the war” by  
   Commander Spicer-Simpson, DSO, RN. 
   25/11/18  “Exploration in Central Asia,: by General Sir H.  
   Younghusband, FRGS. 
   26/11/18  “Explorationof the Frontier of India.” 
    
    
Brigade orders these attach to War Diary. 
   
 
Following message received by 2nd Army at 06/15 from G.H.Q. Begins:— 
“Hostilities will cease at 11.00 on November 11th A.A.A.  
Troops will stand fast on the line reached at that hour which will be repeated by wire 
to G.H.Q. A.A.A.  
Defensive precautions will be maintained. AAA. 
There will be no intercourse of any description with the enemy until receipt of 
instructions from G.H.Q. Further instructions follow. AAA. 
Addressed all concerned. AAA. 
O’s C.   1st Australian Siege Battery 
2nd Australian Siege Battery 
 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
 
SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY 
 by 
Brigadier-General G. W.  Collingwood, CMG., DSO. 
Commanding Heavy Artillery, XV Corps. 
 
11.00 o’clock. 
The B.G. C.H.A. wishes to take this opportunity of 
congratulating the troops on the splendid results 
achieved by their determination and sustained efforts 
through all difficulties, and of thanking officers 
N.C.O.s and men for their loyal and hearty co-
operation by which success is alone assured. 
 
11/11/18 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
BRIGADE ROUTINE ORDERS 
 
by 
 
Lieut-Colonel J. J. Hurst, RAA, 
Commanding 36th (Aust) Brigade, R.G.A. 
 
144. CHURCH PARADE. 
 A Brigade General Church Parade (Thanksgiving Service) for Protestant 
Denominations will be held in the “Cirque” next St Christophe Church, 
TOURCOING, (F. 4. d. 9. 3.) at 10.30 tomorrow17th inst. 
 
 Batteries will each send two guides to report to the R.S.M. at the entrance to the 
“Cirque” at 10.00. Batteries will be assembled in the GRANDE PLACE (in front of 
the entrance to he “Cirque” by 10.15. From the place of assembly they will be led 
by their guides to the seats allotted to them. 
 
On the conclusion of the Service, Batteries will form up on the GRANDE PLACE, 
march past, and proceed to their respective billets where they will be dismissed. 
 
The Grande Place and St. Christophe Church c1914. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   XV Corps 
   The Grande Place and St. Christophe Church today. 
 
Heavy Artillery, 
   15/11/18 
A Voluntary Service of Thanksgiving will beheld for all Denominations in the “Cirque”, 
Tourcoing, (F. 4. d. 9. 3.), at 3.30 p.m. on Sunday, 17th November 1918. 
 
At 3.0 p.m. there will be a concert of Sacred and Other Music. 
 
By kind permission of Major-General Sir Will PEYTON, KCB, DSO., the band of the 
40th Division will form the Orchestra. 
 
All units must be in their seats by 2-50 p.m. 
 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
The Royal Irish  
O.C. 2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY, RAA. 
 
Ref. your EA. 957 of 18th inst following are extracts asked for. 
15th Oct.— 61st Field Coy assisted by Australians of 2nd Siege Battery place Pontoon 
bridge across the LYS at 28/V2698. At 16 hrs first pontoon was in the water & by 21 
hours bridge was open. 4 Pontoons and 3 trestles were used. The approach presented 
great difficulty as the old approach was above 12 ft above water level. At the same time 
foot bridges at 28/V9a20, 28/P35d03 & 28/P36a23 were remade and improved. 
 
17th October— Repaired MORTE LYS bridge at Commines by No 4 Sect & 6 
Australians, 53…? Completed in 151/2 hours LOCK GATE bridge opened for traffic, 90 
ft span… 
 
24th October— 2 Lt SPENCER with 15 Australians erected … Bridge at 37/C9c25 
under severe shell fire. 
 
25-29 October—Built bridge at 37/c9a10 to take 7 tons axle load. 
Built 3 infantry bridges at 37/E9c26 across canal and 2 streams. 
Built bridge at 37/C23b19 to take 12 tons axle load. 
 
26th Oct—No 4 sect & 10 Australians bridged stream at 37/C7b65 in face of enemy 
opposition. 
29th Oct. Assisted by all the Australians company built 4 bridges across ESCAULT in 
37/C10a & C4c each of …? In face of the enemy, for local operation of 42nd Infantry 
Brigade. 
 
A the end of the monthly entries following notice— 
50 Australians of 2nd Australian Siege Battery were attached to me on the 15th inst & 
proved of the utmost help in bridging operations. 
 
Nov. 3rd. With 10 Australians No 4 section bridged ESCAULT at SUGAR FACTORY 
at 37/C4685, 80 ft. 
 
Nov 4th.—Nos 2,3 & 4 Sections assisted by the attached Australians each built a 
German float bridge cross the ESCAULT in face of the enemy. 
 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
  
O.C. 62Field Company, 
Royal Engineers. 
 
Could you please give me, in detail as far as the Australian personnel is concerned, 
extracts from your WAR DIARY of the work carried out during the recent advances. This 
information is required for the compilation of the War Diary of this Battery. 
  B.W. Dobson, 
  Capt RAA. 
Acting O.C. 2 Aust Siege Brigade. 
Field 18/11/18 
 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
 
Acting O.C.   
2nd Australian Siege Battery. 
REF. ATTACHED MEMO. 
Oct 21st—Lieut C. R. Hanchett and 50 O.R. of 2nd Australian Siege Battery were attached 
for work to 62nd Field Co, RE at AVREGMIES. 
Work on bridge across CANAL at 37/B18c59 and 37/B17d10 near ST. LEGER 
commenced. The Australians personnel cut down trees for the road bearers, split logs for 
decking and acted as carrying party. 
Oct 22nd. Above work completed. 
Oct 23rd. RE and attached moved to DOTTINGNIES. In evening an attempt was made to 
put a floating bridge across R. SCHELDT, but as resistance by enemy was so intense the 
importance of work was not equal to the probable cost. The Australian personnel acted as 
a CARRYING PARTY for the bridging stores. 
Oct 24th. Bridge at 37/B18.c.59 strengthened to take LORRIES. 10 Australians assisted 
as before. 
At night a light foot-bridge was erected at ESPIERRES at another attempt was made 
to cross RIVER SCHELDT near this place. Balance of Australians acted as a carrying 
party for stores. 
Oct 25th. NO WORK. 
Oct 26. RE and attached moved to ESTAMPUIS. Bridges were built to replace a culvert 
at EUREGNIES 37/B9d77. 
Oct 27. Above Bridges completed. Both days the Australians assisted cutting timber, 
carrying etc. 
Oct 28th to Nov 8th. The Australians assisted in many jobs of minor importance searching 
for mines in Railway and loading wagons and lorries at R.E. Park ROUBAIX. All this 
time the Co and attached personnel were standing by for work in the line should occasion 
arise; and in the interim the sapper s did small jobs, drilled etc., and all including attached 
personnel had Baths. 
Nov. 9th. RE and attached moved back to DOTTINGNIES. 
A pontoon bridge was built by this co at HELCHIN across the River SCHELDT. The 
Australians assisted in this work. Two lorry bridges were then started at ESPIERRES the 
one near the CANAL and the other over the RIVER. 
Nov. 10th. Work on Bridges was continued and a new bridge was started over the marsh 
bank at HELCHIN. 
Nov. 11th. All Bridges were finished. 
Nov. 12th to 14th. The Australians spend their time cleaning up and in Squad Drill, etc. 
Nov 15th. Lieut Hanchett took his men to rejoin their unit. 
——— 
The above is just rough notes from our WAR DIARY. I hope you will find it exactly 
what you want.   
  G. V. Deverall, 
  Capt, Royal Engineers. 
  21/11/18 
 for O.C. 62nd Field Co, Royal Engineers. 
 
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —  
 
 62nd Field Company, R.E. 
Acting O.C.   
2nd Australian Siege Battery. 
 
Lieut Hanchett and 50 OR of your battery were, as you know, attached to our Co. for 
work from Oct 21st to Nov 15th. We can only speak in the highest terms of praise for 
useful work done by them and of their cheerful co-operation with us at times when the 
conditions under which we labored were somewhat disagreeable. Their skill with the axe 
was greatly admired by all who witnessed their performance. 
In conclusion let me say that we were extremely pleased to have been associated with 
Lieut Hanchett and his men, and only regret that their stay was so brief.  
 
  G. V. Deverall, 
  Capt, Royal Engineers. 
  21/11/18 
 for O.C. 62nd Field Co, Royal Engineers. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Map of Area in which Australians assisted Bridge Building Operations. 
 
 
 
2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY. 
55th Australian Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
DECEMBER 1918 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 1 Dec 1918  Battery Personnel remained in billets at 47 RUE DE  
  CONDITIONNEMENT. 6 guns parked in RUE DE  
  SOUFFLOT. 
 
 2 Dec 1918 Battery inspected by Commanding Officer, 36th Brigade, Lt.  
  Col. Hurst. 
 
 6 Dec 1918 20 men attended a lecture in the “Cirque” TOURCOING  
  entitled “Industrial Peace.” 
 
 7 Dec 1918 Battery inspected by General Sir. W. Birdwood accompanied  
  by GOC R.A. V Army, Brig General Curwen, (GOC RA XV  
  Corps), Brig. General Collingwood (B.G. H.A. XV Corps). 
   
   
 22 Dec 1918 The GOC XV Corps awarded the Military Medal to Sgt D,  
  McRae; Gunners F. Harley, B.C. Stubbs & SB Menadue on the  
  recommendation of Officer Commanding, 62nd Co, Royal  
  Engineers. 
   
 27 Dec 1918 The GOC XV Corps made the following awards on the  
  recommendation of Officer Commanding, 61st Co, Royal  
  Engineers. Bar to Military Medal, Gnr W. Wickham. Military  
  Medals to Sgts N.W. Baker & K.E. Holyoake; Gnrs A.H.  
  Bennett, A. Bedford & S.P. Murphy. 
 
2nd AUSTRALIAN SIEGE BATTERY. 
55th Australian Siege Battery, Royal Garrison Artillery). 
 (36th Heavy Artillery Group, Royal Garrison Artillery.) 
JANUARY 1919 
BATTERY WAR DIARY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
w1.       Battery personnel in billets at 47 RUE DE  
CONDITIONNEMENT. 6 uns in RUE DE SOUFFLET. 
Classes in English, French and Mathematics are being heldin 
the billets with an average attendance of 70. 
A party of 22 men are attached to 2nd ASV Ammunition 
Column as 2nd drivers for instruction in motor mechanics and 
driving. 
 
 6 Jan 1919 The Battery Concert Party “Zig Zags” gave their first  
  performance in the ‘THEATRE MUNCIPALE” TOURCOING  
  to a crowded house and continued for 4 nights. They  
  afterwards proceeded to WATRELOS LANNOY &  
  COURTRAI holding several performances in each town. 
 
 8 Jan 1919 The O.C. Major G.E. Manchester returned to the battery from  
  England. 
 
 10 Jan 1919 6 men from the battery were attached to the Australian Corps  
  central school in RUE for 3 months instruction in various  
  subjects.1 
 
 12 Jan 1919 The Battery Rugby Football tam played the 1st ASB at  
  MOUSCRON and won by 3 pts to nil. 
 
 13 Jan 1919 Lt Col Hurst C.O. 36 (Aust) Brigade returned from leave to  
  UK. 
 
  14 Jan 1919 Lt Col Hurst left Brigade H.Q. to take up the duties of  
   D.A.A.G., Vth Division, AIF. Command taken over by Major  
   Bundock ,DSC, of 1st ASB. 
  
                                                
1  Bygott, Ursula, “Wallace, Sir Robert Strachan (1882–1961)”, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National 
Centre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/wallace-sir-robert-
strachan-8962/text15767,  An overview of the creation of the AIF Education Service and the Industrial 
Employment Section. Online – 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/appointments/out-of-the-war-and-into-the-skilling-
fields/story-e6frgckf-1111114814864 
The Mail, Adelaide, 28 December 1918. Online — http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/63758235 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 16 Jan 1919 Captain Dobson, MC, and Lt Downey, MC, proceeded by car  
to places of interest connected with the battery and obtained 
photographs of the battery position in PLOEGSTEERT 
WOOD also Observation Posts GE9 nEar ARMENTIERES 
and LE TOUQUET whee Lieut Robinson, MC, who was 
attached to battery at the time, was captured on 10th April 
1918 with Gunners O’Shea and Ryan. 
Several satisfactory photographs were obtained for war 
records, not yet available for inclusion in Diary. 
 
 17 Jan 1919 Captain Dobson, MC, Lt Phillips RGA, and Lt Morrison, HQ  
  36th Brig proceeded by car to the positions occupied by the  
  battery in Oct 1917 at ST JEAN and RAT FARM. Photographs  
  were taken but were not very satisfactory owing to bad light. 
 
 18 Jan 1919 A combined Rugby team from the 1st & 2nd ASB played a  
  match with XV Corps Heavy Artillery and won 8 pts to 4. 
   
  19 Jan 1919 Captain Dobson MC and Lieut Downey MC proceeded to  
SPOIL BANK on YPRES-COMINES Canal near 
ZILLEBEKE by side car and walked up to VINCENT O.P. 
which was used by battery Forward Observation Officers in 
June-July & August 1917. Photograph of this O.P.) [below] 
fairly satisfactory. Owing to breakdown the party had to be 
towed by a lorry along MENIN road from HOOGE to 
RONES. 
 
 
Observation Post, “Vincent”. 
Originally a German Bunker adapted for use as o.p. 
 
   
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 24 Jan 1919 The battery met 1st ASB in a game of football (Australian  
  Rules) at MOUSCRON. The 1st battery winning by 6 goals 5  
  behinds to 3 goals 6 behinds. 
 
 25 Jan 1919 2nd Lts Scott R and Eaton R.A. marched in from Heavy  
  Artillery reinforcements and were taken on battery strength. 
 
 29 Jan 1919 Orders received from Brigade that Battery furnish a list of men  
  enlisted in 1915 who would be available for demobilisation at  
  an early date. 
 
 30 Jan 1919 Vacancies for 37 men of original battery allotted to 2nd ASB. 
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PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 1 Feb 1919  The Battery Personnel billeted at 47 Rue de  
  CONDITIONNEMENT. 6 guns parked on RUE SOULLET. 
 
 3 Feb 1919 The Brigade Concert Party commenced a series of 4  
  performances at the Municipal Theatre TOURCOING. A  
  Farewell Smoke Concert was held at the billets in the evening  
  as a send off to the draft 44 1918 men proceeding to HAVRE  
  for demobilisation. 
 
 4 Feb 1919 2nd Lieut S.S. Downey marched in from HA Reinforcements  
  and was taken on Battery Strength. 
 
 6 Feb 1919 The draft for demobilisation left TOURCOING by rail for  
  HAVRE. 
  A lecture entitled the “Rise of Prussianism” was given by Mr.  
  Hillaire Belloc in the Cirque Theatre ROBAIX. 2 officers and  
  about 20 men from the battery were present. 
 
 7 Feb 1919 2 officers, 12 men were present at a lecture in the Cirque  
  Theatre ROBAIX entitled “Our Escape from Prussian  
  domination” by the Earl of Denbigh. 
 
 9 Feb 1919 Major H.C. Bundock proceeded on Paris leave. Major G.D.  
  Hanchett acts temporarily as OC Brigade. 
  
 10 Feb 1919 A Draft of 30 men marched in from Australian General Base  
  Depot and were taken on Battery strength. 
   
 11 Feb 1919  Lieut Britnell proceeded on leave to UK. 
   
 14 Feb 1919 2nd Lieut S.G. Downey attached for temporary duty at the  
  HALTE REPAS BAISIEUX between LILLE and TOUNAI. 
 
 16 Feb 1919 Church Parades. 
 
  
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 17 Feb 1919 Thaw precautions came into force 0600. 
  Lieut G.R.L. Adams attached temporarily to Animal. 
 
 18 Feb 1919 Thaw precautions remain in force. 
  2/Lt R.W. Scott of this battery returned to duty from Hospital. 
 
 19 Feb 1919 Thaw precautions remain in force till 23.59 hours. 
   
 20 Feb 1919 R.A. Band gave second Concert at TOUCOING. 
  O.C. Battery attended Conference at P. SAP re new  
  arrangements for rations. 
 
 21 Feb 1919 Drawing fuel by lorry. O.C. Battery again visited P. SAP re  
  ration supply by Brigade in bulk.  
 
 21 Feb 1919  Notification that Capt P.W. Dobson RAA, MC, will leave  
  with Quota No 15. 
 
 23 Feb 1919 Major H.C. Bandock DSO returns from leave and resumed  
  command of the Brigade. 
 
 24 Feb 1919 A kit inspection was held by the O.C. at 10.30am. 
 
 24 Feb 1919 Board assembled to check stores. In a Rugby match between  
  the two batteries for a football presented by the Swansea  
  Football Club we had an easy victory 8 to nil. 
 
 26 Feb 1919 Lieut H.H. Downey proceed to UK to attach Machine Gunners  
  Course at Woolwich. Lieut J.E. Britnell also to attend same  
  course commencing 28-2-19. 
 
 28 Feb 1919 Won final of XV Corps Rugby Championships played 1st ASB  
  17 nil. Summer time adopted. O.C. at COURTRAI, President  
  of Field General Court Martial. 
 
 
 
REVIEW FOR THE MONTH. 
The Battery remained at rest at TOURCOING FRANCE. The general health and condition of the 
unit was excellent. Educational training with sport of various kinds including football, skating, TC 
continued. Several dances were held which were much appreciated by all ranks, as well as by 
Civilians. The departure of the first quota for return to Australia was the most important feature of 
the Month. Song and speeches wee indulged in and the remaining troops gave the “old hands” a 
fitting send-off. 
The R.A. Bank was much appreciated by military and civilians. Church Parades wee held each 
Sunday under the Brigade padre. Large numbers of men visited the neighbouring towns and 
battlefields to obtain photos of historical places, graves of Comrades etc. 
Fires and good billets with a full ration each day contributed largely to the comfort of all ranks. 
28-2-19. 
 
  
FOR WAR DIARY, FEB 1919. 
 
2nd Australian Siege Battery Ammunition Column and Tractor Drivers, Xmas 1918. 
 
Ammunition Column consists of 2 officers. 102 Other Ranks. 
34 2 Ton Albion Lorries. 
6 75hp Caterpillar Tractors. 
 
2 Ton Albion Lorry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
75 hp Holt Caterpillar Tractor. 
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No 2 Australian Siege Battery, Tourcoing France, March 1919. 
Front Row L to R. 
Lieutenant. Adams, (Duntroon Graduate of 1917), Captain Percy W. Dobson MC,  
Major G E Manchester, Lieutenant H. H Downey.1 
 
  
 
 
                                                
1  Downey was a professional soldier with two years in the Victorian Rangers and five years in the Royal 
Australian Garrison Artillery before enlisting in the AIF in 1916. He had been granted a commission … (36HAG 
2nd Siege Battery). He earned his Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty…in mid 1918. 
(After) termination of his AIF commission in March 1920 he was repeatedly engaged in the Instructional Corps 
through the next decade as a warrant officer. In July 1932…appointed Quartermaster and honorary Lieutenant. 
Hazlehurst, Cameron, Ten Journeys to Cameron’s Farm:An Australian Tragedy, (Canberra, ANU Epress, 2013), 
p. 166. 
PLACE  DATE  SUMMARY. 
TOURCOING 26 Mar 1919 0800. Demob Quota No 21 consisting of 1 officer  
  (Lt Saunders) and 44 other ranks left unit for England. 
  
 29 Mar 1919 1200. Lieut B.D. O’Neil and 4 O.R. left unit to attend anti-
aircraft  
  gunnery course commencing at Shoeburyness on 31/2/19. 
  Town patrol reduced to one officer and 10 OR. 
 
 30Mar 1919 1630. Guns and Beam lorries proceeded to ? for lading to  
  proceed to Calais for return to Ordnance Base Depot. 
 
NO FURTHER ENTRIES. 
 
